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FOREWORD
The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle (EHV) Program was established
in DOE in response to the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research,
Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976. Responsibility for the
EHV Program resides in the Office of Electric and Hybrid Vehicle
Systems of DOE. The Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle (I_THV) Program is an
element of the EHV Program. DOE has assigned p_ocurement and man-
I for the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle Program toagement responsibility
i the California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory(JPL).
I The overall objective of the DOE EHV Program is to promote
i the development of electric and hybrid vehicle technologies and
_I[ to demonstrate the validity of these systems as transportation
i options which are less dependent on petroleum resources.
i As of the NTHV General Electric and its subcon-
part Program,
tractors have completed studies leading to the Preliminary Design
1 of a hybri@ passenger vehicle which is projected to have the maxi-
) mum potential for reducing petroleum consumption in the near term(commencing in 1985). This work has been done under JPL Contract
_! 955190, Modification 3, Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle
Program.This volume is part of Deliverable Item 7, Final Report, of the
! Phase I studies. In accordance with Data Requirement Description 7
I of the Contract, the following documents are submitted as appendices:APPENDIX A is the Mission Analysis and Performance Specifica-
tion Studies Report that constitutes Deliverable Item 7 and reports
i on the wor'- of Task I.APPENDIX B is a three-volume set that constitutes Deliverable
_I Item 2 and reports on the work of Task 2. The three volumes are:
I • Volume I -- Design Trade-off Studies Report
I • Volume II -- Supplement to Design Trade-Off
I Studies Report, Volume I
i • Volume III -- Computer Program Listings
APPENDIX C is the Preliminary Design Data Packa@e that con-
stitutes Deliverable Item 3 and reports on the work of Task 3.
APPENDIX D is the Sensitivity Analysis Report that constitutes
Deliverable Item 8 and reports on Task 4.
The three classifications - Appendix, Deliverable Item, and
Task number - may be used interchangeably in these documents. The
interrelationship is tabulated below: i
i ii.i
_ .... ,,_
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Deliverable
Appendix Item Task Title
A 1 1 Mission Analysis and Performance
Specification Stu,]ies Report
B 2 2 Vol. I - Design Trade-Off Studies
Report
Vol. II - Supplement to Design
Trade-Off Studies Report
Vol. III- Computer Program
Listings
C 3 3 Preliminary Design Data Package
D 8 4 Sensitivity Analysis Report
-_ This is Volume II, Supplement to Design Trade-Off Studies Re-
port Volume I, of Appendix B. This volume reports on work done on
Task 2 and is part of Deliverable Item 7, Final Re_ort, which is
the summary report of a series which documents the results of Phase I
of the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle Program. Phase I was a study leading
to the preliminary design of a five-passenger vehicle utilizing two
energy sources (electricity and gasoline/diesel fuel) to minimize
! petroleum usage on a fleet basis.
This volume presents reports submitted by subcontractors on heat
engines, battery power sources, and vehicle technology. These sub-
contractor reports have been reproduced as submitted to General Elec-
tric and are presented in this volume to make available source mate-
rial that was used in the Design Trade-Off Studies.
The subcontractor reports are submitted in separate sections in
which the General Electric imposed Work Statement is presented first,
i followed by the subcontractor report submitted in response to the
Work Statement. The order of presentation isSection 1 - Heat Engine Trade-Off Study performed by
I General Electric Company, Space Division
Section 2 - Assessment of Battery Power Sources per-
formed by ESB Technology Company
Section 3 - Vehicle Technology performed by Triad
Services, Incorporated
Material from a number o_ internal General Electric studies
which were used during the Design Trade-Off Studies was summarized
and is presented in Section 4 - Motors and Controls for Hybrid
Vehicles. Included in Section 4 are attachments which describe
pertinent studies and developments. These are:
Attachment A - Proposed Development Program on Advanced
Electric Vehicle, October 1975
_I Attachment B - Centennial Electric Car
!
i iv
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Attachment C - Electric Vehicle AC Drive Study
Attachment D - Propulsion System Design Trade-off
Studies
Attachment E - Producibility Analysis
Attachment F - Required Motor and Controller Data
The attachments are submitted without any editorial rewrite or
attempt to present a continuously narrative text but only as a
means to record background information.
I|v
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WORK STATEMENT
' to
i " General Electric Company
Space Division
Space Systems Operatior
Philadelphia, PA 19101
INTRODUCTION
Contract No. 955190 between California Institute of Tech-
nology Jet Propulsion Laboratory and General Electric Company
covers a program entitled "Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Pas-
senger Vehicle Development Program" under which studies shall be
conducted leading to a preliminary design of a hybrid passenger
vehicle that is projected to have the maximum potential for re-
_ ducing petroleum consumption in the near term (commencing in 1985).
; Effort under Contract 955190 is being conducted pursuant to an
Interagency Agreement between the Department of Energy (DOE) and
_- the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and in
furtherance of work under Prime Contract NAS7-100 between NASA
and the California Institute of Technology. This work statement
covers heat engine technology under General Electric Purchase
Order A02000-220406.
SCOPE OF WORK
In support of General Electric Corporate Research and Develop-
ment's work under Contract 955190, the Subcontractor shall furnish
the necessary personnel, materials, services, facilities, and other-
wise do all things necessary for or incident to the performance
of the following tasks:
__ 1. Provide a description of the system an_ components of
state-of-the-art electronic fuel gasol_ne engines:
• Engines currently being marketed
• Engines in advanced stage of development of testing
• System components and control
.... • Sensors
• Microprocessors and control logic
2. Consider the use of fuel-injected engines in the on/off
operating mode:
• Fuel cutoff techniques
• Engine startup at relatively high vehicle velocity
! (_30 mph)
4
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• Emissions (steady-state NO x emissions, sizing catalyst,
warmup, fuel cutoff during deceleration)
• Thermal effects and cooling
• Accessory drives
• Engine durability
3. Selection and characterization of fuel-injected engines
in the 60 - 80 hp ra;,ge (probably four-cylinder) for use
in the hybrid vehicle.
NOTE WITH RESPECT TO SUBCONTRACTOR'S OATA
It is understood that all data furnished hereunder may be
_ furnished to the California Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and DOE and NASA with no restrictions.
7
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HEAT ENGINE TRADEOFF STUDY
NEAR-TERM HYBRID VEHICLE PROGRAM - PHASE I
INTRODUCTION
A heat engine/electric hybrid vehicle will employ he_t engine power for high
speed (e.g. above 30 MPH) cruising, and electric power for low s!)eedcruising,
acceleration, passing ,_ndhill-climbing. When the engine is t:_rnedon _t will
operate at or near the wide-open throttle (WOT) conditions to maximize its
efficiency.
For a five-passenger highway vehicle cruising at a steady speed of 90 Km/hr
, (50 MPH), the power requirement is in the order of 30 HP. Since the engine
_ efficiency peaks at 40 to 50? of the maximum engine speed, the engine maximum
rated power should be sized between 60 to 80 HP for a hybrid vehicle.
1.0 PRELIMINARY SCREENING OF ENGINE TYPES
(
1.1 Selection Criteria
1 Since the electric system (batteries, generator and motor) serves as a
i second prime mover, the cost, weight and volume co,_straintsof a hybrid heat
engine are more stringe,_tthan in con,,entionalautomobiles. The desired hybrid
• _ engine should be light-weight,durable and cost effective.
i
A hybrid engine should meet the 1981 Federal Statutory Emission Standard
as a conventional automobile. For modes of operation involving on-off, the
emission control techniques developed for conventional automobiles can be
adopted.
Another consideration of the hybrid engine is its speed compatibility with
the electric generator, especially for the system configurations where a direct
coupling between the two components is required. For the on-off modes of
operation, the fuel economy sensitivity to the speed or load variation also be-
comes an important consideration.
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In order to develop an engine by 1980 and for it to be ready for mass
production by 1985, the present product maturity of the candidate hybrid
engines is an important parameter in making the final selection of a heat
engine for a near-term hybrid vehicle.
1.2 Candidate Engines
To makea rational selection of the most suttable hybrid engine, a set
of screening criteria, which are based upon the req,'irement discussed above,
are developed. All feasible heat engines are identified and a gross evaluation
of the engine characteristics against the screening criteria are performed for
the selection of preliminary candidates A more in-depth tradeoff study of
these p;¢liminary engine candidates are followed and reported in the following
sections.
Table 1 showssuch a matrix. The goal of the rated power range is set
to be from 60 to 80 HP. The fuel consumption, weight and cost of various engine
types, as classified by different thermodynamic cycles, are presented as the
average value of each type relative to a typical conventional spark-ignition
gasulige engine of equivalent power rating.
1.3 Engine T_,peSelection
Froma fuel consumptionpoint of view, turbo-charged diesel, Stirling and
_ regenerativetypegas-turbine nginesoffer betterefficienciesthan gasoline
!-_ engines. However,both the Stirlingengineand the gas-turbinein the 60 to
80 HP ranqeare still in earlydevelopmentalstages. Theiravailabilityfor a
1980demonstrationwill requiresubstantialdevelopmentalefforts. Even though
a 50 HP VWdiesel engine is currently on market, it is not selected for the
presentstudydue to the uncertaintyin the futureFederalregulationon the
exhaustparticulate mission.
n
;:_ Advancedevelopments in the recent years on the Otto-cycle engines, particu-
_:._!i larlyon fueldeliveryand the emissioncontrols,have improvedtheir fuel
_t consumptionsignificantly while suc.:essfully meet the Federal emission require-
::il merits.To selectan efficientand reliableenginefor the near-termhybrid
'l vehtcle without substantial development of the engine system, an advanced
,._, Otto-cycle engine appears to be most attractive, i
1-6 i
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1.4 Selection of An Otto-Cxcle Engine "
The air/fuel ratio for a spark-ignitiongasoline engine should be carefully
controlled in order to achieve the optimum engine efficiency which is obtained
at an equivalence ratio, k, of approximately l.l where:
actual volume of air drawn into eni_LD__
k = theoretical requirement of air fori
stoichiometriccombustion
The specific fuel consumption deteriorates rapidly as k n_ves away from l.l.
On the other hand, to meet the stringent exhaust emission regulations
while maintaining a good engine performance, use of a three-way catalytic con-
._, verter appears to hold the most promise in early 1980's (Reference 12). To
:_ achieve high conversion efficiencies for all exhaust emissions -- unburnt hydro-)
carbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx), the engine
should be operated at an equivalence ratio around l.O and maintained it within
i a narrow range of ± O.Ol.
; The electronic fuel injection system with a feedback control of an oxygen
sensor at the exhaust makes it possible to achieve the accurate control of the
=i fuel delivery rate within tileabove narrow range. It has demonstrated capa-
bilities and advantages which include:
e Reduction of exhaust emission below the levels required by the
IgSl Federal Statutory Emission Standards.
• Good vehicle performance and drivability.
• Reliable.
i The technoloqy has been well-demonstrated in many passenger cars currently) •
-!
: in the market. Maturity of the technology and hardware as well as the den_n-
strafed good perforn_nce and low omission nklkethe EFI engine coupled with a
three-way catalyst a logical choice for +_'-,,,ehybrid vehicle in the early 1980's.
1,-8
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-, So far a stratified-charged spark-ignition (SI) engine, such as the
Hondaengine(Reference14),has not demonstratedits abilityto meet 1981
Federalemissionstandardswithoutadditionalemissioncontrolequipment,such
as a catalyst. Its fuelconsumptionis also not as goodas a well-tunedEFI
engine. The FordProcoengineis stillin the developmentstageand little
informationis available.
A turbo-chargedV-6 Sl enginehas beenmarketedby Buick in 1978. The
i poweroutputhas been increasedby 50c:,.However,so far a potentiallybetter
fueleconomyhas not been realizedto a greatextent(Reference13). At WOT
the fuelconsumptio is, in fact,poorerdue to a fuel- ichrequirementto
helpcontroldetonation.Furthertechnologydevelopmentwill be requireduntil
the turbo-chargedSl enginebecomesan attractivecandidatefor hybridappli-
_)o cation.
.t
l
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS ,
m
2.1 En_qineCurrently,Being Marketed
Development of Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI) systems started in the
|950's. Approximately 300 systems were first introduced by Chrysler CorporationQ
during model year 1958. Concerns on exhaust emission control in the late
T
-i_ 1960's led to a more successfuldevelopment in EFI. Robert Bosch of West
" Germany succeeded in marketing the first high volume production EFI system
to Volkswagon in 1967. The EFI system developed by Bendix Corporation was
introduced by Cadillac in its 1975 model. At the present time, EFI systems
) have been quite popular among many passenger car models. Table 2 lists some
of the EFI engines and their emissions and performance data which are currently
marketed. It is interestingto note that so far the only engines meeting
! 1981 emission standards, especially NOx, are those using three-way catalysts.
i EFI systems for most of the foreign cars are developed by Robert Bosch,
i while for domestic cars, Bendix Corporation is the major supplier.
(
i The electronic engine control system developed by Ford Moto'rCompany applies?
a similar principle as the EFI systems. Instead of using injectors for fuel
1 delivery, Ford selected to modify the conventional carburator with a feedback
_i Control loop. In addition, data available (Reference 21) is not as extensive
as that on the EFi systems. Therefore, the Ford system is not included in
Table I as one of the Electronic Fuel Injection systems.
e
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2.2 Advanced Engines under Development
A
There is expected to be no major technology break-through in the passenger
car engine between now and the early 1980's. Existing basic engine types will
be pretty much maintained. Major efforts in the near-term engine development
are in the fine-tuning of the existing engine types, especially in a better
control of fuel/air mixture through the improvement of either a carburator
or fuel injection systems. It is believed t)at most of the fine-tuning
techniques developed in the next few years Can be adopted in th_ heat engine
selected for the near-term hybrid vehicle.
2•3 System Components and Control
The basic system, components:andcontrol of an electronic fuel injection
" system for gasoline engines has been described in detail in published literature
(References 15-22). Despite some differences in design details among various
systems, their basic principle of operation is similar• In these systems,
detecting elements sense the engine operating conditions and pass their infor-
nation in the form of electric signals to an electronic control unit. Pro-
cessing these signals, the control unit then determines the amount of fuel re-
qulred by the engine and controls the proper fuel delivery to insure proper
air/fuel ratio.
A typical EFI system is schematically depicted in Figure I. Figure 2 shows
a simplified block diagram of its feed-back control. The system generally con-
sists of four subsystems: the fuel delivery, the air-induction, the primary
sensors, and the electronic control unit.
i
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2.3.1 Fuel Delivery Subsystem
The subsystemincludesthe fuel tank pick-up,an electricfuel pump, in-
v
jectorsfor each cylinder,a '_uelpressureregulator,supplyand returnline
! " with a fuel filter. The fuel is heldat a constant,low pressure(typically
\ 2.5 to 3 bars)prior to the injectorsand returnto the tankat no pressure.
i As a result,cool fuelis deliveredat all timesduringengineoperationand
formationof vaporbubblesin the fuelcirculationsystemis prevented.
The solenoid-operatedfuel injectorsare installedin the intakemanifold
and sprayfuel in frontof the intakevalves. Injectionof fuel can be timed
to take placefor a groupof injectorsin order to reduceequipmentcosts.
The amountof fueld_liveredfor each camshaftrevolutioncan also be divided
i into two or more pulsesto improvethe uniformityin the distributionof the
'! fuelmixture. For example,Bosch EFI-Lsystemfor 4-cylinderenginescombines
)
1 all four injectorsintoone singlegroupand deliverstwo pulsesof fuel in-
jectionfor everycamshaftrotation.
Since the fuel pressureis maintainedconstant,the flowrate and the
strokeof the injectorvalvestem is also constant(approximately0.15 min.),
the fueldeliveryrateper injectionis thuscontrolledby the valveopening
durationwhich is determinedby the electroniccontrolunitas a functionof
. enginespeedand air flow rate.
A separatedinjectoris installedat the common intakemanifoldfor cold
startpurposes. It has a swirl typenozzlefor betterfuelatomizationand
deliversextraamountsof fuel to enrichthe mixturefor easy starting. A
thermo-timeswitchcan be utilizedto controlthe durationduringwhich the
start valve is switchedon dependingon the enginecoolanttemperature.
This preventsthe wettingof the spark plugswith a rich startingmixture.
1-15
i2.3.2 Air-lnductionSubsystem
J
This subsystem includes the integrated intake manifold, throttle-body
assemblyfor primaryair control,and an auxiliaryair valve controlledby
water temperatureand suppliesadditionalcold-stc.rtair.
Air flow measurementscan be accomplishedby sensingthe throttlevalve
position,intakeair pressureand temperature.The signalsare inputto the
electroniccontrolunit for air flowcalculations.
An advancedair-flowmeter has been developedby Bosch (References18
_ and 19). The meter is locatedat the upstreamsideof the throttlevalveas
illustratedin FigureI. One/advantageof thissystemover the previousone
is that, if necessary,theexhaustgas recirculation(EGR)can be incorporated
withouteffectingthe air f)ow_easurement.
_! 2.3.3 PrimarySensors
m J
Thereare five primarysensors: (a) An enginespeedsensoris usually
i mountedintegralwitfkthe distributor. It providesthe electroniccontrolunit
!
with dataon enginesPeedfor air flowcalculationsand enginephasingdata for
) synchronizinginjector_opentiming.(b)An intakemanifoldpressuresensor
(
! measuresabsolutepressuresin the intakemanifoldto providefor continuous
calculationoF air fl•owto the engine. This pressuresensoris not required
i if a separatedair-flowmeteris employed.(c) Throttle-position_ensorprovidesboth the bsoluteaTidrat of changeof throttle-positionneededfor fuel-
I injectioncontrol.It sensesclosed-throttle,part-throttle,or wide-openthrottleand conveysthis informationto _he electroniccontrolunit for
electronicprocessing.(d)Three temperaturesensorsmeasurethe intakeair,
enginecoolantand catalyticconvertertemperature.An intakeair temperature
sensoris used in combinationwith the intakemanifoldpressuretransducerto
preciselydeterminethe densityof the inductedair. An enginecoolanttemper-
ature sensoris mountedin the coolantpassageand is neededfor controlof
fuelenrichment,EGR cut-nffor injectionduringcold operation. A temperature
sensoris alsomountedin the catalyticconverterto controlenginecold-start
operationto acceleratecatalystwarm-upperiod.(e) An oxygensensoris mounted
' 1-16
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tn the exhaust manifold and measures oxygen concentration in exhaust gases.
The output signal from this probe is used to .-egulate precisely the air fuel
mixtureand make_ it possible,togetherwith the catalyticconverter,to
low_,r the noxious exhaust emissions, lhe most commonoxygen sensor is a
I'I gaivantc device with a zirconium dioxide solid electrolyte and a porous
platinum electrode.t
l_iI 2.3.4 ElectronicControlUnit (ECU)
ii The ECU is the heartof an EFI system. It receivesinformationfrom the
sensorsthatmonitorkey engineoperatingparameters;it processesthis infor-
mationusing a selectedcontrollogic and computesthe exact fuel requirementi
relativeto air flow; it transmitselectricpulsesto the solenoid-operated
injectorvalves. If necessary,the unit can also controlEGR and other
specialoperations,such as ignitionadvance. The c'JrrentECU utilizesinte-
gratedcircuitto the greatestpossibleextentand has demonstratedexcellent
reliability.
'!
1 Recentdevelopmentson the microprocessorbased,electronicenginecontrol
{
i system(Reference23) may offer a better performanceand economictradeoffof
alternatedesignapproachesin the 1980's. This will increasethe degree of
freedomand accuracyof enginec_ntroland furtherimprovethe engine perfor-
mance. However,many developmenteffortsare neededto make it a reliable
productin the harshenvironmentof the automotiveapplication. It is con-
I sideredto be prematureto be implementedinto the presenthybridvehicle}
_ demonstration program.
1-17
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3.0 ON/OFFOPERATINGMODE
The heat enginefor a hybridvehiclewill be frequentlyon or off at a
relativelyhigh speed (1200-1500rpm)at wide-openthrottleas opposedto a
conventionalheat enginewhich startsat low idle (_60D to 800 rpm). The
frequenton/offmodewill be a new experiencefor heat enginedevelopment.
Someconsiderationson thi_unusualoperationare discussedas follows.
3.1 Start-Up_
_I Two basicapproachescan be adoptedfor controllingengineon/off
_--_.i operation: use of an engineclutchor a valvedeactivation.
_--.,.;_ 3.1.1 MechanicalClutch
Use of a clutchrepresentsthe simplerapproachof the two. The clutch
engagesor d_sengagesthe enginewith the rest of the drive train during
engine on or off cycle,respectively.The maturityand the availabilityof
the componentmakes it attractive. However,severalproblemareas could be
associatedwith thisoperation. First,since the enginewill be turnedon at a
_iI high speed,the vehicleat the instanceof clutchengagementmay experiencea
L.-._?C_. rough transitionof speeddue to the differencein enginespeedand that of
_i_ the drive train. A controlsystemto improvethe drivabilitywill have to be
,_
_"_ "developed.Secondly,each time the engine is started,there may be a short
__'I_/T!I" periodof metal-to-metalcontactof the connectingrod and main bearing. This
_1.i,I may reducebearinglifesomewhat. An auxiliaryoil pump and modifiedbearing
F/_) designhave been suggested(Reference24) to alleviatethis problem.
i I
'_i._;i_1 3.1.2 Valve Deactivation
_'_'"__ The valvedeactivationapproach,on the other hand,does not have the two
_.:! problemsdiscussedabove. Valvedeactivators(valveselectors)were developed
-_ Œcylindercut-out(termssuch as engine limitingor variabledisplacement
engineare a!so used)applications(References27-29). The conceptis to cut-
out a numberuf cylindersfromoperationfrom a multi-cylinderengine,such as
a V-8, when the full powerfrom all cylindersis not needed. This allows
fewercylindersto operateat near the wide-.openthrottleand minimizethe
enginefuelconsumption.While cylindersare not firing,a significant
l-iB
. -:?
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! i_!:
amountof pumpingwork is requiredto overcomethe throttlinglossesacros_
i 1 the intakeand the exhaustvalves. With valvesbeing closed,the engine
iii needsonly to overcomethe frictionloss. Figure3 shows the test data of
motoringwork for a typicalV-8 and smal|L-4 engines. It is seen thatwith
the intakeand the exhaustvalve deactivated,the motoringwork to run an
inactivatedenginecan be reducedto an acceptablelev_l.
Incorporatingvalvedeactivators,a hybridvehicleenginewill be at
identicalspeedsas the drive trainat all times regardlesswhetherthe engine
' is on or off. Drivabilityof the vehiclewill not be penalizeddue to frequent
I on/offoperationof the engineand the enginelubricationcan be ensured.
F ,C
, The hardwaresof the valve deactivatorshave beenwell-developedfor lar_er
)
_ size engines(V-8and 2, IL PintoL-4) and their r_liabilitydemonstrated
(References28 and 29). Figure4 illustratesthe hardwaredesignand its
operation. Costof addingvalvedeactivatorsfor all cylindersis compatible
with thatof a clutch. The developedhardwaresare, however,only applicableto
i engineshavingrockerarms in the valve train.
I 1
'I For smallersize engineswith overheadcams and no rockerarms, new
iili designsand developmentsof a valve deactivatorwill be required. One
feasibledesign is shown in Figure5. This is a modifiedversionfrom that
I developedby EatonCorporation(Reference29) which is designedto be installed
Y on the rockerarm studs. When the upper and lower body projectionsare "in-
i
phase"as shown in Figure5, the upper and the lower bodiesof the valve de-
activatorbecomeone integralpart and valvemotion followsthe cam profile.
As the solenoidis energized,it rotatesthe upper body during the time when
the cam is at its base-circleand forcesthe upper and lower body projections
I to be "out-of-phase".Bodyprojectionsthuswill be allowed_o move along
1 the matingslots. The relativemotionsbetweenthe upper and the lower body
permitthe cam shaft to continueits rotationwhile the valvesare deactivated.
" Thismechanismrequiresonly slightmodificationfrom the existingEaton's
hardware. Its developmentis consideredto be cf no _aior problem. Considering
possibleproblemswhich may occur in the on/offoperationwith the clutch,
it is recommendedthat valvedeactivationbe consideredfor the near-term
. hybridvehicle.
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Figure 5. VALVE DEACTIVATOR
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The sequence for turning the engine on is as follows. First, the in-
take and the exhaust valves are activated as the vehicle speed exceeds the
desired level (e.g. 30 mph). After additional full crank revolutions,
solenoids for the fuel injections are eneroized to start the normal
operation.
3.2 Fuel Cut-Off
As has been discussed previously, fuel delivery will be cut-off during
vehicle deceleration and as the vehicle is at low speed (below 30 mph). The
fuel 'injectionshould be terminated before the valve deactivation takes place.
_ To avoid misfile or fuel rich for any one of the cylinders, the fuel cut-off
I and valve deactivation sequence should be carefully monitored. Figure 6
>
_I illustratesone of the fuel cut-off techniques.
The example given in Figure 6 is for a four-cylinder,four-stroke engine.
Fuel injections are delivered twice per engine operating cycle (720° crank
angle). For each cylinder valves are deactivated at least two full crank
revolutionsafter the fuel is cut-off. This ensures that complete combustion
will take place at every cylinder and prevent any unusually high unburnt
hydrocarbon emission.
3.3 Emissions
3.3.1 Steady State
_ Several investigationshave been conducted relating to the effect of
on/off operation for hybrid vehicles on their exhaust emission levels.
(References 25, 26, 3()and 31). The effect of a hybrid opera'tionon vehicle
emissions depends on the operating characteristicsof the system and the
1 emission characteristicsof the engine and its emission control strategies.)
( Nevertheless, the hybrid vehicle, compared to its conventional counterpart,
i showed substantial recluctionsin both unburnt hydrocarbonsand carbon monoxide
'_I emissions. This is due to the elimination of engine idling and low load
operations. However, the oxides of nitrogen emission tends to increase slightly
for hybrid vehicles u_ing a smaller engine than a conventional one. Again,
this is due to the wide-open throttle operation for a hybrid system. Table 3
shows the potential e_,issionreductions of hybrid systems from the conventional
counterparts as reported by sonleearlier studies (References 30 and 31).
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=_ Table 3. POTENTIAL EMISSION REDUCTION OF HYBRID VEHICLES
_:!i_I ' Changed From Conventional Vehicle (Based on GM/MILE)
u,c coReference 30 -76% -40% +I7%
Reference 31 -65% -40% +30%
For an existing EFI engine using a three-way catalyst, the emission
levels are significantlybelow the 1981 Federal standard as indicated i,
Table 2. Us of this system for the hybrid application will lik ly meet the
i_ I emission requirements. Incorporationofnlore complicated emission controls,
such as the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), retarding ignition timing, two-
stage catalyst and air-injection (References 32-35), are not considered to
L+ be necessary at the present time, but can be added to the engine if need
i_i__ arises in the future.
. 3.3.2 Catalytic Converter
The three-way catalytic converter proves to be the most effective way
developed so far to reduce the toxic emissions below the regulating levels.
In order to achieve high conversion efficiencies for all HC, CO and NOx emissions,
the air/fuel ratio must be controlled in the vicinity of stoichiometrics.
Figure 7 shows typical emission-reductioncharacteristics of the three-way
catalyst. As indicated, the equivalence ratio, _, (A/F / A/F of stoichiometrics)
must be maintained within a narrow bend of 0.995 to 1.003 in order to achieve
: 85% or better conversion efficiencies for all three emissions. This accurate
1 control of air/fuel ratio has been demonstarted with the elect.ronicfuel
injection system with an oxygen sensor feed-back from the exhaust as discussed
'_L
in Section 2. Detailed discussions of the catalyst are also given in several
publications (References 36-39).
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Discussionwith Matthey Bishop, Inc. personnel has concluded that for a
1.6 little engine, the catalyst should be sized in the order of I00 cubic inches.
No major problems are foreseen for hybrid on/off operations. However, the
following concerns should be investigated during future testing.
Durability due to the thermal "shock" in frequent on/off operation.
Proper insulationof the catalyst material to reduce temperature
variation and use of a metal support of the catalyst material (References
38 and 39) can alleviate this problem.
Cold start.
Catalyst will be effective only after it exceeds approximately 600°F.
In addition to several alternate approaches which will be discussed in
the following section, the metal supported catalyst also offers a faster
warm-up period for the catalyst.
Oven temperature.
In case of misfire or extreme fuel rich operations, catalyst material
may be damaged if the temperature exceeds 2500°F. With accurate fuel in-
jection controls using EFI and the fuel cut-off _trategy described in
Section 3.2, this problem should be minimal.
3.3.3 Cold Start
+7
In some conventional vehicles, over 50% of the total HC/CO emissions _'e
produced during the first several minutes of urban driving cycle tests while
the engine is still cold (Reference35). For a hybrid vehicle the engine will
be turned on only at high speed and wide-open throttle, cold start HC/CO
I emission will probably be less severe. However, means to control this high
_i HC/CO emission should still be investigated.
I I
At cold start both the oxyger sensor and the catalyst are ineffective. A
swirl-typecold start injector and hot-spot in the intake manifold should be
incorporatedto promote fuel atomization and vaporization. Fuel enrichment and
i
spark retardation can be utilized to provide fast warm-up of exhaust gas. Pre-
heat systems at the intake manifold and exhaust system, which are heated with
the battery electric power, will accelerate w._rm-upof air, exhaust gas and
catalyst material. Since production of cold start HC/CO is a complicated
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phenomeonand no accurate analytical tool is available to carry out a
reasonable prediction, developmentof cold-start emission control should be
conducted during the actual test.
3.3.4 Fuel Cut-Off
:_. Even thoughsome HC spikesmay be anticipatedduringthe fuelcut-off,
testingconductedby Ford (Reference28) did not indicateany noticeable
increasein totalHC emissionwith accurateelectronicfuelcontrol.
_ 3.4 MechanicalEffects
The fourareaswhichwill be consideredare structuraleffects,wear
characteristics,noiseand thermaleffects,all of which are affectedto some
degreeby the changein speedrangeand engineon/offoperatingmode,while
the increasednumberof start-upsinfluencesonly wear.
The structuralloadingof the reciprocatingelementsof an internalcom-
bustionengineconsistsof a combinationof the cyclecombustionpressurei ,-
ducedforces_nd the accelerationloadsof the elements. Sinceonly small
variationsin pressureoccurdue to speedvariation,and sincethe acceleration
loadsincreaseas the squareof the speed,theseinertiaforceswill be sig-
nificantin this discussion.The designof the reciprocatingelementsis
basedon a cyclicliferequirement,and is generallypredicatedon fatigue
loadingand characteristics.The effectof cycle forcesis even furtherreduced
sincethe contributionis basicallya compressionstressin the elements(above
top deadcenterwhere forcesare highest)and fatigueis primarilyassociated
:_If with tensionstresses.
The datashown in Figure8 for a typicalmaterialindicatesthat fatiguepropertiesare fairlyconstantfor a lifegreaterthanone millioncycleS,which
is lessthanone percentof the designlife(_fa typicalautomobileengine. It
is therebyunlikelythatthe hybridengine'soperatingspeedrangewill haveany
I impacton the designof theseelements,since theirdesignalwaysaccommodated(
< operationat fullspeedfor a finiteportionof enginelife,and the flatnessof
I_ fatigueallowablesindicateslittle,if any,changesin designwould be necessary.
i
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i Figure 8. CYCLIC FATIGUE STRESS{
The crankshaft, cam shaft, flywheel and other rotating members are subjected
to tensile stresses through bending and/or centrifugal force, both of which are
speed related. Again, however, the flatness of the fatigue curves and reduced
number of cycles provide design adequacy.
The engine bearings are designed to satisfy operation over a range of
operating speeds, but the most severe operation occurs during start-up, before
an oil film can be establishedand when metal-to-metal contact initially exists.
Hydrodynamic bearing design is simplified as the operating speed range is re-
duced. _roblems with whirl are reduced and bearing geometry can be optimized
to enhance bearing life. The significant number of start-up cycles could
conceivably create a wear problem, however, since metal-to-metal contact can
occur without the hydrodynamicfilm effect. If a problem is encountered,
solutions include:
e A hydrostaticsystem utilizing either a separate oil pump
or pressurized container to be used only at startZup.
e Incorporationof rolling element bearings.
e Incorporationof improved wear characteristic bearing materials.
• Redesign of bearings to extend capability.
Yl
e Adept valve deactivation techniques to maintain engine shaft
rotation.
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The noiseproblemof the hybridenginewill be attributableto the wide-
open throttleoperationor _igh enginespeed to chargethe batteryat low
vehiclespeed if it is needed. The roadnoisesgenerallyencounteredalong with
highspeedenginenoisein commonproportionalsystemstend to balanceeachother.
Somemethodsof reducingthiseffectare to utilizethe reducedspeedrange to
advantageby providingimprovedmechanicalbalancingand dampingsystems,tuning
of the circulationsystemsto optimizeat the higherflow rates,and enhanced
acousticinsulation.
The frequenton/offengineoperationintroducesmorecyclicthermalvariation
of the engineparts. Similarto the cyclicfatiguecharacteristicsof a con-
ventionalenginedesignwhichfallsat the flat portionof the fatiguecurves,
" it is believedthatadditionalthermalcyclesin hybridapplicationswill not
- requiresubstantlaldesignchange. However,to minimizethe thermalcyclic
effectand improvecold-startcapabilityand emissioncharacteristicsfor the
next engineon-cycle,the fan and water pumpcan be turnedoff duringthe engine
off cycle.
J
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4.0 SELECTION AND CHARACTERIZATIONOF HYBRID VEHICLE ENGINE
4.1 seleFt!O,oftheEp ine
Basea on the tradeoff studies discussed above, it is concluded that an
EFI engine combined with a three-way catalyst appears to be the best candidate
heat engine system for the near-term hybrid vehicle. As shown in Table 2 of
Section 2.1, EGR alone will be unable to reduce the nitrogen oxides emission
below the 1980's regulatory level without severe penalty on engine performance.
Since NOx level for a hybrid vehicle is expectud to be higher than a conven-
tional counterpart,as discussed in Section 3.3.1, use of a three-way catalyst
presents a logical choice.
_ One existing EFI engine in the size of 60 to 80 HP is a 97 CaD, L4 VW
engine. The engine specificationsare listed in Table 4 for reference. A
", smaller engine is also made available by VW in Europe. It is a 4-cylinder,
j 80 CaD, EFi engine delivering 61 HP at 6000 rpm.
(
TABLE 4. ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS FOR VW 97-CAD (]..6L).ENGINE
i Number of Cylinders 4
Bore 3.366"
Stroke 2.717"
Displacement 96.66 in3
Compression Ratio 8:1
Cylinder Head Type Overhead Cam
! HP at Engine Speed 75 at 5800 rpm{ Torque at Engine Speed 73 ft-lbs at 3500 rpm
I Fuel System Type EFI
Maximum Air Flow 98 CFM
Emission Control EGR/OXI. CAT.
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4.2 Engine Characteristics
Using an EFI and th_ feed-back control from the oxygen sensor at the ex-
haust, a remarkable control of air/fuel ratin can be accomplished. Figure g
shows the equivalence ratio operated in a VW-I.6 L engine. The air/fuel ratio
can be practicallycontrolled within I% of the stoichiometric ratio. Fuel en-
richments are incorporated in this engine at the wide-open throttle (WbT) and
idling conditions for extra power requirements. For hybrid vehicle this fuel
enrichment is not considered to be necess=ry except doting the cold-start
condition. Figure I0 is the performance map for the same engine. As can be
seen, the best engine efficiency occurs approximatelyat 94% throttling-opening
i at mid-speed range. As the fuel enrichment at WOT is eliminated, the best
,,_ engine efficiency will take place at WOT. Thus, if a hybrid vehicle using a
VW-I.6 L engine is operated between 1500 and 4200 rpm and 90% to I00% throttle
openings, the engine efficiency throughout the operating range can be maximized.
Table 5 lists the performance and emission characteristics at various speeds
and loads of the VW-I.6 L engine. All emission data shown is the measurement
" without the catalytic converter. When a three-way catalyst is used, based on
the catalytic conversion efficiencies shown in Figure 7, reductions of the HC,
CO and NOx emissions should be 94, 91 and 90%, respectively. It is also noted
that high CO and low NOx emissions at full load (WOT) conditions are due'to
the fuel enrichment incorporated in this engine.
For the smaller VW-I.3 L (80 CID) engine, similar engine characteristics
are found. Figure ll shows the performance map while Table 6 lists the perfor-
mance and emission data.
q
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Even thoughthe 130-CIDVolvo engine (Reference14) may be slightlyover-
_ sized (90 HP at 5200rpm) for the five-passengerhybridvehicle,its character- '
isticsoffer severalinterestingcomparisonswith the smallerVW engines. Con- •
_ trary to the VW engine,the Volvoenginedoes not implementfuel enrichmentat
_L
WOT and idling. Also, insteadof maintainingslightlyleanmixtures(X > l.O)
as shown in Figure8, as in the VW engines,it maintainsa slightlyrich (X < 1.0)
mixturethroughoutmost of the operatingrange. _he rangeof the equivalence
ratio is 0.995_ _ _ l.OOl. As a result,the Volvo enginehas its best engine
efficiencyat WOT as shown in Figure12.
The slightlybetterengineefficiencyfor the Volvo engine is attributed
to a slightadvanceof ignitiontiming. At 2500 rpm and full load, for in-
stance,the ignitiontimingis 28° BTDCas opposedto 25.6° BTDC for VW 1.6 L
engine.
Operatingat slightlyrich mixturealso offersan advantageof lower NOx
emission. Figure13 shows the comparisonof specificemissionlevelsbefore
catalystat 2500 rpm enginespeed. The Volvo engineproduceslower NOx
emissionthan the VW. After the three-waycatalyst,all threeemissionsare
substantiallyreduced. Table 7 lists the Volvo engineemissionlevelsafter
the three-waycatalyst. Figures14, 15 and 16 are the emissionmaps super-
imposedon the performancemap for BSCO, BSHC and BSNOx,respectively.As can
be seen,operatingat WOT not only offersa betterfuel economy,but also re-
sults in lowercombinedemissionsin general.
)
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ELECTRIC
WORK STATEMENT
ESB Technology Company
Yardley, PA 19067
INTRODUCTION
Contract No. 955190 between California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and General Elect, ic Company covers a
program entitled "Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Passenger Vehicle
Development Program" under which studies shall be conducted lead-
ing to a preliminary design of a hybrid passenger vehicle that is
projected to have the maximum potential for reducing petroleum
consumption in the near-term (commencing in 1985). Effort under
Contract 955190 is being conducted pursuant to an Interagency agree-
ment between the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) and in furtherance of work
under Prime Contract I_AS7-I00 between NASA and the California In-
stitut- _ of Technology. This work statement covers battery tech-
_ nology under General Electric Purchase Order A02000-220267.
. SCOPE OF WORK
In support of General Electric Corporate Research and Develop-
ment's work under Contract 955190, the Subcontractor shall furnish
the necessdry personnel, materials, services, facilities, and other-
wise do all things necessary for or incident to the performance
_ of the following tasks.
_ i. Provide consultation, as requested, on lead-acid batteries,
_ such as :
_ • Review of weight, size, performance characteristics of
-_ batteri_" based upon ISOA development program
.... • Provision of cost estimates for such batteries in pro-
duction quantities
_.:C__! • Provision of estimates of cycle life of such batteries
_i,__ as a function of depth of discharge
:i 2. Review prospective performance capabilities, cost and
state-of-the-art of other promising battery types and
recommend which one of them would appear to be the most
suitable for use in the hybrid vehicle program. (It is
recognized that considerable judgement must go into this
recommendation, with some risk for error.) Provide the
rationale for this recommendation.
3. Provide estimates of performance characteristics for the
battery system recommended in Item 2, including the follow-
.ing:
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• Weight
• Size
• Specific power (W/lb) as a function of specific energy
(Wh/ib)
• Terminal voltage versus ampere-hours of discharge for
various values of constant current
• Approximate values of charge voltage as a function of
charge current and state-of-charge
• Charging restrictions, such as maximum voltage and
current
• Cost
• Hazards
• Cycle life as a function of depth of discharge
4. Define development steps needed in Phase II of program
to make the battery selected in Item 2 a viable selection.
This would include cost estimates.
5. Provide inputs for Trade-Off Studies Report.
6. Provide inputs fo=* incorporation in the General Electric
i Phase II proposal.
I 7. Perform a series of tests on two existing battery systems
i to determine the capability of the batteries to supply
high current pulses in accordance with the "Pulse Testing
of Batteries" two-page work description.
NOTE WITH RESPECT TO SUBCONTRACTOR' S DATA
With respect to Tasks 1 through 6 the following paragraph
applies :
It is understood that all data in the Subcontractor's reports,
furnished by the Subcontractor to General Electric Corporate Re-
search and Development hereunder, may be furnished to the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Laboratory and DOE
and NASA with no restrictions.
With respect to Task 7 the following paragraph applies:
It is understood that only Form, Fit, and Function data wi]l
be provided for the ESB batteries to be tested under paragraph 7
of ARTICLE II. No description of the batteries will be required
other than that given in the two-page Attachment to this Instruc-
tion. Accordingly, it is hereby agreed that ESB's EV 106 and ex-
perimental XPV 23 batteries to be tested hereunder shall not be
subject to paragraphs (g) and (h) of Article .31. Rights in mech-
nical Data of the General Provisions incorporated [in Exhibit _'A"
I 16. 2-2
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Attachment to
Instruction No. 1
to Purchase Order A02000-220267
79 Mar 02
I Pulse Testin_ of Batteries
i Program Definition
Data on the performance of EV batteries at various constant cur-
rent pulses is not available. In order to permit an accurate
assessment of the batteries capability for supplying high current
pulses a series of tests on two existing battery systems will be
conducted.
Test Units
f
ESB Technology Company will provide for test (at no charge to GE)
i the following units:Unit (A) 2 EV 106 bat% .*ties connected in series
Unit (B) 2 ESB Experimental Type XPV 23 Mcd 3
These units remain the property of ESB Technology Company.
Test Sequence
i. "A" test units:
a) Constant current discharge @ 60 A. Room temp - to
limiting battery voltage (5.10) with discharge continued
to 4.5 V. Recharge (to stabilized gravity level).
< b) Pulse test at 500 A as detailed below. Recharge (to
stabilized gravity level).
_°_ c) Repeat (a).
d) Pulse test (b) @ 400 A.
e) Repeat (a).
f) Pulse test (b) @ 300 A.
g) Repeat (a).
2
2. "B" test units:
Repeat test sequence 1 (a through g).
Pulse Test - (A & B Test Units)
A. ]. Discharge for 12 min (10% DoD) @ 60 A.
2. Discharge for 15 sec @ 500 A (Sequenco b).
3. Discharge for 18 min (25% DoD) @ 60 A.
4. Discharge for 15 sec @ 500 A (Se4uence b).
2-3
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5. Discharge for 12 rain (35% DoD) @ 60 A.
6. Discharge [or ]5 see @ 500 A (Sequence b).
7. St;and open circuit for .1 min. Regen.
8. Di_Ichat'ge [or 15 soc @ 500 A (Sequence b).
9. Stand open circuit for 1 rain.
10. Discharge for 15 sec @ 500 A (Sequence b).
II. Discharge for 18 rain (50% DoD) @ 60 A.
12. Discharge for 15 sec @ 500 A (Sequence b).
J
' 13. Discharge f'or 12 min (60% DoD) @ 60 A.
i_ 14. Discharge for IS sec %! 500 A (Sequence b).
15. Discharge for 18 rain (75% DoD) @ 60 A.
, 16. Discharge for 15 sec @ 500 A (Sequence b).
k 17. Stand open circuit for 1 min.
18. Discharge for 15 sec @ 500 _.
i 19. Stand open circuit for 1 min.
20. Discharge for 15 sec @ 500 A.
i 21. Discharge for 6 min @ 60 A.
i B. I through 21 - Pulse values are 400 A.
_ C. 1. through 21 - Pulse values are 300 A.
Data Collection
Record - Amperes
- Battery Volts
- Ampere-hours discharged
- Watt-hours discharged
I0 data bits before and immediately after pulse
25 data bits during pulse
Temp.
Sp.(;l'. at beginninq and end of test.
Battery Size and Weight:
Brief description of b,at.tery con,;tructi.ou - no l_roprietary data
on construction, wei_lhts, etc. wil. 1 be provi<led.
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)1. INTRODUCTION
The initial detailed work statemer,c specified the work to be performed on
battery system evaluation was:
(1) Review battery characteristics [Wh/Ib, CVJ/Ib).steady'(W/Ib)peak'
cycle life, cost, etc.] used in hybrid porte,trainscreening .studies.
(2) Lead-acid batteries (ISOA and advanced) - provide quantitative dis-
cussion of the following:
(a) Relationships between battery voltage and other battery
characteristics (ex. size and weight, lifetime, cost, power
density, etc.)
(b) Differences in design of batteries for hybrid as compared to
all-electric vehicles.
(c) Battery life as a function of average depth of discharge before
overnight charging; criteria for indicating depth of discharge and
battery depletion in a hybrid vehicle.
i (d) Relationships between depth of discharge and capability of bat-
i tery to meet peak (pulsed-secs) power demand.
i (e) Analytical model and supporting data for charging battery using
!
', heat engine on the road while driving.
i (3) NiZn and NiFe batteries - provide quantitative discussion of the
' fol1owing:
(a) Projected potential of NiZn batteries especially high power
capability and lifetime; effect of average depth of discharge
on battery life.
(b) Projected potential of NiFe batteries especially high po_,er
capability and self-discharge tendency.
2-7
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(c) Attractivenessof a hybrid batterypack using NiFe with a NiZn
or Pb-acid; lifetimeof the secondarystoragebattery (Pb-acid
or NiZn) used in hybrid mode.
(d) Optimum voltageand packagesize for Ni7n and NiFe batteries.
(e) Maintenancerequiremen' of NiZn and NiFe batteriesin vehicle
applications.
..... (f) Modelingof NiZn and NiFe batteriesin vehiclesimulationprograms.
(4) Provideestimatesof costs (OEM in 1978 dollars)of lead-acid,NiZn,
and NiFe batteries;discuss the effect on cost of variousbattery
characteristictrade-off(ex. lifetimeand energy density,high power
- capability,etc.).
Subsequentdiscussionsat ESB on December5, 1978 providedfurtherclari-
ficationon the informationto be provided. The batteryassessmentwas to utilize
t
l
the followingguidelines:
(1) a. Batterytechnologyas of 1981 with adequatebatteryunits available
in prototypequantities.
b. Prototypequalitymust be adequate to providelO0,O00systems/year
in 1985.
(2) Candidatebatterysystemsare:
Lead Acid - ISOA
Lead _'cid- Advanced
_i NiZn
! Li-S
}
' NaS)
_i;I (3) Performanceof vehiclemust be comparableto I/c unit, i.e. 0 to 60
J
mph in 15 sec.
'I 2-8
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(,I) Ppak power for acceleration (passing) may be up to 25 sec. in duration.
(r,) Concept is to maxif_Iizeuse of battery and minimize use of internal
combustier,engine.
(6) Vehicle should reach its daily end of (h_tycycle with the lea._tpossible
battery reserve and least _, • , .u.,_. of petrol,.ut.) based fuel
2. STATUS OF COMPETITIVE BATTERY FOR HYBRID VEHICLES
2.1 Lithium Metal S,,Ifide Cell Systems
Appendix A contains the technical analysis and performance data available
on this system. Some additional facts are worth noting:-
" During the last few years the power characteristics of the system
have been improved but at a sacrifice in cycle life, or the cycle life ha._,
been increased at a sacrifice in power output.
• The cost data given in Table 5 does not include cost of the oven to
maintain battery/cell at desired temperature.
• Cost is based on having capitalization to do mechanized assembly in
dry boxes or in controlled atmosphere areas.
• There do not appear to be significant freeze-thaw problems in the Li-
FeS system.
• Swstem must ur,e cylindrical vacuum type thermos chamber to contain
prismati("cell to n_(;theat loss (.foal_f ]50 W on 40 Kwhr battery.
• Overchar!lingresults in the d(,vel(Hmw;t_tof Fe. which corrodes lower
cost current collech_rs, ANL reports they have developed a cell
hi-pass system (at a cost of $5.O0/Kwhr that can handle up to 5' of
the current in a series strin(._of cells,on overcharqe.
• Major Obstacles to be overtone ar_,:
• L'conomic_- overtcosts and m(,chanical,ts¢,f,m[_lyin Q]OVe be×.
I
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• Power per unit Wt. simultaneously with acceptable cycle life.
• Offers possibility in 1990's if above obstacles can be overcome.
2.2 Sodium Sulfur System
Appendix B contains techrlicaldata and analysis of this system.
• Chloride in England will provide first real test of the system in 19,9.
• There still remains the problem of _ alumina tube and seal reliability
(and cost);
• Progress has been made in overcoming the corrosion problems by placing
the sodium of the outside of the _ alumina tube and thus permit use
of carbon steel containers.
• Freeze-thaw problem remains and warm-up after freeze becomes major
problem as cells get larger in size. Thaw problem appears to be related
to differential expansion of sulfur and _ alumina causing tube cracking
at glass seal interface.
• Calcium and potassium impurities in Na decreas, life of _ alumina in
cycling tests.
• Overcharging is not permitted. While NaS systems do not develop gas
pressures, insoluble compounds are formed in the sulfur mix which
increases the cell resistance and cause imbalance in the series -
parallel assembly
• Major obstacles to be overcome
• Economics (tube costs are 02.50/sq. cm with goal of I-2 ¢/sq cmof
surface)
• Reliability and c_st of seals
• Reliability and cycle life of i,'alumina tube
2-10
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• Freeze-thaw problem
• Safety under EV mechanical environment.
2.3 Conclusions re Molten Salt Systems
I. Life cycling data is sketchy
• British Railroad 6 cell 250 Whr unit gave lO00 cycles.
(a) R. J. Banes & D. A. Teagle Experimental Study of Six
Interconnected Na-S cells, J. Power Sources 3_,45 (197B).
2. Cell and component evaluations are still being actively pursued but
few batteries have ever been assembled and/or tested.
3. First Molten Salt application will be '83 BEST facility test of 2.5
_" M Whr. Na-S battery. Chloride will be testing a Na/S battery in a van
in '79.
.,_ 4. Reliability in 6 alumina tu',esis a continuing problem.
5. System does not appear suitable for consume_ EV usage since safety is
still of major concern.
r;
Cell balancing by overcharge is not feasible due to the inability to
,__ overcharge without permanent damage to cell.
7. Thermal shock proble,lsremain unresolved as to how to survive start up
after freezing in large Na-S cells.
8. Seal reliability continues to require study and further improveme,t.
9. Basic material costs do not look too excessive with Na (,_41¢/Ib but
'i
substantial capital inve._tmentwill be re_luiredt_ minimize costs.
10. r' alumina cost reduction will only I_eachieved as a consequence of the
development of a load leveliml or othPr larqe market demand.
If. Power density of molten salt cells is not attractive. Present prediction
is that power/Wt and cycle life can,or be mutually achieved; NaS has
, better capability than Li(AI)/E 5.
2-it
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1 II. ° Na/S requiressubstantialparallelingof cells.
t
_I • Li/FeS can multiple plate cells thus reducingneed for paralleling.
I
12. Nolten Salt
I ° Systemswill not be developedto permit "battery"evaluationto be
i completedby 1981 on a single design concept.
A
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2.4 Nickel Iron BatterySystem
Appendix C contains the technicalanalysis and data on this system. As
• indicated,non proprietarydata is limitedb,t additionalcommentsare warrented,
NiFe
• Best nickel iron cells in Europe are Daug (German)cells but little
data are availablealthough tests have been underway for some time.
• SwedishSu iron electrodecosts are said to be I/3 of Ni electrodecost
but since process is proprietarythese cannot be justified.
• SwedishSu electrodeis reportedto have highestefficiencydue to .8mm
thickness. Westinghouseiron electrodeis reportedonly 60/70% as ef-
ficientas SU.
• Problemsof iron contaminationon nickel electrodeare beginningto
be reported.
• Thermal controlis requiredsince NiFe system is inherentlyinefficient
at high and low temperatures.
• Water additionand frequentservicingis n" ded.
• Electrolytecirculationhas been proposedas a means of overcomingthermal
proulemsbut this introduceseven more difficultproblems.
• O.C. capacityl,Jssis 2.2%/day for the SU electrode.
• Low cell voltagenecessitatesadditionalcells in series.
1.12v for NiFe vs 1.50v for NiZn vs 1.95v for Pb.
2-13
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i 2.5 Nickel Zinc BatterySystems
! . Appendix D containsthe technicalanalysisand data on this system. Major
emphasis has been given to conventionalnickel zinc systemssince data on the
ESB Vibrocel_system is still lii,,,ted.Additionalcommentson the nickel zinc
i _ system follow.
• Cycle life is still the major problem. It is aggravatedby
!
high temperaturerise during cyclingof presentcells.
• System tests with large size cells in excess of IOOv show wide
_: performancevariations.
• Zinc poisoningof the nickel electrodeis emergingas a problem.
• Separatorsfor EV-Hi power applicationsare still sought. In-
organic separatorsthat reportediy have long life are too re-
sistantto permit high rate discharge.
• Cost of Ni and cost of cell assembliesremainas major obstacles.
The ESB Vibrocell®capacitydegradationwith cyclingappears to be less than
with conventionalcells.
• Vibrocell®isprobablymore sensitiveto power demandsdue to need
for spacingbetweenelectrodes.
• Polarizationappears to be minimal in the glbrocell®negative.
2-14
2.6 Lead Acid Batteries
Tilelead acid battery has been the most widely used power source for propelling
electric vehiclesin use today. The golf cart, the forklift trucks,and mine loco-
motive are typicalexamples of motive power use. In general, these applicationsstress
long life, reasonablepower and energy densityand cost, Weight has never been of
major concern.
The other major usage of lead acid batteriesis the SLI market where major
emphasis has been directed towardmaximizingcold cranking (amps)performance.
The Departmentof £nergy'scontractswith ESB, Globe and C&D (Eltra)managed
by Argonne NationalLabs are directedat two levels of improvement.
I. ImprovedState-of-the-Art.
2. AdvancedBatteries.
I These goals are given in Table I. Each of the three subcontractorshas ex-
pressedconfidencein being able to simultaneouslyachieveall of the ISOA goals.
i_ Figure l shows a typicalRagone plot (Watts/Kgvs Watt hr/Kg) for the present
Golf Car (EVI06)battery to which have been added a line for "ImprovedGolf Car"
and the ISOA and AdvancedBattery goals. Data from ESB experimentalcells and
•_
!_!_/ batteriestested in July 1978 have been added to indicateperformancethat has
...... been achieved. Similar resultshave been indicatedby other DOE contractors.LifeF
_LL test data is still being accumulatedbut the risk in this area does not appear to
,._- be too Treat. Cost goals (basedon '76 estimates)should be achievable;actual
I,_,i':,. prices will rise since '76 estimateswere based on 25¢/Ib lead with Feb '79 lead
[/_ at the 44¢/Ib and rising!
_ Since this developmenteffort is based on "Improvingthe State-of-the-Art",
1 manufacturingfacilitiesare availableto supply initialrequirementsfor the EV
market and scale up can be accomplishedon a scheduleconsistentwith the scale up
requiredby the vehicle nanufacturers.
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The goals of the Advanced Battery program are more severe and will require
significant breakthrough to simultaneously achieve all of them! Achieve,;_entof
several goals with a relaxation of others appears to be a more moderate level of
achievement in the next two to three years.
Based on the best available data, the performance of the lead acid battery
available in 1981 to meet the Phase I Hybrid goals will be that described by the
DOE ISOA program.
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3. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
Lead acid batteries are the only energy storage sources that are sufficiently
devel_ped and available to meet the requirements and schedules for pure electric
and hybrid electric vehicles. Advanced battery systems now under developnmnt _till
have sufficient problems to make them doubtful candidates for mass production or
use for the next decade.
Table 2 tabulates the projected 1981 data on the systems examined in this
effort. Data on Flywheel is included based on information supplied by GE.
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Li(AI)IFeS Battery Systemsx
!
" L'ndcv [_9E .c';,,-_I;.-_or:-hil] aIld the diz-ectio;; Of _', ,.._ E,;glo-Picher, (k}uld l;_c., and
D i o_h.rs are in the process of cormnorcJalizatien of technology d,;ve]oped by Ak_
"It and these _ndu_trial organi_ations for the Li/L_CI-KCI/FeS X mo]'L.n :;alt system,
The enclosed information }]as beun gleaned from A_7_, IECEC, and other publica-
n' tlo::s during 2978 and represents the better cell designs f_.br_cated and tested.
_ R.%gcne p!o_ data are very difficult to obtain from these ")ub!ications because
in ,:_ostcases the cells tested are not di;'.charged at more ,.,_,,two or three%
,_ ratea and "_,',,..m""data are not a!wavs, calculated and publ'Lshed with its associ
ated "'/':v.:g values but rather a peak W/kg value is given for each of a variety
cf cell "_-_ _., C,_._-_g,n..
%
Table 1 s_,'_,,arizesearly cells _nu_ac_urem=" _ in 1976 and tested in 1977 ar.d
h represents '_.-._:,,aticdesigns made in the dlscharged state. Table 2 is similar
da=a for _'o .m_azeau...Li,/FeS2 cells made in the discharge state about the sam_
time at A:,_L.
Table 3 gives data for selected Zagle-Picher cells showing peak power and
specific =._ergy in _"nr/kg for their two plateau FeS 2 cells. Table 4 gives
-'-i 'Ragone _21ot data read from curves in the paper by Dr. Duane Barney at the
Second Annual Battery. & Electrochemical Technolocy Conference, June 5-7, 1978,
entitled "Development Status of Li/Meta! Sulfide Batteries." See enclosures
1 and 2 for applicable cu'-'ves. Gould cells have lower energy densities to date.
:.,ecorresDondinc Kagone plot is given as Figure !.
Tah!e 5 is a recent ANL optimization s,_ comparing perfe'.,-n,a ce and costs as
a function of the n_,-_berof positive plates in their proposed multiplate cell.
These data were given by H. Shimot_ke at the May 9-10, 1978 Annual DOE Kevlew
at .,d_. See enc_c.,:re 3.
Figure 2 su_.am'ize._ this and earlier data and comFares performance to Ak_ 9oals
for ee!is and batteries. %'_ile projectiles have been made, no ex?erimental
data on EV batterius have been p,_blished; hc%,ever, tests by Eagle-P_cher on the
:;ark _;_ 40 ):_',_rbattery should now be in progress. Enclosure 4 _marircs the
pre._=,.-nts ate of the art in cells vs. battery goals as a functioD of calenda=
,'_,2._ ef developr,entx * "_
::ajc':concerns a_'e power den_ in L:/FeS cells which give zelntively good
cycle life, and cycle lif_ in Li/FeS 2 cel_s which give higher and relatively
gocd power and enurgy density. Projected costs have also risen and are likely
" to increase even more.
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Specific El_ezc_, of Eas!e-Piche r FeE2 Cells vs. Discharge
_te in Hours.
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PEAK SPECIFIC POWER OF FeS CELLS
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' PEAK SPECIFIC POWER OF FeS2 CELLS
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., CYCLE LIFE OF FeS CELLS
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:_i CYCLE LIFE OF FeS a CELLS
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PROGRAMGOALSFORTHEL!THIUt,_/ IRON
SULFIDEELECTRICVEHICLEBATTERY
"_ Long.
" Mark I Mark II Mark I!! Rang.=
Specific Energy,W-hr/kg
! Cell (average)a 100 125 160 200
i Battery 75 100 130 155
_i Energy Density, W-hr/iiter
! Cell (average) 320 400 525 6.50
Battery 100 200 300 375
i V/kgb_ Peak Power, _.
Cell(average)a I00 125 200 250
Battery 75 100 160 203
, JacketHeatLoss, W 300 150 125 75-12_
I
., Lifetime
DeepDischarges 400 500 1,000 1,OI)a
EquivalentMiles 40,000 60,000 150,OOD 200,01)3
"' ai ndividual cells for Mark I will have 10%excesscapacityand power
abovethat shown to alio_ for cell failures and mismatching;
individual cells for Mark II will have 4%excesscapacityand power.
b
Peakpowersustainable f,r 15 secat 0 to 50%of batterydischarge;
at 80%discharge, peakp,_weris to be 70%of value shown.
/
J
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T.A_LE I
Basic _ Na/S Cell Characteristics
D!,ccharge Voltage Energy Power Energy Den._iry Power
Ti._.e Curren_ Capaci_), Mean _'nr _r W W
Hr A Ahr Volts Whr W kg _ kg £
5 6 30 2.01 60 12 181 3_0 36 74
4 7.5 30 1.97 59 15 178 364 45 91
i0 30 1.92 58 19 175 358 58 119
2 15 30 1.85 56 28 169 346 85 173
1 30 30 1.75 52 52 157 321 157 321
15 see 147
Cell Volume: 0.162 £
Cell Weight: 0.331 kg
Recharge Time: 8 hrs
Source: Ford Na/S Program Re%iew, Newport Beach, Calif., 1 November 1978.
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Fe:d F_e._'ta 40 kW.':r N_/S t_attery
Type 48 (A-130~12) 14
Discharge Capaci :y Vol_ge _..r',ergy, Power Energy Power
....Le CUl rc i%t 1.6 Mean Output Density Den._ity
Hrs A,-.ps Ahr Vo!:_ kWnr kW _,_.r/kg %_'nr/i W/kg W/£
5 84 420 96.5 40.3 8 157 237 31 47
' 4 105 420 94.6 39.6 lO 155 233 39 59
3 140 42O 92.2 38.9 13 152 229 51 76
2 210 420 88.8 37.6 19 147 221 74 112
1 420 420 84.0 34.9 35 136 205 137 206
15 sec 99 387 582
i Battery Weight: 256 kg (Including heat retaining insulation and close packed
_.I cells with all equipment for thermal management).
Batter 5, Volume: 170 £
Recharge TAme: 8 hrs
, EBattery = 1.41 Erequ/red = F 1 _ • F 3 • F 4 • Erequired
F1 = depth of d/scharge factor = 1.25
F 2 = single cell failure factor = i + where Np =
_p
= number of cells in parallel = !4
0.152
F 3 = non-uniform operation factor = 1 +
U Np
" F4 = cell aging factor = l,l
•". Erequired is ,_8 k'-_nr for above batter),.
(I
1 2-39)
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Fiuure i. Weight Energy Density of Ford Fiesta Na/S Battery
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Figure 2. Volume Ener.cr_'Density"of Ford F_esta Na/S Battery
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A_ppendix C
Nickel Iron Battery System
:;_C._I/IF.ON EV __ATTERIES
i. _a_c)_,cround
The U. S. Depar_-_.ent of Energy has let two ccntracts for the @_.ve!o_ment
cf nickel/iron electric vehicle batteries: one to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation and one to Eagle-Picher Xn_ustries, Inc. Westinghouse ha-_ demon-
strated l_ratory cell performance which nearly matches the long-ter- progra.-,,
goals an-/ is developing an alternative nickel electrode production scheme which
uses the lowest-cost forms of nickel. Zagle-Picher has begun assex._ly and
testing of full-scale improved nickel/iron cells. 'fhe iron electrode technology
being developed in conjunction with the Swedish National Develop=,ent Co.
(_ersberga, Sweden) _y offer the potential for t_he best energy efficiency ever
achieve-; in a nickel/iron battery.
2. Goals and Present Specifications
Goal s Present
Price ($P_%r) 60 120
Specific Power (W/kg) i00 @ 17% V drop i00 @ 24% V drop
Energy Efficiency 60 55
(% at C/3 Disch. and 6-hr charge)
Life (Cycles at 80% rated capacity) 2000 1500
Specific Energy (_%r/kg) 60 44
3. Nickel/Iron Ba_ter_ Advantaaes " Disadve_ntaaes
A_van_ages :
• Cell reversal not damaging
• Long life
Disadvanuages :
z History of high cost
e Open circuit cell voltage only 1.2 V
• Self-discharge is somewhat high and worseL_ with age
" (Westinghouse _rojects their future battery to lose 1.67% per day ,
so that a two-week open circuit stand would result in a loss of
approximately one quarter of the original capacity.) i
!
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• Poor low temperature performance
(A Ni/Fe system with an electrolyte temperature cf O°C yidlds
only 43% of its 25°C capacity [to a 1.0V per cell cut-off_. This
_ay require heaters and extra insulation compare_ to other systems.)
Maintenance (watering) requi:ements probably hither than Pb-acid
systems.
• Thermal management (heat build-up) problems may be severe.
4. General Comments
A hybrid vehicle pack using Ni/Fe and lead-acid would hold no significant
advantage. The Ni/Fe system energy and power densities, although higher than
Pb/acid, are not that much better to justify the complexities and additional
expense of going hybrid. If the cycle life of Ni/Zn is improved, the Ni/Zn -
Pb/acid hybrid would be more attractive.
The modeling of Ni/Fe batteries in vehicle simulation programs is not possible
without specific perfor_.ance and/or specifications from the EV battery contractors.
Both Eagle Picher and Westinghouse have been guarding the release of information
pertaining to the Ni/Fe vuhicle battery program.
In addition to the program in the United States, DAUG Deutsche Automobil-
gesellschaft MBH) in Esslingen, Germany has had a serious Ni/Fe vehicle battery
program for years and is testing batteries in van-type vehicles.
The ability to supply prototype quantities of Ni/Fe batteries in '81 and
large quantities in '85 would probably be share_ by all three companies -
Westinghouse, Eagle-Pioher and DAUG. The cost estimates, however, are always to
be questioned in an untried vehicle system. I have heard unofficial co_ents in
Sweden, for instance, that the cost estimates for the production of the SU iron
electrode were unrealistically low. The process is, however, proprietary and
therefore not open to objective analysis.
-i
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NilFe Power and Energy Densitiesat DifferentRates
t Rate WestinghouseClaims: G.E. Curve
I
{
C 54.8 W/kg (54.8 Wh/kg) 46.9 W/kg (46.9 Wh/kg)
C/3 20.6 W/kg (61.8 Wh/kg) 22 W/kg (66 Wh/kg)
C/5 13.2 V/kg (66 Wh/kg) 14 W/kg (70 Wh/kg)
t
J
\
r
-]
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Nickel Zinc Battery System
)_C_ZL/Z!NC EV _ATTEKIES
. i. _ack_round
Under the provisions of the McCorm.ack Act, the U. S. Department of Energy
has contracted with three companies _o develop Nickel-Zinc _-%'batteries.
These companies (Yardney Electric, Energy Research and Gould) along with
E_gle Picher had completed Phase I study contracts before being granted the
development contracts. In addition, General Motors is carrying out an in-house
Ni-Zn dev_lopment without benefit of government funding. All of these efforts
are concerned with Nickel-Zinc batteries of "conventional" design; i.e., cells
with closely packed electrode elements, incorporating harrier type separators.
In addition to this work, ESB and its Swedish subsidiar_ _ T_dor, are working
on the development of vibrating anode Nickel-Zinc batteries for electric
vehicles. Support of this effort from DOE is expected in the form of a devel-
opment contract wit_ ESB.
2. Design Goals and Present State-of-Art Performance
Listed below are the major areas of interest of Nickel-Zinc EV batteries
along with the goals desired by DOE in each area. Present estimated state-of-
.ar_ is indicated in each category.
Characteristic Goals Present State-of-Art
Specific Energy (Whr/kg) @ C/3 > 70 70 (I)
Volumetric Energy (Whr/Z) @ C/3 >120 120 (i)
Specific Power (W/kg) >125 125 (i)
(5 se¢. ave. @ 80% Disch.)
(20 min. sustained @ C/3 and • 45 --
50% DOD)
Cycle Life (80% DOD @ C/3) >400 75-100
Wet Life (years) • 2 2
Cost ($/k_r) < ?5 200 (est.) (2)
Energy Efficiency (%) • 60 _65
! (i) Obtainable on early cycles only.
(2) 1978 dollars, up to 1000 EV batteries per year
!
}
-!
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.......... el .i..- E'.,"Zatte._., _erfcrn_nce (Ccnventlona! q),pe)
a) Advantages
_oteztia! High Enerc_.'" _c;-.ue .... y and Specific Power
H!qL Vol:age per cell (1.60 %' average)
b) "_salvantaces
Life - Li_.ited b}" three _ajor factors: separator degradation,
shorting by zinc dendrites, capacity _all-c.. due tc shape
change of negative electrode.
Charging - Sensitive to overcharge because of tendency to fo.-m zinc
dendrites d_ing overcharge. Nickel cathodes require
overcharge to develop full capacity.
Cost - Tends to be high, especially with the high energy density
nickel cathodes (e.g., sintered type) needed to achieve
performance.
_mintenance =Frequent water additions necessary due to overcharge re-
quirements of nickel electrode.
c) Electrical Perfor_-nce
Attached are three figures depicting s_ate-of-the-art nickel-zinc
cell (conventional type) electrical perfo._mance. Figure 1 is a Rag_ne
! plot depicting the _elationshim of specific power (W/kg) to energy
density (_'nr/ib). The solid line represents data taken from _.ree
sources. The Energy Research data ks from ANL-A_6-_541-1, Final Report,
I "Desicn and Cos: Study of Nickel-Zinc Batteries for Electric Vehicle."
?
i The Yardney data is from ANL-K76-3543-1, Final Report, "Design and Cost
Study Zinc/Nickel Oxide Batte._" for Electric Vehicle Propulsion." The
)
ESB data is from proprietary data developed during internal R & D pro-
grams. For pur.t_oses of comparison the Kagone plot obtained from the
GRC and CCM data is superimposed as a dotted line. Agreement is fairly
close, with the available electrical data indicating a slightly lower
)
energy density at low rates of discharge, but possibly a higher specific
power at high rates of discharge Figure 2 give_ t)_ical discharge
%
performance of a Yardney 310 _r cell at rates of C, C/3 and C/5.
Figures 3 & 4 are discharge characteristics curves and power curves for
ESB 25 Ah nickel zinc cells.
2-46
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• , All of this information, it must be emphasized, is based on the
perfor_a_Ice of Ni-Zn cells during early cycles. _res¢_tly available
"conventional" _ickel-Zinc batteries tend to lose capacity by fading
within 50 deep cycles, and could lose as much as 50% of original
capacity wi_%in 100-150 cycles, depending on the rate of discharge.
Cycle life is also dependent upon depth of discharge; however, n_
definitive data on this is available.
ANL, through its DOE funding, ks basing Ni-Zn development on a
25 kWhr battery size. At 30 Whr/ib, battery weight would be about
_:._ 833 ib and its volume about 6.6 cu ft. Cell capacity is designated at
300 Ahr, giving a batter), voltage of about 83.3 volts, or 52 cells in
series. If such a battery comprised 1/3 the vehicle weight, a range of
-I about 80-120 miles per charge can be expected, depending on the type of
driving cycle used.
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At the request of I)r.A. F. BtJrkcon February 12, 1979, ,vehave assembled
• _e. st._(nofinfatuation on other DOE battery pro(,ra1:_s,and _laveprovided our a _ ,_ t
them.
The first group (Paqes I-7) are from DOZ/EI-O03,_dated October 1978 which
is the Program Overview for Ent,rgyStorage Sy_t(,,:,sfor FY 1978.
PAN-IO and PAN-4 (Pages }_& 9) a,'efrom a Paul Nelson presentation in May
1978 on the ANL program, lhis is urdoubtedly optimistic. Ford Na/S EV program
is on approximately the Mark II schedule EDA Zn-Cl2H2O is only a slightly faster
track.
....i The 4 DOE Advanced Battery Programs are:
Probability
5 YR(Tech.) lO YR(Con_n.) 20 YR (Comm.)
EDA Zn-Cl2H20 0.95 0.5 0.75
')
---_ Ford Na-S (beta alumina) 0.8 0.25 0.5
Dew Na-S (qlass) 0.2 0.0 0.2!
ANL Li-MS 0.9 0.5 0.75
The probabilities are assessments for EV's, and reflect some pessimism
about non-lead-acid [V's in general
Since this docut_entpage contains a_ses,.,mt_.,itsand probabilities of a
jud(jei_entalnature, further di_,seminationor di_,cussionof this pa.neoutside
GF (without express concurrence of ESB Inc. is r_,(lues_,d.]nfomation contained
on tilebalance of this suppler_,ntare not subjected to this restriction.
'I
k
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_ .J o _
TABLE I. MAJOR PROJECT LISTING [:=..' .."._..
A * o_aD
• . .... ill "_ I___
BA (SKI (SKI
NAME AND LOCATION PERFORMING FUNDING
PROJECT OF PROJECT MANAGER ORGANIZATION FY 1978 TEC
I5ATTERIES AND
ELECTROCHEMICAL
SU6PROGRAM
III I ii
Near.Term Bakeries
E!ectric Vehicle Setteries* N.P. YAO, ANL ANL and eight in- 5.700 46,700
|Lead/Acid. Nickel/Iron, dutirial suocontrac:0rs
NickellZin¢_
Adv. Lead/Acid Batteries It. Shimotake. ANL RFP 300 S.000
for Load Leveling
Advancld Betteria in Engi- P. N_I_I. ANI.JK. Klunder. Ford. Dow. EDA. ANL 10.700 101.000
nnring Oevelq)ment e DOE (with five industrial
(Li/S, NalS. Zn/Cl) lubcontractorl)
Solar Applications N.P. YAO, ANL ANL end TBD §00 S,O00
Industrial Electrolytic G. Cook, ANL Diamond Shamrock. 1,250 12,000
Prt_e _4s* U. of Illinois
Argonne National Lab
I i
CHEMICAL AND
THERMAL SUBPROGRAM
I
Hydride Storage Vm F. Smlzeno INCO, Billings. 850 15.000
Development ON L Foster-Whet:ler
rrJectrolyzer Develop)mint for F. Selzano GE. TELEDYNE 1,300 12.000
H2 Production* BN L
Seasonal Storage in Aquifer H. Hoffmen Desert Reclamation 400 5.000
for Building Heating and ORNL Auburn Un,versit_
Cooling Texas A&M
Retrofit System for H. Hoffmen R,_cket Research, Boeing, 500 6,000
Industrial Process ORNL Mart,n.Merietta,
Hilt Recovery W. Mesica Westinghouse
NASAJLewis
I , , ,
Chemical Heat Pump for I W. W,Ison M,lrtin.Martetta, Rocket 400 5,000
Ouildin 9 Heating and SLL Rrseatch, EIC, Chem,c|l
COoling Energy SDecialistt
• Key Prolect
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; TABLE 1. HAJOR PROJECT LISTING
....i (Cont inued)
BA ISK) ISK)
NAME AND LOCATION PERFORMING FUNDING
PROJECT OF PROJEC1 MANAGER ORGANIZATION FY 197B TEC
i | II i • I
MECHANICAL AND
MAGNETIC
SUBPROGRAM
ii i i i I • i i
MechaniraJ Energy Thomas Barrow LLL and InOustrv 1,800 7,800}
( Storage for EleCtric and Livermore, Calif.
! Hybrid Veh=cles"!
Su_rconOucting Magnetic John Rogers LASL and Inclustry 1,050 5,100
Energy Storage tot Tranl- Lot Alamos, N. Mex.
) m;ssion Stability
t
( No-Oil Corwpne_Rd Air Waiter hoscutoff PNL and Industry 160 10.000
} System Development Richland. Wash,
/ i I
TECHNICAL AND
ECONOMIC
_ ANALYSIS
SUBPROGRAM
I i
STOR R& D Pmgolm L. Holt NAS, L L L, LeHigh 950 3,000
Evaluat_cm and DOE Univ., U. of Maryland
Rewew System
Energy Storage E. Behrin LLL-lead lab. ANL. 500 1,2,_0
for National LLL BNL. LBL. Bettelie
Transporlat=on ( Industrial Subcon.
tractors}
_rmrgt" Storage t. Framan NASA.JPL lead lab 700 2.000
for Solar NASA-JPL (DOE Labs. Industtt_ I
Sytternl Subcontractors)
i ,= .,L --,
Decentrahz_d J. Asbury ANL.leld lab 900 3,50(_
Storage Systems ANL I lnclustry and Un.
Stuchet ver$ity SubCOntractors}
"Key Proiect
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• TABLE 2. COHNERCIAL TECHNOLOGY TIMETABLE
e
q StJHPH(}_I{AM l_lHO IOH4 I'.)Hb I'.P30 A} |FIt IfPPO
' BATTERIESAND • NEAR IERME. LECTRICCARS • ADVANCEOfL[CTHICCAP_5 • S(.)LAH[tECIRICSI[IHAL,[
EliCTF4OCIIEMICAL u DISPER_EDUTILITYtt)AO • A|)VANCIr.t)AATTt. HIt_r(}H • IMPR()VLI)LLf(:TI((II:IIFMI(.At
SY$1[ MS LEVELING LOAf) t.kVELING PH()CE _5E S
CHEMICAL ANU cb t1_) FORCI'LMICAL rFfOSTL)CK . FI2SUPPL{:_I[NTAI'I(If_I(I" cJ H;)AN() THFII_.I(ICIIIMII;AI
rile RI%_AL • SOLAR ,_EASONAL ItL A rING NAIURAL GAb STORA(]F Fi)H 5OL All
_YLJ'{'MS ANOC(JOLIP_G ,, {;ttfMICAL HEAT [:UMP5 . fl 2r(j(_Vfl11(:LL._
WITtl STOHA(;[
. IHFHMAL ST(IHAGi- FOR
LOAD LEVELING
M£CHANICAL AND • UrlLITY $1ORAG[ IUPH CAE_I ,, Af)VAN(;FL_ CAE,_
AND MAGNETIC ,: FLYWHEEL REGENERATIVE L, SMESI'UR|IIlIITY LI)AD
SYSTE MS BR AK ING LE V [ L INC,
• FUNDS I.IMITED
,, IECI(NOLOGY LIMITEU
Technologies to serve both mobile and stationary ap-
plications are being developed. Development progress in the
two areas can be measured against the goals stated below.
Mcb_le Storage Goals
• Batteries for transportation having an energy
density of 140 watt-hours per kilogram, a peak
power capability of 200 watts per kilogram, and
capital costs less than $40 per kilowatt-hour
• Flywheel regenerative braking systems resulting in
a 30 percent energy savings when incorporated into
battery-powered vehicles for city driving
• Hydride materials for hydrogen-fueled vehiJies
that store twice as much hydrogen as iron titanium
hydride, with an energy density of more than 800
watt-hours per kilogram
Stationary Storage Goals
• Battery, chemical, thermal, and mechanical storage
systems having appropriate characteristics for use
in smoothing the intermittent availability of
power from solar and wind energy systems
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1 _O M M|_CIAL|ZAI11ON
, _.
_ Jl_ , It.K_'tC ¢AJL'S
_,.l'ilmmL$ LO_D tjrwzedo SILSTS|
li,A,"_lim * ADV. ELECIRi¢ CARS ELICllIlC SOLAR
" i --_:_ICZD _ .COMMERCIAl. 'lORAO'
I_TI[B I_ LOAD LI[VELING
4 ] i• HYDROGEN fOR YB41C_S
HYDROGEN AS H2 IN NAT GAS • HYDROGEN SOLARNT_mOGm ¢_¢AL Y,msTOCK
_ . ] STORAG|
04f.MICAL ICAL_ --_ CHEMICAL HEAl PUMP
A 114ff.MOO4EM STORAGE SYSTr_S YEARLYAVERAGINGTHE MOCHEMICAL
I HI_MAL ,] SOLAR STOitAGE
ST_ASONALHEAliNG * UTIUTY STORAG| ]
THI[RMAL COOLING STORAG|
• fOr mLUILDINGS
I
• UTIUTY STORAGE • ADVANCED
._ (COMPRESSED AIR) COMPRESSEDAIR
MECHANICAL • MAONk'[IC • HYBRID YDIIO.ES * LOAD I.kVBINO
IFLYWHES.S) MAGNSTIC STORAGE
• y •
f I
I SUPPORTING I
1101NOL6GY
! Figure 4. Storage Delivery Strategy Diagram
" Technology Options for Energy Sto.rage
Different applications require that different amounts
of energy be stored for various duty cycles. A spectrum of
technologies is being developed to meet these different
needs. As shown in Table 2, some of these technologies are
expected to be commercialized within the next decade while
others will not be commercially available until the yeaT
, 2,000 or later.
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FY 785
73% _. N=/S.... io.,Te=ti._ , SOS=;._'l
I, Zn,C,, I=.k.
[__J "_ Utility 1
- _
11% ElectrochemicalCouples Research *"]
80/0I Support Studies, Analysis,Environmental I
!
8% I L: E.C. IndustrialProcessPrograms /
I I t i I i ] I I I. I
76 '77 '78 79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 "8S '86
Figure 12. Advanced Battery Program Thrust and Emphasis
Delivery: Production for Vehicle Application :
I I
20 20.O00!YaefImproved
Lead/Acid _
20 lO.O001Year
NickellZin¢ O
10 10.000rYear
Nickelelion _ 15 r"" 20,o001yeer
Advanced _ ['---'--LeedlAeid
I I I I ' I I I I ' | I I I
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86
Proposed I I
Amendment Order Order
Schedule 400 Vehicles 1,700
Vehicles
Order
600 Vehicles
Order Add'l.
Vehicles to
-- Bring Total --I- Complete ---I
to 7,500 + uemonstrationProgram
Figure 13. Near Term Battery Program
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• Develop and test improved near-reFill batteries to
support vehicle buys legislat(_d by the Electric
and ltybrid Vehicle Demonstration Act.
• Start advanced lead/acid battery development for
near-term load leveling.
Figure 15 shows the major miles|oriel of the batteries
and electrochemical systems subprogram for FY 1978 through
FY 1982.
The subprogram is divided into the areas of:
• Near Term Battery Program
• Advanced Batteries in Engineering Development
"_ Nlllt.Te_m l_llfff.ltlqll(I.IIKIIAf,I(I.Notkelllr{ll_, i [ l
i N'CWeI' l%n¢' [ I '. I_k. Go'NoGo o( ..... I:n redo. ¢a_Dle, .,tf, _'"
IOf loll levltl0f_l Ilinlll I[ESl I 2 e'leCl s*nllle Ifnl,_omtne ¢.¢mlr_ctOT lot _weloonlnt_th EPRI I
2. _i,ver IIrOtOl_rgt Dllltll_ _O_ IV II_ _ _ I _veloI) Ii_lllf IlnCFl_rOmlhl I_il_lt v II_ lilt i¥lllm! 30 ........ pr.ell O,*,*ty. 114.._ f. [V (b) _k _ I _ ,
i I_1111 r m_ S4111I#AppilcJUml
|. ¢0_4v¢_ $OIJr.PhotovomSa,c ll|_ery Wo, k_o0
Ad II .,1 ,nl,.rm_ 0...,--.,.... ..... "J _qlvel" II1"" P"_ q_ _IP 'II.*m*umtMBlll lull*m, iodiumd'lullwt. I_ll _ Conduft yltlm |t_S IIZ|nl_slt_hlonnl | 4 Inlt*itlP hlrawwi(Itl_lo_t_t
| Or_ L_/IvlS Imill fCI EV lll)phe4ilDO_l
Ill..f_l)l*l|¥ ¢_11DlflOemlnlhlflt flOuirt*mlntl for _ I. lU_ Rlilit _
III/_$1' II11_ 2. _l_llLl_l ID_lltll_lOl*l lid M/nll_ _ _ tllklltl f|ll
fl _,_ IIES'¢ tlloht_ _S_ Idt I_oviml m
\ li. ZiflGtl_lio_lnl -_ I I Alumil_mi_lid_llrllgn _
a kl_t0l m.yla_n s
/ [ . ' .t'_.WlNImt INnmrl_, _ _ i
KEY.
• * ll_Rim _ontt_ll_ M,IqRltO.q
_eil*h Millllt_l_'l *** OIYlI,O_ C4)flI_DIII_ klltnlol_
_7 EhO Mtklll_ll
(_ GO/_O.GO
lii Ftvle I_Ol[Ol_lllt _ I_lttl_
Ibi i_*_llql n * r_ptO_e_l_lI_llO | OtylOIll per l_llem
Iil Co4_mn4qt_ ruth _11_111_O_11110_Efll*_lN Cf_qM_elpi_r_
Ill) _0 mlh I_llelttSll! _herlr f ,_l%lmlt
Figure 15. Milestone Chart
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TABLE 4. STATUS AN_ GOALS VEHICLE BATTERIES
Development
Battery Status FY 1978 Goals*
Nh/kg Cycles Nh/kg Cycles Year Nh/kg Cycles
Near Term Batteriesi
L Lead/Acid 30 300 35 300 1980 40-50 600-800
,!
i
i Nickel/Iron 44 1500 50 1500 1980 60 2000
i 60 300 70 350 1981 75 800Nickel/Zinc
} Advanced Batteries
i
I ZinclChlorine _0 300 80 400 1980 Ii0 i000
?
_I Sodium/Sulfur 80 300 100 400 1981 140 1000
[
Lithium/Metal- 80 400 90 500 1981 140 I000
Sulfide
*Goal dates for near term batteries apply to full size vehicle batteries
available in quantities required to support the £HV Demonstration Act.
Advanced battery goal dates refer to first test module in laboratory.
i
)
I
i i
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PAN10
STAGES IN DEVELOPMENT OF
LITHIUM/METAL SULFIDE VEHICLE BATTERIES
FULL-SCALE BATTERY PROJECTS
_* Demonstration
' Stage Purpose of Goalsa
.= •
_ Mark I First Test in Vehicle 1979
Eagle-Picher
Mark II Commercially Viable Prototype 1981 -- 1983
EP and Gould Phase I Contractors
Mark III High-Performance Commercial 1983-- 1986
Battery
aDate of demonstration is dependent on funding rate.
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SUPPLEMENT2
NICKEL HYDROGENBATTERIES
At the G£ Phase I ItybridVehicleprogramreviewon february20, 1979,
Mr. E. Rowl_ d requestedan assessmenton the nickel hydrogenbattery
system as applicableto E.V. application
Attachedare Supplement#2, pages 2 to 6 describingthe Ni-H2 system.
In additionpages 99 & I00 are reproducedfrownthe paper by Sidney Gross,
Energy Conversion,Vol. 15, pp. 95 - I12 (1976)andshown as pages 5 and 6.
None of the informationprovided in Supplements1 or 2 modifiesthe
recolm_ndationsmade in our original report.
Supplement _2
SUPPLEMENT 2 Page 2 of 6
NICKEL HYDROGENBAKERIES
(i) The nickel-hydrogen system has been investigated and used mainly o.-.satellite
battery appl.cations. Some have flown successfully on satellites, coupled with
charging from solar panels. Their best performance characteristic is the increase
in cycle life over Ni-Cd batteries, which suffer capaclty losses with cycling due
to Cd passivation. The attached material (from Kirk-Ot/lner, Encyclopedia of
Chemical Technology, Vol. 3, Third Ed. 1978) gives some of the available data on
Ni-H 2 batteries.
(2) Recent work which has been reported by companies such as EIC, MAC and COMSAT
_ndioate certain changes (improvements?) in the tec_.nclogy. Operating Fress'_es
have increased to 34 68 a_m., in an attempt to increase energy density anC dis-
cl%arge rate uapability. In addition, co,on pressure vessels have been experi-
mentally tried. While these improvements have increased bo_h energy density ._nd
_ischarge rate capability, the high H_ pressures _ave also resulted Ln an increased
rate of self-d/scharge. In addition,-the common press".re containe_' in_roduces the
problem of capacity rundown caused by parasitic currenns. On one test a 4-ceil
battery was operated at about 30 a_m in a co_on pressure vessel. Xn 72 hours
capacity fell from 8.B Ahr _o 5.6 Ahr, while pressure fell from 400 psig _3 300 psig.
This loss corresponds _o a rate of over 10% per day.
(3) The use of the Ni-H_ system in EV applications is not indicated at T.hls time
because of these important limitations= ....
. 3oi Pressure Vessel Construction - Present technology requires that each
cell of the battery, or at best sections of several cells, be contained
in pressure vessels holding up to i000 psig of hydrogen. This in itself
is so dangerous that it alone probably eliminates the system from
consideration.
3.2 Cost Consid.erations - The battery has all o__the inherent costs of
...... satellite t}%oe sealed, sintered, n_cke! cadm/_, batteries, plus the
additional costs of high pressure battery containers, and the use of
: - .... platinum doped electrodes for hydrogen recombination.
3.3 Electrical ,_efformance - Charged stand losses are too high for most EV
applications, and _n addition there is a question abou% maximum speclfi¢
power available. Most data presented does not indicate discharge rates
greater than C/2.
(4) The possibility exists for hydrogen storage utillzing surface adsorbtion or
¢he_ica_ hydrides. There is some work goinq on _ this area, but no_ has /eached
, the level of cell or battery demonstration. :f there is to be a Ni-H 2 EV battery
this could be the only way to solve the hioh pressure storage Froblem.
t
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I_ckeI-H_,frozen Celts. In the aid 1970s nickel-hydrcJ_en celL_were developec_ Page 3 of 6
the United c'.ates (79) mid in E_c,pe to overcozae sc_meof tLe problems as._ociau:d
withdeepcycL'nic_:el-cadmium,lonf-lifec llsforspacesatelliteuse.The memory.'
effect (SO)cr t.Lec_dmium electrode wa.,eliminated and frav:,metric energydensity
improved. The overall electrochemical reaction is ._imple:
IIv_re
Ni(OH): _ NiOOH+ t_.H:
41N:k*_o
However, the generation a_d migration of water in th_ half-cell reactions must be
considered ;n t_e. cell design.
Az thenlckeZelectrode:
Ni(OH)= 4. 0H _ Ni00H 4. H:t0 .t.e"
_t,,,.h.,e_
At the hydrogen electrode:
.h.4.
4,.,._.,n_
Hydrogenispresentinthegaseousstate,and thecellsoperateata much higher
pressurerange304-2030kPa {3-20arm)thanNi-C_ cells0--304kPa {0-.3arm).Ceils
aredesignedaspressurevesselsand arecylindricalinshape_i-,_hem;sphericalcaps.
Electricterminalsaremade _'ithceramic.to-metalsealsintheendcaps.A cutaway
viewofa typicalconstructionissho_ ;-Figure14.
The positiveelectrodesareofaconventionalsi.nte,'edtype.The by&ogen reacti_
(negative)lectrodeusuallyconsistsofaTeflon-bondedplatinumblacklayerand a
porousTeflonlayerpressedintoa freemesh nickelscreen.
TypicalvoltageperformancedischargecurvesaregiveninFigure15.
Fit,_re 14. Cm_.a). view of _ t)_pimJm_r_-.c_o_ of • nieke.I-bvdrqen ceil
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t
Nickcl-h)'drogen battery
The nickei-hydto_,.,:n system has an o_¢ncircuit po:en-
tial of 1"358 V and___:h._e_ore.[Lca_ cne.r.['yjdensity of 177
W hr/lb. This is a recently deseloped s.vstcm [53-6_] but
_hnology is advancing rapidly because the nickel
_ electrode is well developed from nickcl-._:admium battery
technology, and the hydrogen clectrode is _ell developed
from hydrogen--oxygen fuel cell technology. The Teflon-[ . •
: ated hydrogen electrode negative functions best with
platinum catalyst, but nickel is satisfactory for electric
vehicle applications, and is used in Russian designs [65].
Both electrodes are known to be long-lived, so very long
operating lifetimes are expected with this system. An I _._
-_ energy density cf 25 W hr/Ib has been ac_eved on _roto- _ t
_ type cells, and design ':tudies show up tO 40 W hr'lb
i should be attainable. Power density of 40 W/lb has been
• realized, and could be increased to 200 W/lb on an
optimized design.
I A n ckel-hydrogen batter)' consists of a series stack of
._. nickel znd hydrogen electrodes installed inside a pressure
vessel filled with hyclrogen gas. The electrodes are
separated by gas diffusion screens, but the hydrogen gas
need not _e isolated from the _ickel electrodes since they
will not react chemically. The batten,.' operates positive-
limited, and is completely sealed. Figure 7 snows a typi-.
cal battery module design [64]. Except for the pressure
vessel, no costly m:tc:ials .',re ,:sed. Typical operating
characteristics of a _ingle cell are shown in Fig. $ and are [
Iko_m
(-IT_ |.1Term,_sl _ _ N._tt omc_oOe ,
,
P.-o,5\.[,o.
II-' I._;A.I _...:...* ._._.. _ _t:,m,ea trem,, ,
_ [al_e_te4 .,_aeflira el _tl stuck
Fig. 7. TYlDicalnickel-hydrogenbatterydesign.
Reference ?1
S A IV gill I
t4 -- _ ¢l_e ot C ro_e ; 4,sea:roe C.q2
o!
_¢horQe --_- 0 IC 0 le
, , , ,l_,_"_,.j
• _ t ' I t
a. , I
I _ _
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seen to be comparable to nickel cadmium ceil perfor-
mance.
An important attribute of the nickel-hydrogen sysiem
is that it is inherently protected against damage by
reversal, permitting the full capacity of the battery to be
used. Hydrogen pressure drops to approx, lO0 psi
during continuous reversal. Also significant is the ability
of the system to tolerate overcharge without ill effect,
though suitable meansof hcat removal must be provided.
Hydrogen pressure increasesto a maximum of 400-500
I_siduring continuous overcharge.
The major disadvantage of the nickel-hydrogen system
is the need for a pressurevesselto contain the h)'drogen,
which comprisesa significant share of the b:ttery weight.
Structural safety factors will have to be relatively high for
commercial applications, limiting the overall energy
densiLv. For example, it is calculated [661 that a 10CK)W
battery for traction applications would deliver 35 W hr/lb
with a Litanium pressure vessel, or 30 W hrilb with an
Inconel pressurevessel.Even with the lower value, this is
quit- attractive for electric vehicles in view of the good
electrical performance an'_lexpected long life.
A possible improvement to the nickel-hydrogen
bacte.%' would be development of a satisfac:ory means of
storing hydrogen in solids.Metal hydridesare able to
store hydrogen even more con,partly than liquid hydro-
gea. Using this principle, ar_ _iectrochtmicall:; reversible
hydrogen el=ctrode has bc,.'n developed in which the
hydrogen is stored on interstitial sites of a metal lattice,
using Ti2_i and TiNt intermc',allic phases [67]. The
electrode is c_pable of very high cherry density, and
conceivably could eliminate or minimize the need for a
ozessure vessel with the nickel-hydrogen battery.
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! Battery: PV-23
i Pulse Current: 300 A
: Ah out % of Voltage Volts at Wh out
at Beginning of Ah at During 60 A After After "
Pulse 60 A Pulse_*) Pulse Pulse
12.1 7 .i 5.400/5.365 6.000 73
31.4 18.5 5.360/5.330 5.950 188
i 44.8 % 26.3 5. 285/5. 255 -- 267
i 46.1% 27 .I 5.325/5.265 -- 274
t '
! 47.4 % 27.9 5.355/5.265 5.890 281
[ 67 .i 39.5 5.190/5.190 5.835 396
80.7 47.5 5.115/5.115 5.775 474
100.2 % 58.9 5.030/4.970 -- 586
i01.4 % 59.7 5.045/4.985 -- 592
102.7 % 60.0 5.010/4.250 -- 598
110.2 64.8 5.675 640
(*)15 S pulse; a/b : a-voltage at 1 s, b-voltage at 15 s
tPulses repeated with open circuit pause between each one
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Battery : PV-23
Pulse Current: 400 A
Ah out % of Voltage Volts at Wh out
at Beginning Ah at During 60 A After After
Pulse 60 A Pulse* Pulse Pulse
12.0 7.1 5. 175/5. 145 6. 060 73
31.9 18.8 5. 140/5. ii0 6. 010 192
45.9% 27.0 5.065 5.955 273
47.6 % 28.0 5. 110/5. 050 -- 282
49. 3% 29.0 5. 110/5. 045 5.895 291
69.4 40.8 4. 970/4. 940 5. 845 407
83.3 49.0 4. 885/4.855 5. 770 487
103.1% 60.6 4. 710/4. 675 -- 600
104.9 % 61.7 4.76 /4.670 -- 608
106.5% 62.6 4. 700/4.640 -- 616
114.3 67.2 5.675 659
"15 s pulse; a/b : a-voltage at 1 s, b-voltage at 15 s
%Pulses repeated wLth open circuit pause between each one
L
i
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Battery : PV-2 3
Pulse Current: 400 A
Ah out % of Voltage Volts at Wh out
at Beginning Ah at During 60 A After After
Pulse 60_____A Pulse* Pulse Pulse
12. i 7.1 4.985/4. 955 6. 045 73
32.2 18.9 4. 910/4. 880 6. 015 192
46.5t 27.4 4. 810/4. 780 -- 276
48.7% 28.6 4. 875/4. 755 -- 286
50.8% 29.9 4. 895/4. 740 5. 905 296
1 71.1 41.8 4. 660/4. 615 5. 815 413
85.2 50.1 4. 575/4. 515 5 765 493I
i _ 105.0% 61.8 4. 395/4. 32 -- 608
107.6% 63.3 4. 405/4. 285 -- 617
i 109.7 % 64.5 4. 395/4. 245 5. 670 626
1 118.0 69.4 5. 670 669
*15 s pulse; a/b : a-voltage at 1 s, b-voltage at 15 s
%Pulses repeated with open circuit pause between each one
ii
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Battery : EV- i06
Pulse Current_ 400 A
Ah out % of Voltage Volts at Wh out
" at Beginning Ah at During 60 A After After
Pulse 60 A Pulse* Pulse Pulse
ii.9 8.8 5.07 6.025 73
31.6 2 3.4 5.00 5. 960 189
45.4% 33.6 4.97/4.92 -- 270
47.0 % 34.8 4.95/4.92 -- 278
48.8% 36.1 4.92/4.89 5. 890 286
68.4 50.7 4.77/4.74 5. 790 400
82.2 60.8 4.62/4.56 5. 700 478
i01.9% 75.5 4.30/4.18 -- 588
103.6% 76.7 4.29/4. ii -- 595
105.2 % 77.9 4.22/4.05 5. 520 602
112.9 83.6 5. 485 642
"15 s pulse; a/b : a-voltage at 1 s, b-voltage at 15 s
%Pulses repeated with open circuit pause between each one
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Battery: EV-106
Pulse Current: 300 A
Ah out % of Voltage Volts at Wh out
at Beginning of Ah at During 60 A After After
Pulse 60 A Pulse* Pulse Pulse
12.0 8.8 5.375 6.045 74
31.5 23.3 5.350/5.32 5.995 189
44.8 % 33.2 5.310/5.280 -- 269
46.1# 34 .i 5.300/5.280 -- 276
47.4 % 35.0 5.300/5.270 5.920 283
66.7 49.4 5.190/5.160 5.870 396
79.9 59.2 5.09 5.810 472
99.2 % 73.5 4.955/4.925 ....
100.6 % 74.5 4.960/4.900 ....
101.8 % 75.4 4.935/4.875 5.675 596
109.0 80.7 5.675 637
"15 s pulse; a/b : a-voltage at 1 s, b-voltage at 15 s
_'Pulses repeated with open circuit pause between each one
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Battery : EV- I06
. Pulse Current: 500 A
Ah out % of Voltage Volts at Wh out
' at Beginning Ah at During 60 A After After
Pulse 60 A Phase* Pulse Pulse
12.0 8.8 4. 785 6. 020 72
4
32.4 24.0 4. 720/4. 690 5. 965 192
46.5# 34.4 4.650/4.620 ....
48.6# 36.0 4. 640/4. 580 ....
50.7 # 37.5 4. 610/4. 550 5. 875 293
70.8 52.4 4. 440/4. 385 5. 765 408
84.9 62.3 4. 290/4. 200 5. 695 487
I 105.3 78.0 3.985/3.955 -- 600
1 *15 s pulse; a/b : a-voltage at 1 s, b-voltage at 15 q
%Pulses repeated with open circuit pause between each one
i
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Note :
The following graphs were prepared by D_:. A.F. Burke, General
_ Electric Corporate Research and Development. They are included in
;_ the Assessment of Battery Power Sources for completeness.
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WORK STATEMENT
Triad Services, Incorporated
_ ! 32049 Howard Street
Madison Heights, MI 48071
_ i INTRODUCTION
Contract NO. 955190 between California Institute of Tech-
i nology Jet Propulsion Laboratory and General Electric Company
"l covers a program entitled "Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Pas-
senger Vehicle Development Program" under which studies shall be
conducted leading to a preliminary design of a hybrid passenger
i vehicle that is projected to have the maximum pc_ential for re-
ducing petroleum consumption in the near-term (co• _.ncing in 1985)
Effort under Contract 955190 is being conducted pursuant to an
<, Interagency Agreement between the Department of Energy (DOE) and
_ the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and in
furtherance of work under Prime Contract NAS7-100 between NASA
! and the California Institute of Technology. This work statement
I covers vehicle technology under General Electric Purchase Order
A02000-220 147.
_i SCOPE OF WORK
In support of General Electric Corporate Research and Develop-
ment's work under Contract 955190, the Subcontractor shall furnish
the necessary personnel, materials, services, facilities, and
otherwise do all things necessary for or incident to the performance
of the following tasks.
I. Provision of the following with respect to the Reference
Conventional ICE vehicle.
• Consultation to assist in its selection
• Weight and cost information on key components
• Performance information on auxiliaries, such as power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning, lighting
and electrical accessories, heating and ventilating
2. Consultation on selection of preferred passenger compart-
ment heating procedure for hybrid vehicle considering
such approaches as:
• Waste heat from the engine
• Thermal energy storage
• Auxiliary burner
3. Consultation on air conditioning for the hybrid vehicle,
especially methods of taking advantage of the reduced
input speed variation for the hybrid as compared with
the conventional ICE vehicle•
_-i
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4. Trade-off studies of power assist systems (power steering
and power brakes) to determine the preferred approach
and performance for the hybrid vehicle.
5. Consultation and recommendations on specification of tire
drag aerodynamic drag and aerodynamic frontal area for
both :
• The conventional ICE vehicle
AND
• The hybrid vehicles
6. Recommended weight and/or power scaling factors to be
applied in building up the hybrid vehicle around the
seating package of the reference conventional ICE vehicle.
7. Packaging studies of various hybrid configurations, using
the reference ICE vehicle as a base, including styling
consideration.
8. Layouts of the vehicle embodying the preferred hybrid
configuration.
9. Vehicle Dynamics - For the preferred configuration, iden-
ification of dynamic design requirements and analysis as
required to assure adequate performance in the following
areas :
• Handling - both linear and nonlinear ranges
• Brake system, including consideration of -egenerative
braking and front vs. rear wheel braking regeneratively
I0. Structural Considerations - For the preferred configura-
tion, analysis as requirL_d to assure adequate performance
in the fo_'] _wing areas:
• Local stresses and overall stiffness
• Vehicle structural crashworthiness (Occupant protection
will be assumed to be adequate, based upon reference
conventional ICE occu},ant protection, if vehicle is
crashworthy)
ii. Safety - [ndent ii ication of a|,|_]Jcablu NIITSA and FMVSS
safety recommendations and requirements and definition
of design approaches which will satisfy those requirements,
together with rationalv thereof.
12. Cost - Consultation on estimating |)ro_]uc_ion costs of
major elements of the hybrid vehicle structure and aux-
iliaries.
>
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NOTE WITH RESPECT TO SUBCONTRACTOR'S DATA
It is understood that all data in the Subcontractor's reports,
furnished by the Subcontractor to General Electric Corporate Re-
search and Development hereunder, may be furnished to the Cali-
i fornia Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the
[ Department of Enelgy and the National Aeronautics and Space Agency
with no restrictions.
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DEVELOPMENT OF WEIGHT PROPAGATION FACTORS
I PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to develop a set of equations
which would predict with some accuracy the gross vehicle
weight of proposed hybrid vehicles for the purposes of trade-
off analysis.
Ii METEOD
Detail weight breakdowns for thirteen different vehicles were
analyzed to attempt to establish relationships between vehicle
gross weight, number of passengers, engine size, and wheel-
base and certain component weights• Algebraic functions were
derived for these relationships utilizing the least squares
techniqLa.
Vehicle weights were divided into 29 categories for the pur-
pose of analyzing the data. Weights of each category for the
13 vehicles, where data formats allowed, were studied in order
to determine if functional relationships existed between the
weights and the independent parameters stated earlier.
III VEHICLES STUDIED
The 13 vehicles studied and their gross weights are listed
below:
VEHICLE GVW
• Dasher 4-Dr 2923
• Fiat 124 2786
• Fiat 128 2610
• Subaru DL 2410
• Chevette 2781
• Oldsmobile F-83 (1972) 4460
• Chevrolet Corvette 3711
• Chevrolet Vega 3097
• Ford Pinto 3276
• Chevrolet Chevelle (1975) 4443
• Chevrolet Camaro (1974) 4287
• Volkswagen Rabbit 2583
• Buick Regal (1978) 4034
IV DEFINITIONS:
W c = Vehicle curb wt-lbs.
: _ = Vehicle gross wt-lbs.g = Number of vehicle passengers
3-5 _i_ECEDING PAGE DLA_:I_ _OT FILMED
L = Vehicle wheelbase - inches
F = Fuel system capacity - gallons
D = Engine displacement - cubic inches
V RESULTS
The following relationships have been developed for the var-
ious vehicle elements.
A Gross Vehicle Weight Related Elements.
SYSTEM RELATIONSHIP
Structural .0437 Wg + .0000356 Wg 2
Bumpers .00147Wg + .0000101 Wg 2
\
Suspension .02526Wg + .00000736Wg 2
Wheels & Tires 20 + .04666Wg
=_ Brakes 9.2+ .02368 Wg
I
i Tools .00281 Wg
TOTAL 29.2+ .14358 W + 5.3 W 2 x 10 -5
k
! B Engine Displacement Related Items.
, Engine & Transmission 290 + .91D
i (including fluids)
; Exhaust System 9 + .19D
Cooling SYstem 24 + .08D
TOTAL 323 + 1.18D
C Number of Passenger Related.
Seats & Related 23.2P
3- 6
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D Wheelbase Related. (not glass)
Skins 1.4L
E Fuel Capacity Related.
i Fuel System (inc. evap.
emission control) 1.53F
F Insensitive Components.
Certain items are relatively insensitive to any of
the variables considered in the context of this pro-
gram. These items deal primarily with human factors
(ie elements designed to tolerate loads supplied by
the driver).
:I Those items which will be considered fixed in weight
1 are listed below:
Doors (4 Dr) & Deck 174.0
Exterior Trim 4.5
Instrument Panel 20
i Interior Trim 60.0( W/S Wipers 7.6
Fixed Glass 48.0 (windshield plus rear window)
i Park Brake 5.1
Brake Actuation 5.3
i Brake Hydraulics 15.8
Controls 9.8
Power Strg.Gear 30.6
Steering Linkage 19.8
Strg.Col. & Wheel 16.6
Hydraulics 14.7
Acc. Electrical 59.5
Heater 15.5
Restraint SYstem 31.8
L _I Air Conditioner 126.0
! TOTAL 664.6 ibs
_ G Summary
Totalling all of these functions, a relationship can
be written for the curb weight of a vehicle.
1 Wc = 1017 + .144 Wg + 5.3 x 10 -5 Wg 2
1 + 1.18D + 2_.2P + 1.4L + 1.53F
3-7
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Substituting Wg = Wc + payload
and K = 1017 + payload
where: Payload = luggage + passenger load
+ max fuel load + battery load + motor wt.
+ control weight
and K1 = K + 1.18D + 23.2P + 1.4L + 1.53F
then: 6.3 x 10 -5 Wg 2 + .856 Wg + K1 = 0
Solving for Wg
10.6 x 10 -5
As a check, substituting the appropriate values for
the reference vehicle.
IT K = 1017 + 750 (pass) + 200(lugg.) + 108 (fuel)
F]
= 2075
'7
i! K1--K + 1.18(200)+ 23.2(5)+ 1.4(108.1)+ 1.53 18.1)• = 2607
Wg = 4069
Wc (calculated) = 4069-1058 = 3011 pounds
which compares with an actual curb weight of 3084 pounds.
VI PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE PRODUCTION VEHICLE WEIGHTS.
As a result of some conversations with knowledgeable people
within the automobile industry, it was the consensus of opin-
ion that a reduction in vehicle weight by 1985 will not ex-
ceed 10% to 12% for the same sized vehicle compared to 1979
vehicles. This weight reduction will come from basic re-
design of components with the use of more specialized parts
(less commonality across vehicle lines) rather than by the
substitution of other materials for any fundamental parts.
The reasons for not shifting to aluminum or plastic components
i
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in lieu of steel are:
I) Cost effectiveness [$1.00 + per pound penalty].
2) Requirement for significant investment in tooling
and equipment.
3) Inadequate supply of aluminum or resin products
to meet potential automotive requirements.
i
t
!
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VEHICLE DRAG PPOJECTIONS
For the purposes of the trade-off analysis, some reasonable
drag estimate must be made for the proposed hybrid vehicle.
The three basic elements of the total vehicle drag which
will be considered are the aerodynamic drag, tire hystereses
losses, and the tire rolling resistance and chassis losses.
A Aero_q_namic Drag.
Vehicle frontal area and drag coefficient must both
be established in order to determine the total aero-
dynamic drag.
The frontal area is really a function of the seating
package selected. Utilizing the 1979 Chevrolet Malibu
seating arrangement, a frontal area of 21 square feet
is a resonable estimate.
As demonstrated by the full sized wind tunnel tests of
the GE Centennial 100 vehicle, it is apparent that a
drag coefficient of the order of .33 is possible. This
value must be tempered by two factors. First, the fact
that the hybrid vehicle will require some heat exchanger
for its internal combustion engine will increase the
drag by approximately 6% to .35. Second, the aero-
dynamic performance of the vehicle in yaw must be con-
sidered since the vehicle will never operate in a zero
wind condition. Making the assumption that a 10 mph
wind is typical, and that the average speed of the ve-
hicle is about 40 miles per hour, a yaw angle range of
+ 15 ° would seem reasonable.
During scale wind tunnel tests of the GE Centennial in
December of 1975, the effect of yaw angle was determined
to be an increase of 11% on the drag coefficient. For
the purposes of calculatien, therefore, drag coefficient
of ._q should be used.
B Speed Influences on Tire Rollin, Losses.
Based on data from a report entitled "Tire Rolling Loss
i Measurements" written by Calspan Corporation under con-
tract to the DOT, the influence of vehicle speed on _ire
i losses was determined to be
[_
F = .00003 WV
where F = Drag force - pounds
W = Weight - pounds
V = Speed - mph
3-10
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oTire rolling losses for radial ply tires in equil]brium
operating condtions are known to be of the order of .011
pounds per pound at their rated load. However, the
effect of warm-up is significant and can account for var-
iations of up to 50% in tire rolling loss from "cold" to
"warm" tires. Figure I is a plot of trip length verses
rolling resistance illustrating this effect. This factor
should be included in the trade-off analysis with the
value selected based on the mission profile.
D Total Vehicle Drag.
Summing the effects outlined above, the expressions for
•_ the drag of the hybrid vehicle in the eqL_ilibrium con-
i dition [warm tires] can be written:
i F = .011 W + .00003 WV + (.00249)(ACd)V2
= .011 W + .00003 WV + .02 V 2
where
W = vehicle wt. (pounds)
V = vehicle speed (mph)
E Effective Vehicle Weight.
The weight of the venicle must be increased effectively
for acceleration calculations to account for the rotat-
ing inertia of the wehels and tires. This amounts to
approximately 70% of the wheel and ti_ weight. Utiliz-
ing the factors developed in section I, the weight of
the vehicle must be increased by (.P28) (Wg) for the pur-
poses of acceleration calculations.
i
, !
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HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER PERFORMANCE
In order to provide "equivalent value" in the hybrid vehicle
relative to the reference vehicle, the heater and air con-
ditioning systems should have the same or similar performance.
Tests were conducted on a 1979 Malibu 4-door sedan with 200
cubic inch 6 cylinder engine to establish these performance
levels. The vehicle was instrumented with thermocouples and
air flow measuring apparatus in order to measure the heat
transfer to the passenger compartment.
HEATER PERFORMANCE
After an overnight soak at ambient temperatures of between 5
and ii degrees F., the reference vehicle was started and
driven at 20 mph with the heater blower on maximum. Air tem-
! peratures across the heater core and blower air flow were
1 measured as a function of time. "Breath level" interior com-
partment temperatures were also monitored in order to place
some measure on the vehicle warm-up time. Figure i, illus-
trates the breath level temperature as a function of time,
I and the heat transfer to the compartment as a function of
time.
i
i AIR CONDITIONER PERFORMANCE
Similar instrm,entation to the heater tests was used to meas-
i ure the heat transfer from the air across the evaporator.
Figure 2 illustrates the "pull down" capability of the sys-
-i tem as a functio_ of tim_ after a hot soak. The engine was
i at idle and the vehicle not in motion. Figure 3 shows the
heat transfer from the air across the evaporator for the air
i conditioning system while operating at its maximum capacity.
t
I
I
/
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iA/C TEMPERATURE DROP 1-17-79
Inches
Time Thermocouple Lead (OF)
(Min.) Pitot Static
1 2 3 6 Tube Tube Di ff.
Start 67 66 67 71 3.74 3.74 0
' 1 70 61 45 58 4.64 2.85 1.79
2 71 60 45 55 4.64 2.85 1.79
3 70 58 44 54 4.62 2.88 1.74
4 70 57 39 52 4.62 2.92 1.70
5 70 57 38 52 4.62 2.92 1.70
6 71 56 38 51 4.62 2.92 1.70
r_ 7 70 56 37 50 4.6o 2.94 1.668 70 55 37 49 4.58 2.96 1.62
9 71 55 36 49 4.58 2.95 1.63
10 7o 55 35 48 4.58 2.97 1.61
ii 70 55 36 48 4.59 2.98 1.61
12 71 55 34 48 4.58 2.98 1.60
13 69 55 38 48 4.58 2.98 1.60
I 14 73 55 39 48 4.58 2.98 1.60
I
I
Thermocouple Lead Location
1 Outside Air
2 Air to A/C Core
3 Air From A/C Core
6 Passenger Compt. Breath
3-17
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_i HEATING TEMPERATURE RISE 1-17-79
i
_:iI Inches
_I Time Thermocouple Lead (OF)
(Min.) Pitot Static
= 1 2 3 4 5 6 Tube Tube Diff.
Start 12 24 ii 13 12 ii 3.43 3.43 0
3 13 28 18 52 73 18 3.80 3.14 .66
5 13 38 25 78 99 30 3.84 3.11 .73
7 1,/2 ii 50 42 107 130 56 3.86 3.07 .79
10 13 60 49 129 154 85 3.90 3.04 .86
12 1/2 10 68 42 146 172 106 3.95 2.98 .97
15 12 78 50 159 187 121 4.00 2.92 1.08
*
17 1/2 12 86 53 167 193 170 4.01 2.91 1.10
20 13 91 58 166 192 184 4.02 2.89 1.1322 1/2 12 96 68 167 192 188 4.03 2.88 1.15
25 14 i00 76 167 192 182 4.04 2.87 1.17
! 27 1/2 12 103 76 168 193 185 4.05 2.85 1.20i 30 12 106 80 167 192 186 4.06 2.84 1.22
Thermocouple Lead Location
1 Outside Air
2 Passenger Compt. Breath
3 Air to Heater Core
4 Air from Ileater Core
5 Heater Core Water Temp.
6 Radiator Water Temp.
*Rise is Rapid
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ACCESSORY POWER REQUIREMENTS
Accessory power requirements for the hybrid vehicle were de-
rived from measurements on the reference vehicle. Power re-
quirements for the air conditioner, the alternator, and the
power steering p_np were determined by measurements made on
a Chevrolet Malibu using a strain gauged crankshaft pulley.
The results of these tests follow.
A Air Conditioner Power Requirements. (Drive Ratio* 1.4:1)
Figure I is a plot of compressor horsepower as a
function of compressor speed. The compressor is
operating at its maximum load. The ratio of com-
pressor speed to vehicle speed is 50.4 rpm/mph.
B Alternator Power Requirements. (Drive Ratio 3.1:1)
Figure 2 is a plot of alternator power require-
ments as a function of speed and charging current.
The ratio of alternator speed to car speed is
111.6 rpm/mph.
C Power Steering Power Requirements. (Drive Ratio 1.2:1)
Figure 3 is a plot of road load power steering
pump requirements with zero steering effort applied.
In addition to these losses, which are essentially
parasitic, there is an additional requirement for
parking and high speed maneuvers. Figure 3 alsO
presents the instantaneous power required by the
power steering pump for maximum performance.
Although these power levels are high, they represent
instantaneous values. Tests run on simulated city and
highway driving cycles yield more realistic power
steering system power requirements for the purposes
of range calculations.
Losses on the city driving cycle are approximately
.75 horsepower while the highway driving cycle will
drop these values to about .65 horsepower on the
average.
*Ratio to engine speed
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/'. F. DU.?}I E
TRIAD SERVICES INC. • 32049 HOWARD ST. • MADISON HEIGHTS, MICH, 48071 • 313/589-2355
February 6, 1979
D_. A. F. Burke
General Electric Company
Corporate Research and Development
Building 37 - Room 2078
P.O. Box 43
Schenectady, New York 12301
Dear Andy:
The following chart summarizes the result_ of the accessory
power system tests run on a 1979 Malibu vehicle.
Accessory Power Requirements(Watts)
Parking Lights 101
Low Beam Headlights 203
High Beam Headlights 254
Turn Signals (avg.) 84
Hazard Lights (avg.) 179
Interior Lights 45
Windshield Wipers
dry - low speed 98
wet - low speed 90
dry - high speed 83
wet - high speed 70
Ventilation Fan
low speed 32
2nd speed 73
3rd speed 112
high speed 159
Rear Window De-logger 231
Radio I0
Cigarette Lighter 62
Horn 25
Engine Ignition System 25
Air Conditioner Clutch 44
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The regulated charging system voltage on a charged battery
was 14.6 volts D.C.
We are continuing with our preliminary packaging studies.
I hope to have some drawings available when I see you on
the 21st.
Very truly yours,
/ >/
Michael A. Pocobello
_\P/np
cc: R. II. Guess
L:-j
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WEIGHTANALYSISFORTRADE-0FFSTUDIES
I ASSUMPTIONS
i+ . 4 DOOR SEDAN
i,
S
i , 1979MALIBUSEATINGPACKAGE
! . POWERSTEERING STANDARD
ii , POWERBRAKES STANDARD
} , AIR CONDITIONING STANDARD
!
1
+
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WEIGHTRELATIGNSHIP
10,6 x 10-5
WHERE
K1= K + 1,18D+ 23,2P + 1,4L + 1,53F
AND
K = 1017+ LUGGAGE+ PASSENGERLOAD +
MAX, FUEL LOAD + BATTERY LOAD
+ MOTOR WEIGHT + CONTROL WEIGHT
D = ENGINE DISPLACEMENT (CU,IN,)
P = NUMBEROF PASSENGERS
L = WHEELBASE(INCHES)
F = FUEL CAPACITY (GALLONS)
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' TOTALVEHICLEDRAG
F - ,011w + ,00003wv + .02v2
WHEREW = TEST WEIGHT (POUNDS)
V = VEHICLE SPEED (MPH)
i.
ASSUMPTIONS
, 1979 MALIBU FRONTAL AREA (21 FT 2 )
, YAW WEIGHTED DRAG COEFFICIENT OF ,39
, "WARM" RADIAL PLY TIRES
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AUXILIARY POWER REQUIREMENTS
Accessory Power Requirements(Watts)
Parking Lights I01
Low Beam Headlights 203
High Beam Headlights 254
! Turn Signals (avg.) 84
\ Hazard Lights (avg.) 179
Interior Lights 45
-- i
f Windshield Wipers
dry - low speed 98
wet - low speed 90
dry - high speed 83
wet - high speed 70
Ventilation Fan
low speed 32
2nd speed 73
3rd speed 112
high speed 159
Rear Window De-logger 231
Radio I0
Cigarette Lighter 62
Horn 25
Engine Ignition System 25
Air Conditioner Clutch 44
\
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ACCESSORYPOWERSYSTEMS
EY_EIEE_
. POWER STEERING
, POWER BRAKES
, AIRCONDITIONER
. LIGHTING
, HEATER & DEFROSTER
, WINDSHIELD WIPING
, TRANSMISSION CLUTCHING
, COMFORT & CONVENIENCE ITEMS
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" CONVENTIONALCCESSORYPOWERSYSTEMS
SYSTEM PO_ERSOURCE
POWER STEERING OPEN CENTERED HYDRAULIC
POWER BRAKES ENGINE MANIFOLD VACUUM BOOSTED
AIR CONDITIONER VAPOR-COMPRESSION-ENGINE DRIVEN
LIGHTING ALTERNATOR (14,6V)
i HEATER & DEFROSTING WASTE HEAT AND ALTERNATOR
i
i WI NDSHI ELD WI PI NG ALTERNATOR
; TRANSMISSION CLUTCHING OPEN CENTERED HYDRAULIC=
COMFORT& CONVENIENCE ALTERNATOR
ENGINE STARTING ACCESSORYBATTERY
I
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,_ HEATER/DEFROSTERl
I , WASTE ENGINE AND MOTOR
HEAT
i AUXILIARYBURNERI
l
' , STORED HEAT (MOULTEN SALT?)
, HEATPUMPAUGMENTEDBY WASTEHEAT
I
I
i
iI
i
, 3-32
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POWERBRAKESYSTEMS
o
, UPEN-CENTERHYDRAULICBOOSTER
.p-,
:_ , CLOSED-CENTERHYDRAULICALLYBOOSTED
WITH CHARGINGVALVE
'_ CLOSED-CENTERHYDRAULICALLYBOOSTED' |
) WITH VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP
1 MANUAL DRUM BRAKES/REGEN TO ZERO SPEED
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POWERSTEERINGSYSTEMS
, OPEN-CENTEREDHYDRAULICSYSTEM
, CLOSED-CENTER HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WITH
CHARGING VALVE
, CLOSED-CENTER HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WITH
VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP
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ACCESSORYELECTRICALSYSTEMS
, SEPARATE ALTERNATOR DRIVEN FROM
PRIME MOVERS
ALTERNATOR INTEGRAL WITH DRIVEMOTOR!
)
, DC/DCCONVERTER
, HIGH VOLTAGE ACCESSORIES - POWERED
FROM MAIN BATTERY PACK
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i
, L,
, !
TRANSMISSIONCLUTCHING
OPEN CENTEREDHYDRAULIC
._ . DRIVELINE INTEGRAL
, ACCESSORYPACKAGE
",I CLOSED-CENTER HYDRAULIC
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
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ENGINESTARTINGSYSTEMS
, Low VOLTAGE SYSTEM/SMALL MOTOR/
CRUDE GEARSET, INTENDED FOR
INFREQUENT USE,
, BIGH VOLTAGE SYSTEM/LUBRICATED GEARSET/
HIGH MOTOR RATING FOR FREQUENT USE
, DRIVEMOTOR STARTS ENGINE THROUGP DRIVE-
LINE (V;HICLE MUST BE IN MOTION)
J
, DRIVE MOTOR STARTS ENGINE INDEPENDENT
" OF VEHICLE DRIVE
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POSSIBLESYSTEMALTERNATES
, , HEAT ENGINE IDLING
' , ACCESSORIES DRIVEN BY HEAT ENGINE
, HEATER AND A/C CONVENTIONAL
, ENGINE STARTING CONVENTIONAL
, ACCELERATION RESPONSE BETTER
} , ELECTRIC MOTOR IDLING
i , No ARMATURE ELECTRONICS
-/
i , OVER-RUNNING CLUTCH ACCESSORY DRIVE
i , DRIVEMOTORSTARTSENGINE
! . HEATER?
, NEITHER PRIME MOVERIDLING
, SEPARATEACCESSORYDRIVE MOTOR?
i SEPARATE ENGINE STARTING MOTOR?e
= I , HEATER AND AC?
I , STORAGE FOR POWER STEERING AND
( TRANSMISSION SHIFTING!
, ACCESSORYPOWERSOURCE?
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PACKAGINGCONSIDERATIONS- MAJORSYSTEMS
(i) SEATING PACKAGE - 1979 MALIBU - 4 DOOR
I (2) ENGINE - 4 CYL (70-80 HP)t
! (3) LEAD ACID BATTERIES (700 POUNDS)
1 (4) ELECTRIC MOTOR - (GE 2364)
(5) 4 SPEEDAUTOMATICTRANSMISSION
i (6) 12 GALLONFUELTANK
i (7) PARALI.EL HYBRID WITH DIFFERENTIAL
'i
} DRIVELINE INPUT
I
_ i (8) CATALYTIC CONVERTER FOR EMISSION CONTROL
I}
i
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BASIC INTERIOR DIMENSIONS-REFERENCE VEHICLE
L •
Front Compartment
DEGREES IN MM
W20 Centerline Occupant to
Centerlinc Car 14.48 368
H61 Effective llcadroom 38.70 983
L64 Maximum Effective Leg Room 42.75 1086
H30 H Point to Heel Hard
(chair height) 8.97 228
L40 Back Angle 26.5
L42 Hip Angle 99.5
L44 Knee Angle 131.0
L46 Foot Angle 87.0
L53 H Point to Heel Point 35.07 891
L17 H Point Travel 6.73 171
H58 H Point Rise .98 25
W3 Shoulder Room 51.32 1456
W5 Hip Room 52.20 1326
WI6 Seat Width 49.49 1257
Rear Compartment
LS0 H Point Couple 32.56 827
W25 C_nterline Occupant to
Centerline Car 13.27 337
H63 Effective Head Room 37.68 957
L51 Maximum Effective Leg Room 38.00 965
H31 H Point to Heel Point
(chair height) 11.73 298
L41 Back Angle 27
L43 Hip Angle 92
L45 Knee Angle 102
L47 Foot Angle 118.5
W4 Shoulder Room 57.08 1450
W6 Hip Room 55.59 1412
Control Location
DEGREES IN MM
H18 SteerlngWheel Angle 19.5
L7 Steering Wheel Torso Clearance 13.38 340
LI3 Brake Pedal Knee Clear 24.42 595
L52 Brake Pedal to Accelerator 4.48 114
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CRITERIONFOR SELECTIONOF PACKAGE
(i) CRASHWORTHINESS
, STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
, DYNAMICS
, FUELSYSTEM PROTECTION
(2) VEHICLEMASS
(3) HANDLING CHARACTER
\
, WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
, POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA
, SUSPENSION TYPES
(#4) SERVICEABILITY
_=_ , ENGINE
, CONTROL SYSTEM
, BATTERY
(5) LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
. SIZE
I , LOCATION
_:}
..'--,,_
_ (6) PASSENGER COMPARTMENT INTRUSION
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Preliminary Layout
pRECEDING pAGE BLANK NOT FILMEO
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Ep
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CLUTCH-I
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:'_ Section 4b
, MOTORS AND CONTROLS FOR HYBRID VEHICLES
4.1 BACKGROUND
In 1975, General Electric Corporate Research and Development
• began a long-range program to make substantial improvements in
motors and controls for electric and hybrid vehicles.
Initially, _ comprehensive survey was made considering all
types of motors and controls which were amenable to electric and
hybrid vehicles depending upon the time frame in which they were
used. This survey was presented orally to the Department of Energy
J (then called Research and Development Administration) as part of
a comprehensive plan to develop advanced electric vehicles (see
Attachment A). The General Electric Company, Electric Storage
Battery Inc., and Triad Services Inc., recommended the overall
program and offered to submit an unsolicited proposal. This offer
was declined, and the proposal was never formalized. The survey
of motors and controls was not published, but the draft version
has been used heavily by General Electric in program definition,
proposed preparation, and reports in this, as well as a number
of other subsequent projects.
Several major developments either planned, under way, or com-
j pleted which followed this comprehensive design are:
I. Development of an electric vehicle designed from the ground
up tO demonstrate the state-of-the-technology drive system
and to establish a bad, line against which to identif7 and
measure improvements. _J') This was actually built witha commercially available General Electric direct current
\ series motor and SCR chopper direct current armature con-
i trol and is identifie4 as the GE-100 Centennial Electric
(see Attachment B).
i 2. Development of an inductor motor/alternator with flywheel
I and load inverter for acceleration and regenerative brak-
I ing for the Department of Energy. (2)
3. Development of a Department of Energy Near-Term Electric
Vehicle with improved perfurmance and utilizing regenera-
tion advancements in the state-of-the-technology in the
_ separately excited direct current motor (Figure 4-]), the
regenerative armature chopper utilizing new transistorized
power modules, microcomputer controls, and on tle improved
lead-acid battery. (3)
4. Development of a hlgh-speed induction motor being built
for National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) Lewis
Research Center featuring low volume, low weight, and low
cost. (4) This development is aimed at electric vehicles
4-1
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I
Figure 4-1. Direct Current Separately Excited Motor
Used in Near-Term Electric Vehicle
_i that will succeed the Near-Term Vehicles perhaps in the
[ mid 1980's. A proof-of-concept motor is shown in Fig-
I ure 4-3, which compares it to the equivalent direct cur-
rent separately excited motor developed in Item 3.
I 5. Development of an advanced permanent magnet disc motor
on a General Electric program intended to produce very
lightweight, low volume, and very low-cost electric drives.
This work is aimed at the truly advanced electric y_h_le
• in the latter part of the 1980's and early 1990's. ID.O)
A proof-of-concept motor has been developed and is shown
I in Figure 4-2 which compares it to the equivalent directcurrent separately excited motor developed Jn Item 3.
Each of the items listed above was accomplished after exten-
sive modeling and analysis. These studies were consulted exten-
,, sively in the sections that follow to make the required design
trade-off studies for the hybrid vehicle program.
4.1.i PREVIOUS TRADE-OFF STUDIES
The overall drive system requirements and the detailed eval-
uation of alternate direct current drives ,here made for the Near-
Term Electric Vehicl<: Program, Phases I and If. These will not
be repeated in this study. Specific designs and ratings will be
scaled to accomplish the trade-off using direct current drives
for the hybrid vehicle.
i
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of PM Disc Synchronous Motor
with dc Separately Excited Motor
Figure 4-3. Comparison of lligh-Speed Induction Motor
and Gear Reducer with dc Separately Ex-
cited Motor
!
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The alternating current drive evaluations have met the over-
all drive system requirements as developed in the Near-Term Elec-
tric Vehicle Program, Phases I and II. Additional studies have
been undertaken and are described subsequently.
_n early 1978, General Electric Corporate Research and De-
velopment conducted a trade-off study of a myriad of alternate
ac drive systems to identify an appropriate drive or drives that
should be undertaken by Genura] Electric. This study was net pub-
lished, but summary sheets are presented as Attachment C which
reports the findings, conclusioKis, and recommendations. The two
motor development programs meiltioned earlier, the NASA high-speed
ac induction motor and the loncjer range General Electric synchro-
nous ac permanent magnet disc motor programs were specifically
recommended and are the direct result of this study.
4. I. 2 PRESENT TRADE-OFF STUDY
As part of the hybrid vehicle trade-off studies, additional
work has been done to examine the application of ac drives to the
"i' hybrid vehicle. An internal memorandum was issued describing the
specific information needed. _he resulting information is given
in Attachment D. This attachment provides the necessary scaling
factors for ac motors and controls for determining size, weight,
and cost.
Detailed information of reference ac and dc motors to deter-
mine dynamic performance was provided by the General Electric
DC Motor and Generator and Small AC M_tor Departments, respectively.
These designs and this scaling methodology are given in Attach-
ment D.
4.1.3 PRODUCIBILITY ANALYSIS
A detailed study of producibility and cost of the power con-
ditioning unit for the Near-Term Electric Vehicle has been made
and i_ used in the detailed trade-off studies. This is given in
Attachment E.
4.2 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
This section summarizes the trade-orEs that were made dur-
ing the studies noted in Section 4.1 of this volume.
The electric propulsion system chosen is one that has reg,:n-
oration capability. Preliminary evaluation of the hybrid vehicle
requirements indicated the drive for the Near-Term Electric Vehi-
cle would come close to fulfilling the hybrid vehicle requirements.
Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show the alternate types of motot_ a_d
controls which were considered. Initial screening te._ults are
as follows.
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i. DC Motors - The Near-Term Electric Vehicle Program se-
lected the wound field separately excited dc motor with
transistorized chopper to be the preferred choice for dc
drives. These were assigned the rating of ninety in the
General Electric ac drives study. Of particular importance
is the possibility of using this type of motor with field
control and a shifting transmission for an alternate ap-
proach to armature control.
2. Permanent Magnet MotorS, AC & DC. These were considered
to be highly desirable long-range candidates in the Gen-
eral Electric ac Drives Study. However, these would not
mature soon enough for long-scale manufacture in the mid-
1980's as required by the DOE contract. This applies to
both the ac and dc versions of these motors.
3. AC .S2nchronous Motors - Wound Field. This type of motor
with either a transistorized PWM inverter or a load-corn-
mutated thyristor inverter was highly rated in the Gen-
eral Electric study. It was not chosen because the motor
is about 20% larger and heavier than the induction motor;
the motors are not as highly developed or production-ready
as the induction motor; and the system cost is about ]0%
higher. The performance in range is essentially the same.
In addition, separate field excitation is required. Ro-
tating exciters are not considered further due to inward
size, weight, and cost. Experience in application of
brushes and slip rings to propulsion-type transportation
has indicated this may be a source of maintenance and re-
liability problems.
4. AC S_,nchronous Motors - Inductor. These motors lend them-
Selves quite well to driving a flywheel since they have
controllable excitation on the stator, can be completely
sealed and evacuated, and have high rotor inertia which
can be utilized for energy storage. However, since these
motors are heavier and more costly, they are not good can-
didates for vehicle propulsion motors.
5. AC Induction Motors. This type of motor with transistor-
ized vultage inverter offers the best ac drive that utilizes
technology that can be in high-volume manufacture during
the time frame of this program. There are two alternates:
a high-speed (15,000 rpm) motor with gear reducer which
offers lowez _eight and cost but is not in present manu-
facturer and a lower speed (5000 rpm) motor which is a
derivative of a production motor.
6. Scaling of Motor Data. A 1,_ajorconsideration in the de-
velopment of the motor subroutine for the simulations of
the hybrid vehicle performance studies is that the program
? must be flexible enough to be used for propulsion motors
of different si?.es and ratings. The electric motor model
) used in the hybrid vehicle simulation program uses normal-
ized parameters of a reference motor (Figure 4-6). The
)
(
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!i REFERENCE MOTOR
' DATA/
• I SCALE DATE IN ]TERMS OF RATED QUANTITIESJ
_ NORMALIZED DATA
I ICOMPUTE VEHICLEMOTOR DATA
INPUT DATAil
" PERFORM SIMULATION L FOR VEHICLE MOTOR
COMPUTATIONS J'_ (DESIREDSPEED-' AND SHAFT POWER)I
) OUTPUT
J
= i Figure 4-6. Vehicle Performance Computations
I normalization of the reference motor data makes possible
the use of the same data for different sized vehicles (upi
1 to +50% duration from the size of the reference motor).
1 The-data for the two reference motors used are shown in
Tables 4-I and 4-2. The input data required of the vehicle
motor is the rated speed, voltage, flux and continuous
duty output power. All the motor parameters aL'e normal-
ized in terms of the rated voltage, current, speed, and
flux of the reference motor.
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Table 4-1
DC MOTOR DATA
Continuous Duty Rating 20 hp
Base Speed 2500 rpm
Max Speed 5000 rpm
Rated Current 175 A
Rated Voltage 96 V
Rated Field Current 4.9 A
Armature Windin 9
Winding Resistance 0.024_
Winding Inductance Unsaturated 0.52 mH
Field Winding - Separately Excited
Winding Resistance 4.3_
Winding Inductance Unsaturated 2.3 H
Turns per Pole 330
Torque Constant kt = 0.352 ibft/A-megaline
Voltage Constant ke = 0.05 V/rpm-megaline
)
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'_ Table 4-_ '
ii AC MOTOR DATA- Continuous Duty Rating 20 hp
Base Speed (60 Hz) 1800 rpm
!_ Voltage per Phase (LN) 266 V
,_:_ Line Current 23.32 A
Power Factor 0.87
__ Slip 0.0297
Stator Resistance 0.3322_
-_ (per Phase at 95 °C)
li Rotor 0. 2466_
Resistance
(per Phase Referred to Stator)
Stator Reactance 1.157_
Rotor Reactance 1.184_
(per Phase Referred to Stator)
Magnetizing Reactance 42.45_
(per Phase Referred to Stator)
) _agnetizing Brance Resistance 1.467_%
i (in Series with Reactance)
4-1.0
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' 4.2 CONCLUSIONS
The motors and controls to be used in the detailed trade-off
• studies are as follows:
4.3.1 DC DRIVE SYSTEMC
• Alternate A
- B.parately excited dc motor
- Transistorized regenerative armature chopper
- Transistorized field control
- Fixed-gear reduction
• Alternate B
- Separately excited dc motor
- Transistorized field control
- Shifting transmission and clutch
- Armature resistor for motor starting at no load
4.3.2 AC DRIVE SYSTEM
I
• Alternate A !
-AC lnduction motor (5000 rpm)
- Transistorized voltage inverter
- Fixed-gear reduction
• Alternate B*
,-* AC induction motor/gear reducer (15,000/5,000 rpm)
- _,ansistorized voltage inverter
- Fixed-gear reduction
*Note: Alternates A & B are considered to be so nearly equivalent
that all calculations will be made using Alternate A since
detailed motor characteristics are available for Alternate A.
Should Alternate B become available as a result of the NASA
program, then it will be considered for this application.
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i_ Mr.M.W.Goldman
!_,.t Representative- ScienceandTechnology
GeneralElectricCompany77714thStreetN.W.
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ADVANCEDELECTRICVEHICLEREQUIREMENTS
• IMPROVEDRANGE
- HigherOverallDriveSystemEfficiency
- ImprovedBatteryPerformance,KWH/#
RecoveryofBrakingEnergy
- ReduceBatteryPeakPowerDrains
- BetterAerodynamics
• IMPROVEACCELERATIONWITHOUTAFFECTING
BATTERYCAPACITY
• REDUCEVEHICLEWEIGHTANDCOST
SmallerMotorandElectronics
- BetterBatteryUtilization
- LighterVehicleMaterials
• IMPROVERIDEQUALITYANDHANDLING
CHARACTERISTICS
• MEETSSAFETYREQUIREMENTS
I
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ADVANCEDELECTRICVEHICLE
DEVELOPMENTPROGRAMS
Immediate-0 to1Year
NearTerm- 1to1½Years
MidTerm - 2 to3Years
LongTerm- 3 to5Years
>
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BATTERYELECTRICVEHICLEMID TERMDEVELOPMENT
BATTERIES
INVERTER/RECTIFIERCONTROL
CONTACTORS
TRAC110N
_l MOTOR
i,
__i INDUCTOR/FLYWHEEL
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I FACT SIIEETS
i GE-100 CENTENNIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE
J
VEHICLE ORIGIN
_tL!
• Developer GE-CRD
• Propulsion SyStem, Electrical General Electric Co.
i Components, Plastics
• Battery Globe-Union, Inc.
i • Vehicle Design & Fabrication _riad Services, Inc.
VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
Type 3-Door Commuter
Color Two-tone Blue
Capacity 4 Adults
Curb Weight (including battery) 3250 #
Gross Weight 3850 #
-I Frontal Area 19 9 ft 2
i CD - Drag Coefficient
ij - 0° Yaw 0.337
I - Weighted for Yaw 0.367
Wheel Base 92 in.
Width 66.1 in.
Length 160 in.
Height 53.6 in.
= Ground Clearance 6 in.
' 4B-3
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FACT SIIEETS
GE-100 CENTENNIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE
VEHICLE SPECIAL FEATURES
• Designed from ground up as Electric Vehicle
- reduced aerodynamic drag
- designed to meet Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standards
• Utilizes commercially available components
• Excellent handling
- front wheel drive
- low center of gravity
- low polar moment of inertia
- good front to rear weight balance
• Unique packaging
- batteries in separate tunnel
- batteries removable as single unit
- side doors open parallel to body (14" clearance)
- full height gull wing rear hatch
- rear facing back seats with ample room for two
full-sized adults
• Minimum difference in driving "feel"
- location of controls
- similarity of instruments
- similar handling characteristics
• Selected materials
- stainless steel und¢,rbody
- mild steel body
- Le._.in_-_)poIY<.arbon,I!_, r,,sin :_ide and rear window:_
- Noryl_-_; th,,rmcH_la.,_fi_" rr;sin d,lshl,oard and consol_,
*r,exan (_ and Noryl (_ ar_, r_,_l'.:t, .'ed t l-,id(,lll,_rks Of (:elleral Electric
Company
41_-4
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FACT SIIEETS
GE-100 CENTENNIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE
e
PERFORMANCE (Measured)
Range
Urban - SAE J227a Schedule D 45 miles
40 MPH Constant Speed 75 miles
55 MPH - Cruising (calculated) 50 miles
-i
i Acceleration
0 - 30 MP|! 9 sec
0 - 40 MPH 14 sec
0 - 50 MPH 30 sec
Cruising 55 mph
i Passing 60 mph
Grade
, Maximum 30%
I
t
)
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GE-100 CENTENNIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE
DRIVE TRAIN DESCRIPTION
Armature Chopper & Controls EV-I (GE)
Chopper Efficiency > 95%
DC Series Motor - 24 HP, 230# 5BT2364 (GE)
Maximum Motor Efficiency 86%
Propulsion Battery (3-year life) (18) GC-419 (6V lead-acid)
].08 V - 1225 # Globe-Union
Battery Recharge Time 6 - 8 hours
230 V - 30 A
Power Wiring Resistance 0.002
Drive Train Mechanical Efficiency 98%
Fixed Gear Ratio 5.62 : 1
Motor/Vehicle Speed Ratio 80.5 RPM/MPH
............. ,;.......!_............._ ........... i_ ......._"-._'-_ .................................... _i_..........................
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GE-100 CENTENNIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE
GE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
• EV-I Controls, Contactors Industry Control Dept.
• 5BT2364 Motor DC Motor & Gen. Dept.
ne
_ • Lexa Windows* & !Teadlamp Covers Plastic Sales Dept.
i
• Nory Instrument Panel, Dash, Plastic Sales Dept.)
....._ Console, Wheel Covers
! • Connectors, Plugs, Receptables Wiring Devices Dept.
• Instruments & Shunts Meter Dept.
_ i • Wire & Cable Wire & Cable Dept.
, • Radio Audio Products Dept.
• Head, Rear & Marker Lights Miniature Lamp Dept.
• Interior Surface Finish Laminated & Insulating
Products Dept.
;1
• Microswitches & Switchettes Appliance Control
-_ Products Dept.
• Lubricants & Sealants Silicone Products Dept.
* Windshield by Pittsburgh Plate Glass
, 4B-7
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FACT SHEETS
GE I00 CENTENNIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE
ENERGY CONSUMPT20N - KWh/Mile
(Battery and Charger Efficiency _ 70%)
Energy Consumption
(KWh-mi)
Input to Charger
Type of Drivin_ From Wallplug From Battery
• SAE J227a - Schedule D 0.429 0.300
• 40 MPH Constant Speed 0.285 0.193
4B-8
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VEHICLE SUMMARY DATA SHEET
1.0 Vehicle manufacturer General Electric/Triad Services_ Inc.
2.0 Vehicle GE Reference Electric Vehicle
3.0 Price and availability One of a kind- experimental prototype $250K
estimated replacement value
! 4 0 Vehicle weight and load
i 4.1 Curb weight, kg (ibm) 1475 (3250)
4 2 Gross vehicle weight, kg (ibm) 1747 (3850)
! 4.3 Cargo weight, kg (Ibm) -0-
4.4 Number of passengers 4
_ 4.5 Payload, kg (ibm) 272 (600)
I
i! 5.0 Vehicle Size
1 5.1 Wheelbase, m (in.) 2.34 (92)
I 5.2 Length, m (in.) 4.06 (160)
5.3 Width, m (in.) 1.68 (66.1)
5.4 Height, m (in.) 1.36 (53.6)
5.5 Head room, m (in.) .97 (38.3)
5.6 Leg room, m (in.) 1.06 (41.9)
5.7 Frontal area, m 2 (ft 2) 1.77 (19)
°i 5.8 Road clearance, m (in.) .15 (6)
5.9 Number of seats 4
6.0 Auxiliaries and options
6.1 Lights (number, type, and function) Dual Beam Headlights (4),
s Front Parking & Direction , Front Side Marker s (Parking &
Direction), Rear Tail Lamp Assembly (Backup, Taillight, DST
rectional, Stop), Rear Lic. Plate Lamp, Rear Side. Markers
(Tail) - Dome light, 2 9ourtes_ lamps, Dash cluster illumina-
tion lamps. .
4B-9
I 6.2 Windshield wipers Non-Depressed Park Yes
6.3 Windshield washers Integral with wiper motor Yes
6.4 Defroster Gas Heater- Ram air & blower Yes
6.5 Heater Gas Heater- Ram air & blower Yes
6.6 Radio No
6.7 Fuel gauge Battery state of charge Yes
i _ 6.8 Ampmeter Yes
6.9 Tachometer No
i 6.10 Speedometer BDO Yes
,_I,' 6.11 Odometer + Trip Odometer Yes
_I 6.12 Right- or left-hand drive LH
6.13 Transmission Direct Drive No
6.14 Regenerative braking No5 Mirrors Interior Rear View & L&R Exterior Yes
i 6.16 Power steering No
6.17 Power brakes No
6.18 Other Radio - AM/FM/SteEeo CB Tranceiver Yes
7.0 Batteries
i ' 7.1 Propulsion batteries7.1.1 Type and manufacturer GC-419- Globe-Union, Inc. Lead-acid
F 7. i. 2 Number of modules 18
I 7.1.3 Number of cells 3 each 54
7.1.4 Operating voltage, V 6 volts each 108
7.1.5 Capacity, Ah 75A for 106 minutes 132.5
7.1.6 Size of each battery, m (in.) L = 0._6 (i0 3/8),
W = 0.18 (7 3/16), H = 0.29 (11 11/32)
7.1.7 Weight kg (1bin) per module 30.9 (6_.1)
7.1.8 History (age, number of cycles, etc.) New - Few
cycles operating vehicle during shakedown
7.2 Auxiliary battery
7.2.1 Type and manufacturer Snowmobile Garden Tractor
Globe-Union, Inc. - Lead-Acid
7.2.2 Number of cells 6
4B-IO
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7.2.3 Operating voltage, V 12
7.2.4 Capacity, Ah 20 hour rate 30
7.2.5 Size, m (in.) L= 197 (7 3/4), W= 130 (51/8)
H= 187 (7 3/8)
7.2.6 Weight, kg (lbm) 10 (21.8)
8.0 Controller
8.1 Type and manufacturer SCR EV-IC General Electric
8.2 Voltage rating, V 84 - 144 volts
8.3 Current rating, A 850Peak, 375MaxAv_Batt, 150-200Motoron duty
: c_cle
_ 8.4 Size, m (in.) L = 36.56 (14), W = 20.47 (8.06),
i_ H - 17.68 (6.96) - H over hinged control 27.89 (10.98)
_ 8.5 Weight, kg (Ibm) 23.1 (51)
li 9.0 Propulsion motor
9.1 Type and manufacturer DC Series 5BT2364 General Electric
'i
! 9.2 Insulation class F
9.3 Voltage rating, V 108
h! 9.4 Current rating, A 195
9.5 Horsepower (rated), kW (hp) 17.9 (24)
i 9.6 Size, m (in.) OD=0.29 (ii.38)_ L (over shaft)=0.51 (20.00)
9.7 Weight, kg (ibm) 104.36 (230)
9.8 Speed (rated), rpm 3000
I0.0 Battery charger
I0.i Type and manufacturer Lab Model - Ferro Resonant, GE-CRD
10.2 On- or off-board type off
I 10.3 Input voltage required, V 1 - _ 220V
i0.4 Peak current demand, A 27.5A
10.5 Recharge time, h 6 - 8
NOTE: On-Board Accessory Charger
I - .i - EVA DC-DC Transformer Isolated
i - .2 - On Board
i - .3 - 85-125V DC (Main Battery)
- .4 - 2.5A
- .5 - 4-6 hours
_ ' - .6 - L = .32 (12.5), W = 0.I (4), H = 0.08 (3)
- .7 - 2.7 kg (6)
I - .8 - Yes, Regulated 4B-II
J
I
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10.6 Size, m (in.) L=0.38 (14), W = 0.28 (11), H=0.28 (11)
I0.7 Weight, kg (ibm) 43 (95)
10.8 Automatic turnoff feature Adjustable Timer - 12 hour max.
11.0 Body
11.1 Manufacturer and type Triad Services_ Inc. - Hatchback
11.2 Materials Stainless steel underbody, Steel & Fiberglass body
11_3 Number of doors and type 2 parallelogram linkage side, 1 gull
wing rear hatch
11.4 Number of windows and type glass windshield, mar resistant
Lexan @- 2 fixed in side doors, 2 sliding in side doors,
2 fixed in rear quarters, 1 fixed in rear door
11.5 Number of seats and type 2 front full buckets, 2 removable
I rear-facing jump seats
11.6 Cargo space volume m 3 (ft 3) to window level 1.36 (48)
11.7 Cargo space dimensions, m (ft)L= 1.83 (6), W= 1.22 (4), H=0.61 (2)
12.0 Chassis
_2.1 Frame
12.1.1 Type and manufacturer unibody - Triad Services, Inc.
12.1.2 Materials Stainless steel backbone, fiberglass panels
12.1.3 Modifications New
12.2 Springs and shocks
12.2.1 Type and manufacturer Spring- new coils, shocks -
Monroe take-aparts
12.2.2 Modifications New
12.3 Axles
12.3.1 Manufacturer Audi and Subaru
12.3.2 Front Audi Fox front wheel drive
12.3.3 Rear Subaru hubs, no axle
12.4 Transmission
12.4.1 Type and manufacturer New- Morse HyVo Chain Drive_ _
Chrysler parking pawl, BW differential
4B-12
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12.4.2 Gear ratios Chain 1.36 to 1.0_ Differential 4.]35 to 1
12.4.3 Driveline ratio Overall 5.620 to 1
12.5 Steering
12.5.1 Type and manufacturer New - Triad Servicesl Inc. _
12.5.2 Turning ratio 18.5 to 1
12.5.3 Turning diameter, m (ft) 9.75 (32)
12.6 Brakes
12.6.1 Front Inboard Chevelle with copper drums
12.6.2 Rear Subaru drums
12.6.3 Parking Vega coupled to front Chevelle
12.6.4 Regenerative None
12 7 Tires
_ 12.7.1 Manufacturer and type Michelin radial
"" 12.7.2 Size B78 - 13
12.7.3 Pressure, kPa (psi):
Front 165.5 - 179.3 (24 - 26)
Rear 165.5 - 179.3 (24 - 26)
i 12.7.4 Rolling radius, m (in.) 0.30 (11.8)
12.7.5 Wheel weight, kg (ibm) :
: Without drum Front brakes inboard-wheel 6.81 (15)
With drum - wheel & tire 14.07 (31)
12.7.6 Wheel track, m (in.):
Front i. 38 (54.5)
Rear 1.47 (58.0)
13.0 Performance
13.1 Manufacturer-specified maxim,/m speed (wide-open throttle),
km/h (mph) 96.5 (60)
13.2 Manufacturer-reco_ended maximum cruise speed (wide-open
throttle), km/h (mph) 88.5 (55)
13.3 Tested at cruise speed, km/h (mph) 96.5 (60)
-_ 4B- 1 3
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE AC DRIVE STUDY
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Section 4 Attachment C
ELECTRIC VEHICLE AC DRIVE STUDY
In late 1977 General Electric Corpcrate Research and Develop-
ment undertook a study of promising ac traction motor drives both
medium-term and long-range. The study recommended an ac induction
motor with transistor voltage inverter for development in the medium-
term and a permanent magnet synchronous disk motor with thyristor
load-commutated inverter for long-range development. The medium-
term ac induction motor is being developed on NASA Contract Num-
ber DEN3-59. The ac PM synchronous motor is being developed on
a General Electric-funded program.
WORK STATEMENT FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE AC DRIVE STUDY
OBJECTIVE
This study will identify the most promising ac traction motor
electric drive system concepts for an electric automobile for medium-
term development starting in 1978. Exploratory longer-term concepts
will be identified and the more promising examined.
APPROACH
At least three different vehicle duty cycles will be used to
identify the range of applicability of the various drive concepts.
The three principal duty cycles are:
• The SAEXJ227D duty cycle (as the standard) (Figure C-I)
• The SAEXJ227A duty cycle which has additional stop-
start duty typical of delivery vehicles
• A stead-/ speed, few stop-type duty for commuter car
applications
4C-I
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NO DRIVE LOSSES
1.0
0.8l
/ STEADY SPEED _EIRAK,E
. o.6t- o.,?_xlo, ' _,,"_._._ ,., ' - ' k '
/ ,oo.,,z
or/
0 10 20 30 40 50 50 70 80 90 100
_ TIME (SECONDS)
Figure C-l. Energy for J227, a Schedule D Driving Cycle
It is expected that some of the drive concepts can be optimum
for one type of duty, such as steady speed running, while others
will be better for other duty cycles such as stop-start running.
The GE/ERDA 3000-pound electric automobile will be used as the
basic vehicle for which each drive will be designed. All drives
will meet the ERDA performance goals.
i
CONSTRAINTS
1 T_e drives will consist of the energy source, a power conver-
ter, an ac electric tracticn motor(s), and a mechanical drive cou-
pling the motor to the wheels.
Three electrical energy source systems will be considered:
a lead-acid battery, a flywheel, and a hybrid flywheel-battery
system.
i 4C-2
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6ENERALO ELECTRIC
The _otor types to be considered will include:
• Synchronous motor
- Wound rotor
il - Inductor
- Permanent magnet
• Inductor motor
Both the conventional and disc forms will be examined.
Power converters to be examined will include:
• Voltage converter
i
• Current converter
)
<, • Transistors
%
i_ • Thyristors
The mechanical drives to be considered will include:
• Fixed-gear reduction
.,_ • Infinitely variable transmission
• Direct drive (wheel motors)
The performance of the candidate drive systems will be evaluated
using a simplified vehicle performance program to determine:
L • Drive efficiency
i.._ • Drive weight
• Range
• Vehicle performance
An estimate of the weight and cost of the candidate systems
will be provided on a comparison rather than absolute basis. A
i 4C- 3
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subjective assessment of other drive system characteristics, such
as operational complexity, reliability, fabricability, etc. will
be made.
TASKS
Task 1 - Gather existing information and build background.
Task 2 - Establish the electric vehicle performance baseline
and specify the three duty cycles.
Task 3 - Design in some detail an ac induction motor for the
drive and evaluate the motor weight change required
as a function of the duty cycle and type of mechani-
cal transmission used.
Task 4 - Select and examine other types of traction motors
including advanced concepts based on the detailed
design of Task 3. Estimate the costs, weights and
efficiencies.
Task 5 - Dezign power conversion apparatus for each type o_
motor in enough detail to estimate size, weight,
costs, performance, and ef[iciency.
Task 6 - Assemble the results of the drive evaluation into
a matrix of drive system candiates and derive a sys-
tem "cost" evaluation equation to rank the result-
ing systems.
Task 7 - Prepare a report.
4C-4
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II. AC DRIVE STUDY METHODOLOGY
The initial screening considered the following:
I. Motor variations
• Synch ronous
- PM disc
- PM conventional
- Wound field on rotor
- Inductor (field on stator)
)
• Induction
I - Cast rotor
• DC separately excited motor (reference design)
2. Power converter variations
• Invez ter suitable for each motor
-Thyr istor
.. McMurra? voltage
.. Auto- sequential current
.. Third harmonic load commutated
• Transistor
•. Voltage
.. Current
• DC transistor regenerative chopper with bypass and
field control (reference de,_ign)
3. Gear ing
• Fixed gear inq
I - I,imit in speed to 1.5,0(]0 xpm
-_I 4('-5
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.. Mist bearings
.. Double gear reduction
• Gear changing
- Fixed gear changes
.. Three or four-to-one speed ratio for motor
Preliminary designs of motors and controls were made to de-
termine cost, weight, efficiency, and vehicle range for each.
Quite early in the study gear chanhversus fixed-gearing was de-
termined a stand-off when one considered the weight, cost, and gear
efficiency of the transmission, as well as the more complex con-
trol. This is aggravated by the fact that the motor and control
would be sized by the maximum power requirements which occur when
passing at high speeds and when maintaining high speed on a grade.
These factors negated the possibility of reducing propulsion equip-
ment, weight, and cost for accelerations at low speeds through gear
changing.
The inductor motor was rejected early in the study because
of weight, cost, inertia, and low efficiency. It is ideally suited
for operating with an energy storage flywheel but is not viable
as a propulsion motor.
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The results of the study are summarized in Tables C-I through
C-4 and in Figures C-2 through C-5.
. 4C- 6
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- Table C-1
"_ RELATIVE MOTOR AND EXCITER COSTS
_'i Excite_ Cost ($)
_i _o_or
--_ Field and Exciter
_? Motor and Chop- Total Relative
Control Type Cost ($) Inverter pet" Cost ($) Costs
--_ Separately Excited 872 675 I00 1647 1.00
with dc Chopper
McMur ray 200 2547 - 2747 I.67
ac Induction Motor
_._ McMur ray 242 2547 lO0 288g 1.75
_;'-°i ae Wound
;::7i Synchronous Motor
l,oad-Commutated 242 15_7.5 ]00 177g.5 I.08*Inverter's & ac
_! Wound Synch, onous
_} Motor
--_" l.oad-Commutated 200 1517,5 I00 1737.5 I.05"
_! Lnverter PM Syn-ch rollou.': Mot or
Includinq Field
l,:xci t er
_-
Controlled Current 200 4897 10(,I flog7 3.0g
_':i ,Ic Indm-tion Motor
Transistol Volt aq,, 200 1425 It)() 1675 o.qq*
dC Indqct ion Motol
'l'ran,,_i:_tol Vol tagt, 242 1425 100 1767 1 .117'
,_t" Wo_ln(t ,qvncht-o-
IIOLII_ Motor
l,o,lO-COlllll|tlt,lt_,d 100 Iq t7. r) It)0 16 17.q l].qg*
111Vt, i tel I Illpl ov_'d
PM SS'ncht onokl,_
!1111_10V_'d t.',l_,|Ci t }'
'['t dllr: i :;l OI VOIt aqt" 20|) ,'t_ q0 100 {llq0 1.85
I)M ,q_'llCh l onotl.q
Motor wlth ih'dl
1 tit" blotoI Pl it't'
I.oad-Coll_tl_t,_tt'd 4(_(,_ 1'_'7.') 100 .)ILl _.q 1.28
[ llVt? 1 te I ,It" [ lit|lit' -
I or _l()tol
'l't ansi st t,r Volt aq,' 27(_ 147% 100 1701 1.0_*
ac Inthlct ton M(_tt_l
(5000 tpm)
.1c- 7
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Table C-2
EFFECT OF MOTOR TYPE AND CONTROL ON RANGE CHANGE
Wi" igJl t J:! J I ¢ iel)cy l(,Irlgu
Motot _]t_t| "-- [{dnge Ch dngt,
•. c,,,t,-<,l,r.yi_t.-.............M _o_O_,- poll. irt,,,!i_._..Mg.lt>!;i,Cj_.Cj,_li!._,,_<i......!M!.II._l. ......._i_ ......
,|c Choplh'l 2|8 4Q .'(,7 0.84 (}.q7 0.81 60.0 {)
Mt:Mtiti .Iy I lO0 140 240 0.q 15 0.q0 0.'_42 (_2.B +4.67
,Ic lrlduct ion Motor
(1500 ipm)
McMLz|I ._y 121 140 761 O.q] 0._}0 0.837 62. I + 1.5
,IC-WOLIII_,I .'_'l't','|% t OIIC.LI!_ lllOl t'_t
i,O./d*l.'Oltlllitlt,ltet_l [nVt'l tt'l |2| ]'%0 271 0.q_l I).q25 0.86 6_1.6 *6.0
_Ik'--WC%LII_L| _%_'nt'llll_l]lL_lll% MO_OI
I,CIdtt-t't_liillltitdted lt't'¢t'l tel 100 1%0 250 0.g]% 0.q25 0.86% 64.4 47. _3'
Illli S_,nt'ilitlntltl._ Iqoi:tll lnt-|llC}llii_
Field l:xc i tot
t'oilt i ol led t'Ui i t'ilt 100 421 %2] 0,g35 O. qOr} 0.846 %tt.b -2.]]
at" lndtlCt ion Motor
(1%,000 ipl)
'rlal-ist,_tol voit,lgt, I I00 87 187 O.ll r, tl.q4% 0.884 66.9 tll.ri0 t
,'it"li%tttll't ion MoIOi
ilS,0i) 0 it_lll)
T| dill I _l L_l VOI l ,l<lt" | 2 l 87 201'1 0. tl t i). g4% i). 87q h6.2 + ] I1. t It
,Ic-WOtllht ,q%'tlt'|l I onOtl}; I ilVi,l t t'l
I _,,ltt- t'Olllnltl t ,i I _ t %0 100 1%0 0._16 0.g2% 0, ['] It 8 67.q +11.2
I niilto',,_._t I'lil ._yllcll [ tllltitl,,:
litter ill
[ Ill:'t O%*'t| t',ll_,k" I t %
Ti ,Insl._:t ot %'ol t ,iqt, 100 174 2'4 {l.g t% 0.i)18 t]. [4%8 bt.4 i',.7
|_ill S_'lll'lltt_t_tlll}: liitlt_l Will|
llt',ll tt< 51otoi I_t it't"
I _,ld-t'OIIIII1,11 ,it t'<l 2 t I 1%0 18 I 11 . qi] tl . g ,lrl ll . I'l I | 6 2 • | + t . i>
IC Illtili_'l<_l lllt_lOl
Ti01il'il:_tl_i VO|i<iili' Illl 1IT ?;Irl t).g2'> i).')4 r' i).fl_4 115.8 *g.71 t
,ic lllthh't IO11 Molt_i
(%ill)l) I t_ll_l
tlllqllt'_l I ,llltlt I _l_t lllll!:
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Table C- 3
'h;.-
}! MOTOR DATA
_ " Weight Average Cost
Motor Typ,: ib Efficiency ($)
;_ dc Commutator 218 0.84 872
", ac Induction I00 0. g._5 200
_-! High-Speed Motor
; (1.5,000 rpm) + G.,ar
ac Rotdting Field Synchronous 121 0.93 250
Motor
ac PM Motor 100 < 0.935 200
, ac Inductor* Motor 233 0.g0 466
ac Induction* [.ow-,_peod Motor 138 0.925 276
(5000 rpm_
_,_-6"-Ii_ductor and ac Induction (5000 rpm) added later on same basis
Table C-4
POWER CONVERTER DATA
Ave rage
! W,_igh t Ef f ic iency Cos t
Power Converter Pype (Ib) (%) ($)
dc Chop,per with BVp,lss 49 g7.0 77'%
ac 'l'l,_usistor Inverter 87 g4.5 142')
to_ Indu_-t ion Motor
(
ac SC'_ ,_IcMurza,,'Inver'ev 140 90.0 2%47
,_," St'!< l.oad--Co:unv_t a':e,i 150 Q2.5 !'_ _H
Inv.._ t,-: (12%, mea:_ur,',t_ (9{.0)
a¢ SC_ Cu_:,,nt ln.'e:t_.: 42__ q0.5 4Bg7
(AS_"1 )
•_c l't'd:::_ISt_I In,,'oltot 174 (}l.8 2H50
fo: PM M_,t,_z
I 4('-q
'............. --..... -c-" - ± f-_ -2_'T-_w,
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oc IT-.:.'.]MOTOR
]'. ........ ] TRANSISTOR
AC
INDUCTION J.................... ] SCR McMURRAY
MOTOR
I ....... ] TRANSISTOR INVERTERAC
ROTATING
FIELD I :-:3.11111--,] SCR McMURRAY
SYNCHRONOUS
T_............ ] SCRLOADCOMMUTATEO
LV I .... !_ __ [- -- _.- =] TRANSISTORPM
SYNCHRONOUS
HV J.............. J SCR LOAD COMMUTATED
I I i I I
0 I_ 2OO 3O0 4OO
POUNDS
Figure C-2. Influence of Motor and
Control on System Weight
DC
MOTOR ]
] TRANSISTOR
AC
INDUCTION ] F,CR McMURRAY
MOTOR
..J SCR CURRENT
T_-_II. -.__-m __._-i';] TRANSISTORAC
ROTATING ] SCR McMURRAYFIELD
SYNCHRONOUS .................
SCR LOAD COMMUTATED
t t V ] TF_ANSISTOR
PM
SYNCHRONOUS
HV --.--_":-.--.'Z.. "...... i 5CR LOAD COMMUTATED
?0 80 9O tO0
EFFICIENCY (%1
Figure C-3. Influence of Motor and
I Controller on System
Ef f iciency
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DC
MOTOR )BASE FORCOMPARISON I
F-
L I TRANSIS'T_R
AC I.
INDUCTION I ] SCR McMURRAY
MOTOR I
SCR CURRENT
L I
r" )TRANSISTOR
: AC I
ROTATING _ SCR McMURRAYFIELD
SYNCHRONOUS I_
J SCR LOAD COMMUTATED
!;_ PM LV | I TRANSISTOR
SYNCHRONOUS 1
._ HV I I SCR LOAD COMMUTATED
I I I I I I I I I l
_'_ 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
RANGE IMPROVEMENT 1%)
Figure C-4. Influence of Motor and
Controller on ac -System
Range Improvement over
dc System
0c )MOTOR
I TRANSISTOR
AC
iNDUCTION J SCR McMURRAYMOTOR
J SCR CURRENT
] TRANSISTORAC
ROTATING ] SCR McMURRAYFIELD
SYNCItRONOUS
] SCR LOAD COMMUTATED
LV ] TRANSISTORPM
_, SYNCHRONOUS HV N. _ __J SCR LOAD COMMUTATED
I I I I * J J
0 0.5 t.O 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
COST ,_ELATIVE TO DC MOTOR COST
: Figure C-5. Relative Cost of Motor
end Control Options
i
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IIl. RECOMMENDATIONS
NEAR-TERM
For the near-term the induction motor with a transistor in-
verter is recommended. The induction motor features include light-
weight, high-efficiency, rugged construction, and low cost. The
transistor inverter features lightweight, high-efficiency power
modules.
Developments recommended include:
• High-power transistors
• Simple base drive
-_I • PWM generator
i- • Control strategy to minimize currents
FAR-TERM
For the far-term an innovative PM synchronous motor with a
load-commutated SCR inverter is recommended. The PM synchronous
motor would feature low magnetic loss. A feature of the load-com-
o mutated SCR inverter would be its high-voltage capability.
Developments recommended include:
• Theory of motor design
• Mechanical construction designs
• Smooth-starting capability with load commutation
4C-12
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Section 4 Attachment D
PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN TRADE-OFF STUDIES
,i
In early N_ve_)er 1978, preliminary evaluation of the electric
propulsion requirements for the hybrid vehicle wore established.
, Based on the ,:ecommendations of the General Electric ac drives
study, an ac induction motor with transistor voltage inverter was
selected as the preferred ac drive. The separately excited motor
with transistor regenerative armature chopper with field control or
the separately excited dc motor with a shifting transmission and /"
field control were selected as the preferred dc drives. These three
systems were to be compared in the detailed trade-off studies.
For purposes o_ the study, an induction motor of a more con-
_ll ventional speed range was chosen for evaluation. This motor, the
I Tri Clad 700 ac severe duty, energy power design (Reference 14), is
I in volume production anC can be modified for electric vehicle duty
-,!
as was the dc motor which is a modified version of the industrial
truck motors (Reference 12). Should the high-speed ac induction
,,: motor program be as successful as al _cipated and should the motor
be put in high-volume production then it can be substituted for the
' 1
i
lower speed system F.or slightly improved weight.
4D-I
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I. SUMMARY OF DRIVE MOTOR STUDIES
Information in this subsection was prepared to aid Jn the se-
lection of a drive motor. The proced',res and methodology presented
are to serve as a guide only toward motor selection. Data pertinent
to a specific vehicle would have to be used in place of the data used
to illustrate an example of how the motor calculations are made. The
material on motors was prepared by W.R. On_y, General Electric Cor-
porate Research and Development.
Figure D-I is the "Maximum Drive Shaft Torque Specification for
a Nominal Design "Motor" with:
• Maximum torque = 100 ib-ft
• Corner point spa¢;_d = 2400 rpm
• Maximum speed = 6000 rpm
• Constant power = 2400 to 6000 rpm
Figure D-2 is a general specification for drive shaft (DS) torque
where the variables are TMA X (maximum torque), No (corner point and
base speed), NMA X (maximum rpm), and SMA x (maximum per rpm and speed
which is 60 mph). The corner point may vary +25% in both rpm (1800 to
3000 rpm) and torque (75 to 125 ib-ft).
Figure D-3 is a map of the "Motor Voltage for a Nominal Design."
Motor voltage is constant volts/cycle up to the corner point. From"
the corner point to the maximum speed, the motor voltage V varies as
£
Vo x ,_ , wh_re:
4D-2
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250_ w_
=oooI:' _ 150
("1_.IE[ CONSTANT POWER
t _ 100 _ _QUIREMENT
) so
_. 10 20=130 40 50 60 mph
a 0 _ ': _ ' ' _ -
0 1000 13000 6000 rpmi I
1.0 2.5 PER UNIT SPEED (S)
Figure D-I. Maximum Drive Shaft Torque Specification
for a Nominal Design Motor
• Vo is the corner point voltage (0.632 < V < 1.0)
O
• S is the pu speed or pu rpm
• e is an exponent (0 < e < 0.5)
At maximum speed, NMA X and SMAX, the motor voltage is the highest
ac voltage attainable when using a battery. It is designated VMA X
for convenience. It is assumed that power conditioner kVA is propor-
tional to current and motor torquo is proportional to D2L or weight.
These assumptions are satisfactory for small pertu;bations. When given
. TMA X, No, and SMAX, the lowest subsystem motor-controller cost occurs
for the condition:
4D-3
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_11 _I/CORNERPCINTLIMI'I'S(NOMINAL'I" 25%)
I 125__KITM' . ':)'=S'G'
t II
' el I _E] !
0 II i I'
I I
NO NMA x rpm
I
1.O_S = N.. I pu
N% SMAX
Figure D-2. General Specification for D.S. Torque
3
VMAX / Mc
Vo - _ 2 x P_c SM;'X
whe re :
M c = motor cost for a corner point voltage Vo = 0.632
= power conditioner cost for a corner point voltage
PCc of V = 1.0.
O
' 4D-4
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ii V = VMA X = CONSTANT (E = 0)
:_ V = V 0 X SE
"Vo" - -- --
¢n__ 0.6320.5 _'-'¢_/_=! _V = 0.632 VMAx X S°'5
O> ,// I
I
" 20 30 40 50 0 mph
I I! i i i I
O ;3000 6000 rpm ( N )
1.0 2.5 PER UNIT SPEED( S )
MOTOR VOLTAGE FOR NOMINAL DESIGN
Figure D-3. Motor Voltage for Nominal Design
The exponent is:
VMAX
in
VO
]n SMA X
M
c in the above equation are:The limits of p-_-
c
S0.5 M
MAX c 1
- 2
2 PC c SMA X
Results outside these limits must be evaluated on their own merits.
41)- S
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The power conditioner kVA is:
Corner Point (TMA x = i00 ib/ft, No = 2400 rpm);
2_ x I00 x 2400
DS Load = x 0.746 = 45.7 kW
33000
DS Load
K1 (Input to Motor) =
rlT x ljM x power factor
45.7
i K 1 = 1.0 x 0.88 x 0.83 = 62kVA
qT qM power factor
Motor weight is:
TMA X I-2 e
Motor Wt (ib) = K 2 x I00 x SMA X
Drive Shaft TorqueMotor Air Gap Torque =
n x K
T _x
Assume transmission efficiency (TIT) = 0.90
and Air Gap Torque = Motor Shaft Torque
or K2 (Inerti, Veh./Inertia System) = 1.0
K2 might be as low as 0.85. This will be modeled later as a
variable.
= 0 9 the value of K 1 becomes 62 The_ When we asstnnL t1T . , .
value of K_ is takvn from a table and is 138.
v
1 4D-6
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Total cost and weight of motor-controller subsystem:
•o_ _o_:_W_c_(_)  .o_or.o_ _(_)
Total Weight = kVApc x _NVA/ + Motor Weight
A. MOTOR EVALUATION
If the motor shaft is direct connected to the transmission,
the motor cost/ib ks:
(_) / _o_o._ fS_x_°-__: 18 x \1800/x\_/
Motor Weight (ib) = 38 x k i00_ x SMA x
Motor Cost ($)= Motor Weight (ib)x (_)M
If the motor has an internal step down gear like a gearmotor with
a ratio of r, the motor estimated cost per pound is:
0.5
No 0.5 S 1 5
_ _r"_ lo8 XIb 1800
M
lq-o r 3 SMA x= 1.8 x 4500
where No is the rpm of the shaft which connects the gearmotor with
the transmission.
Motor weight tor an aluminum gearmotor (Ib) = I(_)x (_0AXII
t"
1-2
X SMA X
Again: Motor Cost. ($) = Motor Weight (ib) x w:. M
4D-7
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The lowest cost system will favor the more expensive controller.
Therefore, the motor will be heavy. Weight may be reduced by
using a gear motor (or its equivalent). However, motor shaft
torque-to-inertia diminishes dirL:ctly with r. Self-accelerating
torque will be an important consideration for the final design.
Surface speed of the rotor which is related to rotational
stresses has been ignored in the mathematics model.
Motor envelope dimensions are calculated using a volume density
of 13.5 in. 3 per pound and an overall length-to-diameter of 1.45.
A blower is needed to cool the motor, but blower dimensions and
mounting are not included in this envelope. Gears for a gearmotor
have not been sized.
Efficiency at the corn_,r point will be 87 to 91%. Efficiency
over the duty cycle may be calculated from its equivalent circuit.
Typical data might be used until the final design is started.
B. SUMMARY STATEMENT
These equations and their constants will enable the designer
to focus on a design which should be just short of a final design.
All equations and their constants should then be re-evaluated using
new empirical data. This will minimize the uncertainty of the
results by shortening the sealing range.
4D-8
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C. EMPIRICAL DATA
Reference Motor -- T/C 700 Aluminum Motor; Open 4-Pole
• Horse power = 20
• rpm = 1755
• TMA x = 2.0 pu = 2 x 59.9 Ib/ft
• Efficiency = 86 to 88%
• Power factor = 80 to 83%
• Weight = 149 ib
• Inertia = 1.91 ib/ft
Reference Motor -- High-Efficiency Design; Open 4-Pole
• Horse power = 20
• rpm = 1760 @ 60 Hz
• TMA x = 2.0 pu = 2 x 59.7
• Efficiency = 0.92
• Power factor = 0.87
• Weight = 204 ib
• Inertia = 1.91 x 6/4.375 = 2.62 ib/ft
Reference Motor -- NASA Induction Motor; No gears
• Continuous horsepower = 22 @ 42V per phase
• rpm _ 5370 @ 180 Hz
• Torque (Jl=900_ = 65.2 ib/ft @ 45 V/p]!
• Efficiency = 94.6 @ 22 hp
• Power lactor = 69.4 @ 22 hp
• Weight = 90 ib
• Inertia = 0.55 Ib/ft 2
Note: Calculated performance characteristics are specu!atJve.
*The Maximum 'l'orqu, o[ Motor is 122 Ib/iL _It a slip o[ 4.5% with
45 V'_II _uld 1040 A. This is ,lot ,, co:_t-_,ffective operating l,oint
because, _'urt'ent [._;disp_'oL_o_'t i¢>n,illy high or torque-l_,r-amp,,!t, is
low.
4D -_)
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/- 3L
:_, %_o SMA X r
($/Ib)MotO r = A X V_
_. Motor Weight alone (Ib) = x x SMA x
i
A S r
Aluminum motor i. 8 138 1
High efficiency 1.9 182 1
NASA induction motor 2.0 138 r
> Note: Each succeeding motor type requires more development.
i D. BACKGROUND FOR K 2
! Torque per ampere degrades approaching TMA x. So: Operate
to only 90% of TMA x.
Reference motor has a useful TMA x = 0.90 x 2 x 59.9 Ib/ft.
DS Load is specified as TMA x = 100 ib/ft. Motor Shaft Load = 100/q T.
Assume Torque % D2L _ Weight
The weight of a motor that will produce a useful 100 ib/ft is:
100/n T
Weight = 149 x i07.8 = 138 ib
qT = 1.0
E. METHODOLOGY
The following material and calculations are presented to show
methodology only and also to serve as a sample calculation.
Sample calculation for nominal desi@n
i TMA x = I00; NO = 2400; SMA X = 2.5; Let r = 1.0
1 4D-10
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Corner Point Calculations for Optimum Power Conditioner
(Vo = VBATt c = 0)
/
From F.G.T. 1/20/79, p. 14A:
i
! If $M = $37.50
1 62 kVA power conditioner willweigh 1.4 lbs/kVA
cost $11/kVA or $682 _
VO=VBA T PCc
Corner Point Calculations for Optimum Motor:
(Vo = 0.632 VBAT; _ = 0.5)
[
Motor Weight (ib) = _38 x 100]J x SMAX 1-2_
= 138 Ib
0.5
o.5 (S x
Motor $/ib = 1.8 tl-_j x \-2-_/
= $2.0785/]b
Motor Cost (Mc) = 138 x 2.0785
$286.83
Vo = 0.632 VBA T
.!
i
?
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F. LOWEST COST SUBSYSTEM
M
C 286.83
--- = 682 -- 0.4706PCo
VBA T 3 [ Mo
Lowest Cost --_ = V2 x P_c x SMA X!.i
= 1.28116 or V._o_o= 0.7805
VBAT
in VBA----_T
& e = Vo = 0.2704
] in SMA X
[6 /loo 2,oo-I 2704i _c-kvA-- 2 _ _1-'__ _]J x 2.50.
= 79.43
[i00_ 51-2 x 2704Motor W=ight (ib) = 38 x _I - x 2.
i = 210.19 ib
t
I Total Cost = PC-kVA x _ + Motor Weight x
J
_! = 79.43 x ii + 210.19 x 2.0785 = $1311
Subsystem Weight = PC-kVA (_)+ Motor Weight
= 79.43 x 1.4 + 210.19 = 321 lb
4D-12
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G. HIGH MODULE COST
If SM = $150
_C c = 11.25 x ($M) + 250 = $1937
1937
$5/kVA = -- = $31.25
62
l ML 286.83. 1
- = o.i_8o8_ g x SMAx
PC L 1937
Therefore: Let VO = VBA T & ¢ = 0
..... and PC - kVA = 62
also Motor Weight (ib) 138 x "I00 x 2.5 I-2x8 = 345
100
Subsystem Cost = $1937 + Motor Weight x $/ib
= 1937 + 345 x 2.0785 = $2654
Subsystem Weight = 62 x 1.4 + 345 = 431.8 Ib
345 5/3
Note: K_ = 1 - .0214 x -- = 0.90
138
Again, for SM = 150; assume a gear motor with r = 2.5 and
assume motor power factor and efficiency unchanged (but actually
that would not be the case).
i Then,
Motor Weight = __345 _ _345 = 142 lb
r 2.5
($/Ib)Motor :: 1.8 x __N° 0.5 : SMAX 0.5 x rl'5
1800 2.5
<
i : 1.8 x x x 2.5
\1800/ \2.5/
41")-13
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$8.216/lb
Motor Cost = 142 X $8.216 = $1166
Subsystem Cost = $1937 + 1166 = $3103
Subsystem Weight : 86 + 142 - 228 ib
345 3 1/3
Note: Ke = I - .0214 x -- x 2.5 = 0.86
138
The Inertia Ratio for 138-ib motor is 0.0214.
Wt Motor 5/3 1/3
Ks = 1 -- 0.0214 x x r
138
TMA X i-2 ¢ 5/3
138 x 1-_ x SMA x 1/3
= 1 - 0.0214 x x r
138
1_2 ¢ 5/3
Ks -- 1 - 0.0214 x TMA------_Xx SMAX x r 1/3
: I00
Rather than use the gearmotor try a less optimum VO/VBA T.
For PC - 1.4 ib/kVA; $M "--150; $/kVA = 31.25. Motor cost is
$2.0785/ib. One can then construct the following table.
,__-,
! t'r).q! We i qh t
Vo/VBAT {'('-kVA bk)tor Woi._ht (Ib) Subsy:_¢(,m ($) Subs_y_s%om (Ib) K
1.0 0 _ 'i, .0 14'_ 265 'I 4 ] ) 11•(10
O.g O. I l',O 6_3.') '') 4 27 I.I 375
0,8 0.24 ]'i 7"7.% 2;:(_•H 2 HHO 329 --
(1.7 (1. IN_DI A_.1, 16'). ] l|;!() 291 --
(I.(,_;! 0.%00 'l_.0 I _,_.(I _%5(I 275 0.gB
No t;oarwu_t(_t : $ _150 : (I.'l}l $ _418
(;(,arlnOt_,_ : $ 410] : (1._{, $ l(,f'_
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III. AC MOTOR DATA
Specific data defining the characteristics of an ac induction
motor was needed as identified by the internal memorandum which
follows. This data was furnished for use on the program in the
form of a General Electric Company proprietary.e.omputer program
devised by the Small AC Motor Department. The data is given in
General Electric Company Brochure GEP-1087D, AC Motor Buyers'
Guide, and in Table D-I.
i
Table D-I
AC MOTOR DATA
Continuous Duty Rating, hp 20.00
, Base Speed (60 Hz), rpm 1800.00
Voltage per phase (LN), V 266.00
_i Line Current, A 23.32
-!
Power Factor 0.87
Slip 0.0297
Starer Resistance (per phase at 95 °C), 0.3322
ohms
i
Rotor Resistance (per Phase Referred 0.2466
to Stator) , ohms
Starer reactance, ohms 1.159
Rotor Reactance per Phase Referred 1.184
to Starer) , ohms
Magnetizing Reactance (per phase referred 42.45
to starer) , ohms
Magnetizing Branch Resistance (in Series 1.467
with Reactance), ohms
4n-15
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CORPORATEREb_flCHANDDEVELOPMENT DIALCOMMB'236-
TO: MEMO FOR THE RECORD
FRO_.I: C.B. Somuah
%
DATE: March 14, 1979
SUBJECT: TEST DATA ON AC INDUCTION MOTOR
As part of the Hybrid Vehicle Simulation studies, char-
acteristics of ac induction motors in the horsepower range of
18- 25 are required. The following list gives the specifica-
tions for the motor and also the type of test data required.
The data is required for the computation of the winding resis-
tances, leakaae reactances, and the motor friction, windage and
core losses. Alternatively, if these parameters are already
available from test data or computer calculations, then they
can be supplied instead of the test data.
MOTOR SPECIFICATIONS (3 Phase)
Continuous Duty = 18- 25 hp at 1800 rpm
Peak Power = 2 x continuous duty
(20 sec.)
Voltage Rating = 80- 250 volts rms
(L-L)
REQUIRED TEST DATA
(I) No Load (Light Runnin@) Test
• Power versus voltage
• Current versus voltage
• Power factor versus voltage
• Slip versus voltage
(2) Short Circuit (Locked Rotor) Test
• Power versus current
• Pow_zr factor versus current
.... • Voltage versus current 6//__2_ ,_
/dll C.I_.S.
cc: A. Burhe
R. Guess I
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II. SUMMARY OF AC POWER CONDITIONER STUDY
The ac power conditioner study resulted in the development of
parametric equations, related to a spec'(ic duty cycle, for:
• We iqht
• Volume
• Efficiency
• Losses
• Cost
• Component requirements
i_ In addition, the effect of battery voltage level was examined and
:i
a comparison was made with other power conditioning systems.
i
'_ (peak motor kVA)(power factor of motor)(103 ) A
_,. i. Idc =
(0.95) (battery voltage)
2. Maximum fundamental frequency
= (maximum motor s]_eed)(number of motor poles) Hz
120
3. Maximum chopping frequency
= (9) (f)/speed ratio at constant power Hz
9 = chopping f_equency ratio
4. rms kVA o_er duty cycle
(proportional to amperes)
5. Weight _ _"8 ii_8_.3 _2.'23_ .............. / Ib
_D-17
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6. Volume = :!
42.23
7. Power conditioner losses = I00 + 195\483 + 54 dc
(constant C _" "_ (Idc_2 (2-_01
power Idc f f
i.-. region) 3.5 _'-_-3/_--_0_--/ + 140 k483/ W
Idc Idc
8. Power conduction losses = i00 + 1952 + 54 +
(constant ( _(fchop_i torque region) + 50 _3/k 720 / +k
id c 2
_) 504 W
_'i X4_ _ / ?20 /
; . _ p
_), 9. Efficiency - i00 BATT Idc losses %
EBATT Id cJ
i
! I0. Power conc itioner cost = 11.25 ($M)+$250, $M = power tran-
1 sister module cost
II. Power conditioner cost/kVA peak = [II.25($M)+250]/62
cost
if $M = 37.50, then k_ = ii $/kVA peak
12. PCU weight/kVA = 1.4 ib/kVA peak
: 13. PCU Volume/kVA peak = 0.003 ft3/kVA peah
:: 14. Battery voltage level. In order to reduce weight, volume,
and cost and in-.-ease efficiency, one may increase battery
voltage to the limits imposed by power transistor switch-
' ing voltag,; ratings.
I_ EBATT max : 150 for regenerative systems
', EBATT max 216 for nonregenerative systems
>
' 41)-38
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Based on VCI.:O (SUS) rating of 450 V.
15. Comt_arisqn_w..ith Otlm!__a_e systems. For the present study,
the National Aeronautic:; and Space Agency ac Controller
and Rohr 312 are equivalent except the weight of the
Rohr 312 may not include de capacitors or a de contactor.
A. I)I_SIGNEQUATIONS FOR AC POIqF.RCONDITIONING STUDY
Based on enqineering calculations, the rating of the power
conditioner is 62 kVA at the corner point.
l.'ora six-stel, waveform, the line-to-neutral ac voltage is
equal to 0.45 (I.:Battery)
el,_N = 0.45(108) = 4}_.(,V
I - .0_2,00.,' - 42_, Armsrms
_(4_.(._
,_c Power --- k\'t_ • power factor
= (,..,000 (0.t_) = 4g,600 W
,k" Current ,lq_i, ow,,!i ....... 4'!,(,00 .... 483 A
(dverdqe) (l':fl pcu) (I,:I_ATT) (0.n%) (108)
,'1SsLimed
i Peak Tran:_istov Itm s 1,2 _ (harmonic component) l
, 4.,% [,.! + (l.7Oxl0 +3) (I. _7x10 -4) (2.26)1
- 42', (,2 _ 0.54%) - 425 (l.qSq)
R _2 A
4D-Ig i
i
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'rho circuit dim]ram is qivcn i.n Fiqure D-4.
dc CONTAC1OR
L L
-[
:] MOTO
Fi.quro D-4. Power Circuit Diagram
P.ow__e.rcondi t ion 0 r LO_s__s,?.s a t Maximum_Fr_t_|e_l).cy
Assumo battery cab].o inductance (L) - 2 _h
1. Commutat ion loss (no recovery)
_ I (2) (10 -_) (483) _P = . ],]" f :: ._- "(200)
P , 46.(, W/phaso - 140 W total
in ;_quat¢, wave at mdximum ttcquency
.'.. 'l'ran,,_i.;to,and {¢,,,dl,,l(,:kdiode corrolation los:;
IhAN., time , + o/.... " on kDiod , xon t ime ,
;,,,,)(:,,),,:,..,,
l' _2'.'W .h'vict,
l',l,(,q,hl' ¢ x _22.', " lq _.!W
O0000003-T£PNR
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3. Transisto_ s,_itehinq loss
tfallp
= IAVE._dc
tperiod
483 2 x 10 -6
P = _3 (108) 2500 x 10 -6 at 200 Iiz, tperiod
equals 2500 l*s
P= 3.5W
4. Total los._es
Transistol & diode loss = 140 + 1932 + 3.5 - 2076 W
(square wave at 200 Ilz)
Power Conditioner losses at Maximum Chopping Frequency
In the PWM mo_e maximum frequency of chopping is
200 1 x 9 720 Hz
2.5
spe_ d ratio
I. Commdtatic n loss
P = 3 l: (I,)(I2 ) (f)
=-,
= (3) 1 (2) (I0 -6) (483)2(720)
2
= 504 W
2. Conductiol loss = same = 1932 W
,_. Switchiml loss
-618 _ 2 x 10
P .... (108) .... ---_6 at 720 Hz, period is
(,q4 x IO equal to 694 t=s
P -_ 50.1 t';
4D-21 4
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)
4. Total losses in transistor = 504 + 1932 + 50 = 2486 W
& diode (at 9 w f below corner point)
Additional Losses in AC Power Conditioner
I
i. Base drive loss = _ x VBE gain of Darlington
i00
483
= ---x 4 = 20 W
I00
1 2. Control power = 100 W (assumed)
: 2R3. Capacitor loss = I
2
I harmonic = (425(0.545))
p _- (425) 2 (0.545) 2 (0.001) = 54 W
Total System Efficiency 2249
A ,,
(108) (483) - 2075 - 20 - i00 - 54
i. PCU efficiency =
(108) (483)
(square w_ve at ;00 Hz)
= 95.7% 2660
A .f
(108) (483) - 2486 - 20 - I00 - 54
2. PCU efficiency =
(108) (483)
(at 9f at 80 l]z fundamental)
= 94.9%
The electrical desJ In is for the peak instantaneous voltage, cur-
rent, etc., corrcs[onding to the 2.0 per unit torque requirement.
The continuous rating of the system is one-half of the peak rating.
Therefore, the contLnuous rating is 3/kVA.
4D-27
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The 2.0 torque from the duty cycle corresponds to 62 kVA, the
0.4 torque corresponds to 24.8 kVA. The rms kVA which is propor-
tional to torque is as follows:
rms kVA = (62)2(20) + (Z_'8)2(20)
50
-- 42.23 kVA
The ratio of peak Io rms kVA is 62/42.23 = 1.47 for the specified
duty cycles.In order to calculate the parametric equation relating weight
to power conditioner electrical specifications, two factors are
paramount. First, for those items that have no thermal storage
capability, for example, power transistors and diodes, the weight
will be proportional to the peak battery current. If the peak
current is increased, additional components will be required lead-
ing to a direct increase in weight. Second, for these items hhat
do have thermal storage capability (compared to the 20s 62 kVA
specification), e.g., heat sinks, the weight will be proportional
to the rms kVA over the duty cycle. For th_e components if the
rms current is increased over the duty cycle, there will be a
direct increase in the system weight. Therefore, the weight equa-
_r tion will be composed of three items: fzrst, a constant of propor-
_ tionality; second, a term proportiona_ to peak dc current; and
_' third, a term proportional to rms kVA over the duty cycle.
Idc rms kVA over dut_ cycle
Weight = K 1
483 42.23
i
4D-23
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In order to determine K, one needs to calculate the weight of _he
31-kVA, 108-V design.
C0mponent and Heat-Sink Weight
I. A representative heat sink for power transistors would
be a Wakefield 132-4.5. It has a thermal resistance
of 0.15 °C per watt and a one-minute thermal time con-
stant. Its weight (with a clamp) is 1800 g.
: 2. Solid-stale device = 200 g independent
of current rating
of currenl rating
_ 3. Snubber = 200 g
4. Driver electronics = 200 g
,, Total electronics 2400 g % 5 ib
\
5. dc Contactor % 3.75 ib
6. Control circuits and microprocessor % 5 ib
i 7. dc Capacitors % 20 Ib
Total Wei@ht of AC Propulsion System
)
{ Unit Total
Neigh t Weigh t
(Ib) (ib)
6 Transistor/1,iode Modules 5.00 30.00
1 Control Circuit 5.00 5.00
1 dc Contactor 3.75 3.75
i Capacitor 20.00 20.00
Subtotal 58.75
i Package Wei,lht assuming50% of totalitis 29.38
Total Weiqh_ 88 ib
t_
4D-24
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! _ Weight Equation
I Id¢ rms kVA over duty cycle ib Based on this
_ • Weight - 88 4_ 4-2.23 "
• equation, suveral conclusions can be reached:
i. Effect of battery voltage - If battery voltage increases,
: dc current decreases and weight is decreased.
2. Effect of e exponent in voltage corner point equation -
As ¢ increases, from zero to 0.5 the corner point cur-
rent increases, thereby increasing the weight directly,
as shown in Figure D-5.
_: t 1,58
1 _ ,.5 - /"
• _ 1,2 .....,dr"
¢ . _ 0.251.1
'-1.o .,,"" i I I I I
i 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
I Figure D-5. Effect of _ Exponent in "oltage Corner
121 Point Equation
_, Power Conditioner Size
_I Size is again proportional to the weight, and the same factors
I that influence weight influence size. Assume that size if related
}I to continuous kVA. The present dc power conditioner is 1.60 ft 3
and weighs 95 lb. i[t has a one-minute rating of 48.6 kW and a
continuous rating of 24.3 kV.
I
oc rms kVA over duty cycle
Volume = K 2 "4-8_ ....... 42.23
4D-25
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The calculation of the K2 coefficient proceeds as follows.
for the dc controller, ft 1.6 _/ft 3)
for the ac controller, ft 3 = 0.065_ (31) = 2.04
Idc kVA over dut[ cycle) 3Volume = 2 _ (rms 4-2-.-23 ft
Dimensions are flexible, and a rectangular or cubic package is per-
missible. The thermal path for forced air will influence the shape.
Power Conditioner Losses
:m K312 _ff)
• Use the equation in the form of P = K 1 + K2I + + K4(fB (I)
[.,_ + K5l--[f) (I) 2.
.... fBi "
K I = loss that is not a function of current, i.e.,j
control power, pins, base drive power etc.
}! K2 = loss that is proportional to current, i.e.,
transistor with voltage drop independent of
',_ current.
K 3 = resistive loss, proportional to 12.
K 4 = loss ttue to operation at hiqher frequency than
base frequency (fB of 200 Hz) to account for
transistor sw[tchinq loss increment.
K 5 = loss due to operation at a higher frequency
than base frequency to account for additional
res [_tiw, lo:_ses.
ln the const,lnt power mode c_f ol_ot-at[on:
l ' I )2I' - 100 _ lCt5', (.Ii%.T) + %4(_._-_.I,os.,_u:: .....
,)
200. 4_-_....
4 D- 2 _
!
x, ...........
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't
In the constant torque mode of operation:
2
, I I
! PLosses = i00 + 1952 4--_ + 54 _8-_
I _ + 504 I 2 f/chop
, + 50 _ 720 _
with f chop = (9) (f)
_ speed ratio-"
Power Conditioner Efficiency
(Edc) (Idc) - PLosses
Efficiency = i00
EdcIdc
= (i00). (108) (483) - 2249(108) (483) = 95.7
The part-load efficiency is calculated and plotted as follows.
(Figure D-6)
100 - 1.0 PER UNIT= 483 A
90
8070
so
,z, 50
40
LL
I.IJ 30
20
10
I 0 I , I I I I I I I I I
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
o PER UNIT OF dc CURRENT
Figure D-6. Calculated Efficiency Versus per Unit dc Current
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Cost of Power Conditioner
Number in (St ($)
Major component circuit cost (ea) Total Cost
i. Transistor & Diode
Module 6 SM* 6($M)*
2. dc Capacitor 1 20 20
3. dc Contactor 1 10 10
4. Control Circuits 1 i00 i00
*Module cost ($M) will be a parameter in the cost equation.
The total cost of major components = 6($M) + 130 dollars.
Assuming that minor electrical parts add 25% to the total cost
of major electrical parts, the total cost of all components =
125 [6($M) + 130].
Assuming that packaging and assembly add 50% to the total cost
of major and minor electrical parts, the total cost of equipment =
1.5[1.25(6($M) + 1307]. Collecting terms results in:
Total cost of power conditioner "--11.25($M) + $250
The co_t of a power module ($M) has been treated as a variable,
, the total cost as a function of the module cost is given in Fig-
ure D-7.
Cost/kVA Peak
Cost of Power Conditioner = (11.25) ($M) + 250 $/kVA
kVA 62
if $M = $37.51), then $/kVA = ii
if SM = $50., then $/kVA = 13
4D-28
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t
i 30OO
}' _ 2500
I I I I I
0 50 10o 150 200 250
MODULE COST IN DOLLARS
Figure D-7. Total Cost as a Function of Module Cost
i If $M = 37.50, then Total Cost = $675
! If SM = 50 00, then Total Cost = $825I
) W__ei_ht/kVA Peak
i Weight/kVA = 88/62 = 1.4 ib/kVA peak constant over 25% range
! of variables•
Weight/kVA Continuous
:I Weight/kVA continuous = 88/31 2.8 lb/kVA continuous.
i
I Volume/kVA Peak
+
I Vol/kVA peak -- 2 04/62 = 0 03 ft3/kVA peak{ • •
/
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B. EFFECT OF BATTERY VOLTAGE LEVEL
i. Factors That Would Favor an Increase in Battery Voltage
1. The conduction voltage VCE(SAT ) of power transistors
is independent of current and equal to 1.5-1.8 v for
Darlington transistors, results in higher efficiency.
2. Less current means a smaller area of silicon for
power transistors and diodes resulting in lower cost.
3. Less current means less transistor switching loss,
resulting in higher efficiency.
4. Less current means less resistive loss (I2R) in
capacitors, cables, etc. which results in higher
efficiency.
5. Less current permits smaller size of series reactive
elements (if required), which results in smaller size.
6. Less current allows smaller cables resulting in a
lighter weight vehicle.
2. Factors That Would Favor a Decrease in Battery Voltage
I. Transistor voltage rating (VcE D and VSU s) during
switching off should be limited to approximately
1
one-half of the battery voltage. Since the present
transistor VCE D rating is 450 v, maximum battery i
voltage equals 450/2 or 225 V de. During regenera-
tion, the battery voltage level will increase, i
•: 4D- 30
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2. Low ESR electrolytic capacitors have dc voltage rat-
ings less than 150 V. IIowever, computer g]-ado elec-
trolytic (slightly hitjher ESR) capacitors have voltage
ratings to 450 V.
3. Snubber loss is proportional to the square o1" the
battery voltage I_ = 1/2 CE 2 f or 1/2 LI 2 f, rusults
in slightly lower efficiency.
3. Summar Z
For maximum efficiency, lowest weight, and smaller size, in-
crease dc voltage to the limit imposed by present power transistor
switching voltage ratings; approximately 216 V for nonregenerativc
systems or 150 V for regenerative systems.
C. TRANSISTORIZED AC POWER TRANSISTOR
PROPULSION SYSTEMS COMPARISON
Hybrid I NASA 3
Vehicle Rohr 2 ac
Parameter _Study 312 Controller
Battery voltage, volts 108 96 108
kVA (maximum) 62 88 50
kW (maximum at .8 power factor) 50 70 40
Maximum fundamental frequency, }]z 200 300 500
Efficiency, % 95 92-97 94-97
Peak transistor current, A 827 - 680
Battery current, A 480 - 400
Approximate weight, Ib 89 464 87
!
Present study calculations
2NASA CR-]35340 April 1978
3present contract calculations qnd progress reports
4Weight of contactor or dc capacitors may not be included in
this total
4D-31
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FOREWORD
A cost-reduced redesign for the Power Conditioning Unit (PCU)
i i developed on the Near-Term Electric Vehicle Program - Phase II
has been completed. The costs based on this methodology have
been used in the detailed trade-off studies. The producibility
i analysis which was completed is presented here.
I
4E-I
PROOUCIBILITYANALYSISOF ELECTRICALDRIVE SUBSYSTEM
FORNEARTERMELECTRICVEHICLE
Robert O. Klng
General Electric Company
HMED- AdvancedDevelopment Engineering
Syracuse,N.Y.
April 2, 1979
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This producibilityanalysisestimatesthe sellinoprice of a production
ElectricalDrive Subsystem,EDSS, for the Near-TermElectricVehicle. Results
from this cost estimatewill be integratedwith the cost estimate of the
vehicle,to be providedby ChryslerCorporation,to establishthe selling
price of a productionversionof the Near-TermElectricVehicle. Production
quantitiesof 100,000electric vehiclesper year starting in 1982, are assumed
I
for this cost analysis.
Manufacturingcost• for this analysis is definedas the sum of thei •
t material cost, material handling,labor (directand indirect),and factory
"[
_' overhead. Acquisition(sellingprice) includesthe manufacturingcost plus
paybackof investmentfor plant, equipment•researchand development•and
' profit (after taxes). EDSS sellingprice does not includeany cost of sales
adders,since it is only a subsystemthat will be integratedinto the total
vehicle.
Major components (using IntegratedTest Vehicle, ITV, terminology)of
the EDSS include: Microcomputer(u computer), Power ConditioningUnit (PCU),
'_ electricdrive motor, on-boardcharger power unit, and propulsionbatteries.
AdditionalEDSS componentsinclude: internalEDSS electricalinterface,
componenttemperaturesensingand control• plus cooling fans. Figure l-I
illustratesa functionalblock diagramof the major EDSS componentsand elec-
trical interface. Operator interfacewith EDSS are all assumed to be elec-
.i I
41':-5
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trical;i.e., a voltageproportionalto acceleratorpedal position,brake
' differentialpressuretransducer,and logic levelscorrespondingto selec-
tor switch positions,etc. Conversely,EDSS provideselectrical signals
with sufficientpower to drive indicatorlightsand the fuel gauge in the
instrumentpanel.
Redesignand simplificationof the ITV EDSS is necessaryto achievea
low cost electricaldrive subsystemfor a high volume ProductionElectrical
Vehicle(PEV). Producibilityof the redesignedEDSS is improvedvia system
simplification,Large Scale Integration(LSI),alternatepackagingconcepts,
and high volume automatedproduction/testingtechniques.
EDSS producibilityanalysis mam_facturingand sellingprice resultspre-
sented in the reportare appropriateonly for the followingassumptions:
l) Costs are in first quarter 1979 dollars
2) lO0,O00EDSS systems (vehicles)are produced per year starting
in 1982
%
3) Major plant and equipmentinvestmentsare amortizedover lO
years (l,000,000vehicles)
4) R&D and productionprototypeprogramsare amortizedover three
_ years (300,000vehicles)
5) Vehicle R&D and productionprototypeprogramshave been completed
prior to 1982 production
6) Automatedmanufacturingand computerizedtesting techniquesare
used extensivelyto reduce productioncosts
7) ProductionElectricVehicle, PEV, performanceequal or superior
i
._ to IntegratedTest Vehicle, ITV
4E-7
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8) Drtve motor cost based on a GO2Vtndex of 100 tn General
Electrtc's ApparatusHandbook
9) Drtve motor length dimension and wetght can be optimized for
mtntmal EDSSsystemcost
10) EDSScost optimization allows alternate componentpackaging
techniques.
4E-8
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II. EUSSPRODUCIBILITYANALYSISRESULTS
Electric vehtcle Electrical Drive System (EDSS) producibtltty analysis
results presented in this sectton are appropriate only for the assumptions
stated in Section I. Tab)e 2-1 provides a functional summaryof the esti-
mated manufacturing cost of the EDSS. Matertal costs are obtained from
i vendor quotes/estimatesof the componentsin productionquantity. Labor
estimatesare based on typicalassembly times for similarGeneral Electric
i Electronic systems. Table 2-2 illustrates that the selling price e_timate
( of a Production Electric Vehicle (PEV) EDSS is $2,697.89.
In this study, propulsionbatteriesand drive motor are obtained via
subcontracts. These subcontracteditems are assumed delivereddirectly to
the vehiclemanufacturerfor installation. Therefore,no overhead adders or
p,'ofitsare attached to these subcontracteditems.
I The followingsection provide_detail on the cost methodology,ITV simpli-i
flcation,and packagingtechniquesused in obtainingthe PEV EDSS costs.
)
. 4_.:-9
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TABLE 2-I
EDSS FUNCTIONALCOST SUMMARY
MATERIAL LABOR EST. MFG. COST
FUNCTION COST(S) (MINUTES) ($), lOOK qTY.
EV Integrated Control 38.88 27.6 73.58
Battery Chargers & Logic 106.03 119.4 233.72 PCU
Power Supply Brd.
+
PCUBackplane & Housing 9.11 29.7 34.66
Armature/Field Base 48.68 63.5 113.83
Drive Brd. PU
Armature ChopperPwr. Ckt. 218.26 23.8 314.68 +
On-BaordCharger Pwr. Unit 58.49 18.0 93.05
Battery Cable/ 16.40 4.0 25.30
Connectors
Misc. (Fan,Wiring, 36.46 36.0 76.59
Sys. Test, etc.)
PCU/PUIOBCPUSubtotal S532.31 322.0 Min. $g65.41
PropulsionBatteries/Connectors 693.00
Drive Motor 820.00
Total ManufacturingCost $2,478.41
Equipment/DevelopmentAmortization 22.00
TOTAL EDSS MANUFACTURINGCOST + R&D $2,500._I
, 4E-10
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III. ELECTRICDRIVE SUBSYSTEMCOST METHODOLOGY
ElectricDrive Subsystemproductioncost reductionis achieved vla sys-
tem simplification,large scale integration(LSI),alternatepackagingcon-
cepts, and high volumeautomatedproductlon/testlngtechniques. The follow-
ing sectionsoutline the methodologyleadingto cost models used for obtain-
ing £DSS productioncost estimatespresentedin Section II.
A. EDSS.S_stem Simplification
EDSS design and packagingof these units for the present IntegratedTest
Vehicle (ITV) are not conduciveto low cost, high volume producibility. After
reviewingthe present ITV design, the followingsimplificationswere assumed
for the ProductionElectricVehicle (PEV) cost models:
l) Separate the field chopperand lOB volt batterycharger func-
tions
2) Combine the I08 volt and accessorybattery (12V} charger
f,mctionswith redesignedcircuitry
3) Expand the functionsof the u computer in the PEV
4) Simplifybase drive functionsvia VMOS circuitry
5) Reduce the armature chopper rating via differentdrive motor
6) SimplifyLogic Power Supply
7) Simplify on-boardCharger Power Unit
4E-12
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Separatingthe field chopperand the I08 volt batterycharger functions
slmplIfles control clrcultry and utiIIzes lower cost power se_lconductors.
The 108 volt battery charger for the PEV is an UP/DOWNchopper design
that is controlled via the sJcomputer. Improved power factor and more effic-
ient utilizationof the batterycharger power source resultsfrom this redesign
concept. With the additionof a transformerand controlsystem modifications,
the I08 volt and 12 volt battery chargerfunctionscan be combined and, thus,
reduce the batterycharger costs by using common components. Figure 3-I
illustratesthe combinedbattery chargerblock diagrams. This configuration
,!
assumesthat the 12 volt accessorybattery is chargedand maintainedat full
charge from the I08 volt batteryduring normal driving. Input 120 VAC power
is used only to charge the I08 volt batterybank.
Increasing the number of functions performed in the u computer and ded-
icated digital interfacecircuitryreducesEDSS system costs. With rapidly
decliningcosts of u processorsand u computers,due to extremelyhigh volume
commercial,industrial,and automotiveapplications,expansionof b computer
functionsto replacededicatedhardware reducessystem costs.
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) functions,includingfield chopper,arma-
ture chopper and fuel gauge in the PEV, are performedwith dedicateddigital
circuitryunder u processorcontrol. Since the desiredoutput of the PWM
circuitryis a one-bitdigital signal; i.e., on or off, Digital to Analog
(D/A) conversionis not necessary. Fuel gabge PWM output signal is low pass
filtered in the analog fuel gauge. Therefore,the u computer output l,lterface
4 P,-1 l
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in the PEV is simplified and all O/A converters used in the ITV have been
eliminated. Figure 3-2 illustratesthe _ computerblock diagramwith general
inputsand outputs. The CPU portionof this _ computer requiresfrom 3 to 6
IC's, dependin_on the configurationselected. Integratedpackaging,discussed
in greaterdetail below, significantlysi_.plifiesthe input interfacecir-
(
cuitry.
Simpllfledbase drive circuitryfor armature and field choppers reduce
EDSS system costs for the PEV. Off-the-shelfVMOS power transistorsprovide
the interfaceand power amplificationbetween the logic level control signals
and the power semiconductors. Optical isolationcircuitsplus isolatedbase
drive power suppliesachievesan efficientlow noise, low volume implementa-
tion. Figures3-3 and 3-4 illustratethe block diag,'amof the armatureand
field chopperwith the VMOS interfacebetweenthe control logic and power
semiconductors.
Simplificationof the armature chopperpower circuit of the ITV is neces-
sary to reduce the EDSS systemcost. However,due to the relativelysmall
number of high cost items, includinghigh power semiconductors,capacitors
and contactors,It is dlfficultto achieve the dramaticcost reductionneces-
sary for the PEV in its presentconfiguration. Two possibleapproachesto
reducingcosts include:utlllzationof a slngle higher currentrated power
i
module that is presentlybeing developed,or select a differentmntor that
is designedwith a lower base speed which essentiallyhalves the current
rating of the armaturechopper. The initialtechniquereducesthe power
4E-15
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1
i semiconductor cost by I/3, but no reductlon In capacitor cost. The latter
design provides Increased torque per amp at lower speeds. Armature chopper
bypass mode is utlllzed at a lower speed than the ITV design. In addition,
thls design concept is expected to increase gradablllty of the vehlcle.
Halving the current rating on the armature chopper Includes: I/3 power semi-
conductor, I/2 rating of snubber circuit, and I/2 rating on base drive clr-
cult (3 amp Instead of 6 ampbase drive circuit!. Disadvantages of this
concept include: the required motor is physically larger, has increased
weight, and is more costly than a production version of the ITV drlve motor.
Preliminary tradeoffs indicate a 1750/5000 RPMmotor reduces PEV system cost
and is the design assumed for this produclbllity analysis. However, future
'I device developmentmay warranta reevaluationof this armaturechopper/motor
tradeoff.
Reduced logic power supply requirements,due to reducedu computer and
I/O power requirements,reducedbase drive requirements,and low power inte-
grated control circuits,allow a lower cost, reducedweight and smaller
volume implementation. Three DC LPS outputs (+SV, +.JSV),comparedwith the
", five requiredfor ITV (+5V, +.15V,+12V) have estimated power requirements
= less than 20% of the ITV design. Using a 1750/5000RPM motor with a 50%
• derated armaturechopper, as discussedabove, the required base drive power
1
supply output power is approximately40% of the ITV design. As a result of
the reduced LPS input power requirement,it is possible to use the accessory
, battery (12V) to power the LPS. Since the accessorybattery voltagevarla-
J
., tlon, ±17%, is conslderablyless than the +46_ existing on the 108V propul-
!
.( sion battery, less regulation_implifiesthe design. An additionaloption
(althoughnot exer,:Isedfor this study) availablewhen the LPS is operated
41.:-19
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from the accessory battery uses off-the-shelf modular printed circuit board
mountedDC/DCconverters to supply the +5V, +_15Vlogtc power. LPSoperation
from the 12V battery ytelds reduced noise with fewer transient conditions
comparedto operation from the 108V battery.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the block diagram of the LPSused for costing
the EDSSfor the PEV.
Productlzatlonof the On-BoardChargerPowerUnitrequirespackaging
and componentmodifications.Figure3-6 illustratesthe unit'sblockdia-
gram. Itsprimaryfunctionsinclude: EMI filtering,groundfaultcurrent
interruptercircuit,detectionof either15 A or 30 A powersource,and
safetypowercircuitbreakers.Cost reductionof the On-BoardChargerPower
Unit is primarilydue to quantitydiscounton componentsand automated
assembly.
B. LargeScale In)@gratlonReducesSystemCosts
Large Scale Integrated Circuits (LSI) as well as MediumScale Integra-
ted Circuits (HSI) reduce matertal and labor cost for the PEVEDSS. Nearly
all discrete semiconductordevices have been eliminated in the control func-
tions. Initially, in the redesigned circuit, the control functions were
configured with low powerMSZcircuitry using a mtnimumnumberof discrete
devices(resistors,transistors).VMOSdevicesare usedwlth thisdesign
to Intarfacethe logiccontrolfunctionswith the powersemiconductors,
eliminatingmagneticcomponentsfromthe ITV design. Furthercost reduction
is achievedby replacingmultipleMSI devicesfor particularfunctionswith
customLSI. Inotherportionsof circuitry,HybridIntegratedCircuits
(HIC's)integrateseveralMSl circuitsand discreteresistors intoa single
4E.-20
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i IC. LST implementation reduces the numberof components,which reducesboth
assemblyand testtng labor. LSI also tends to require less power, reductng
_i • the size and cost of logtc power supplies.
! I_ Production cost estimates for the LSI implementations were obtained
from vendors and by comparisonwith simtlar LSI componentsused by General
Electrtc's manufacturedelectronic systems. Detatled Information of integra-
ted circuit packaging and functional partitioning is presented in the follow-
_ tng section.
::_f C. PEVEDSSComponentPackagingi
Reduction of the physical size of the EDSScomponents'in the PEVallows
alternate low cost packaging concepts. Cost optimizations, presented in pre-
(
_i vtous sections, suggest that PEVfunctional partitioning different from the
ITV EDSSare utilized. Thts sectton presents these packaging concepts at
_ the moduleand board level.
I
Production Electrtc Vehtcle (PEV) EDSScontatns three electronic modules;
t.e., PowerConditioning Untt (PCU), PowerUntt (PU), and the On-Board
Charger PowerUntt. The PCUmodulecontatns the Electrtc Vehicle Integrated
Control function, battery charger functions, and logtc power supply. The
PowerUntt modulecontatns the base drtve functions and power component
function. Powersemiconductors, for armature and field choppers, power
ftlters, plus matn and bypass contactors are tncluded tn the power component
function. F|gure 3-7 Illustrates the Interrelationship of eachmodule tn
the EDS$of the PEV.
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Electric Vehicle Integrated Control (EVIC) function contains the _ computer
with its input/output interface circuitry plus all the armature chopper logic
and fteld reversing logtc. The complete electric vehicle integrated control
B
functlon is implementedon a single board containing 13 Dual In-Line Package
(DIP) IC's. Since there are no discrete devices on this board, automated
manufacturing, assemblyand testing is used extensively.
The secondboard tn the PCUcontains the combinedbattery charger
,.t (108V and 12V) and the logic power supply. Transformers are potted and
mounteddirectly on the rear of the board with leads protruding through the
Printed Circuit (PC) board to be manually soldered. All electronic =ompon-
ents are mounted, fellow soldered and tested prior to mounting the magnetic
componentson the rear of the board.
Both PCboards in the PCUplug into a PCbackplanecontaining sockets
and requtred teminal blocks for interconnecting wiring harnesses. Thts mod-
ular PCUdesign facilitates system testing and vehicle field maintenance.
PCUfteld trouble shooting requires replacing a particular boardwith a
"knowngood" board and shipping the failed board back to the factory for re-
work. The PCUts housedtn a low cost lightweig,t moldedcase.
Lowcost power untt packaging for the PEVincludes the following:
' adequate power semiconductorcooltng capabtltty, mfntm_l cable resistance
and Inductance from batteries to power untt to drtve motor, ltght_vetght,
and convenient accessibility for assembly and maintenance. A power untt
_t packagesolution, Incorporating the above features, Integrates the PU tnto)
I
\ •
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the drive motor end bell. However, to minimize the effect of the power unit
on the motor design and mounting,the power unit is packagedin a low cost
aluminumdie cast shield that is bolted to the existingend bell. Cooling
is provided via natural convectionusing finned constructionand forced cnn-
vectionby divertinga portionof the air from the motor blower fan through
the power unit. Using a 50% deratedarmaturechopper, resultingfrom a
17BO/5000RPM motor as discussedin Section 3A, the entire power unit, In-
cludlngthe base drive PC board is mountedwithin the motor end shield.
Power filter capacitorsand power contactorswith built-inshunts are also
mountedwithin the shield. Dependingon the total resistanceof the battery,
cable and motor, an additionalbypass contactorwith series power resistor
may be necessaryto limit the current. This mode would provideadditional
torque for starting from "pot holes" or on very steep grades.
The on-boardcharger power unlt is mounted in its own housingas a
safety featureto avoid injury in event of a i20 VAC groundingproblem.
_l Slight modifications in the design reduce the assembly and testing labor.
/
J
I Componentmounting is facilltatedvia a molded base plate and housing.
Althoughthe drive motor used in the PEV is heavier than in the ITV
design,the estimatedEDSS net weight is 25 pounds lighterthan the ITV de-
sign.
l
)
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Two cost estimation techniques were used to esttn,ate manufacturing costs
In this productbtlity _nalysts. The first technique, u_,edfor PEV EDSSmajor
subcontractors (propulsion batteries and drive motor), obtained direct vendor
quotes for 100,000 units per year. The second technique was used for the
PCU, PU, and On-Board Charger Powe."Untt (OBCPU). This technique estimated
base material cost and labor time required for each function. These estimates
were multiplied by appropriate overhead factors to arrive at the manufacturing
cost for each function. The acquisition (selling) price added amortization
costs for plant, equipment, research and development, and profit (after taxes)
to the manufacturing cost of the PCU, PU and OBCPU.
Base material costs (Ist quarter 1979 dollars)of hardwarerequired for
the simplified (cost reduced) design were obtained via vendor quotes for
lO0,O00 quantities, In cases where the vendor would not provide a quote for
lOOK quantities,an estimatedmaterial cost is extrapolatedfrom vendor cost
data for lower quantities. Appropriateoverhead fcr material handlingand
labor costs {directand indirect)are based on typicalhigh quantity_eneral
Electricelectronicmanufacturingfactors.
Required investment and development costs assumed for thts productbtl-
try analysis are summarized tn Table 3-1. Major manufacturing facility
investments are requtred to efficiently produce EDSS's drive motors and
electronic control systems in quantities of 1_0,000 per year. Automated
assembly and testing is used exten.;tvely to :'educe manual labor and mini-
mtze large quantity production co:ts. Two amortization schedules are
assumed; i.e., lO years for major plant and equipment investment, and three i
, years for required development and component test equipment. Thus, payback :1
o
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for manufacturingfacilityinvestmentis added in the selling price of the
first million cars, wh=reas paybackfor R&D and test equipment Is ._ddedto
the tlrst 300,000systems,
I
i
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TABLE3-I
REQUIREDINVESTMENT/DEVELOPMENTAMORTIZATIONCOSTS
ASSUMED NUMBEROF ADDITIONAL
INVESTMENT YEARS COSTPER
.ITEM ($M) AMORTIZED VEHICLE$1
MotorManufacturing 10.0 10 -- (Includedin
FaciIity MotorQuote)
E1ectroni c Assembly B.0 10 6 .O
FacI1ity
CustomChip Development .50 3 1.67
,_ SoftwareDevelopment/ .3 3 I.00
Modiflcations
System and Component I .0 3 3.33
AutomatedTest Equip-
'_'_ ment
Production o.^_.,-.,,M 3.0 3 10.00r/v I,v l.j _
"_ Development __ --.----
")
TOTALS $20.8M $22.00/EDSS
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2III. CONCLU$IONS
Manufacturing and selling price estimates for a Production Electric
Vehicle (PEV) Electrical Drive Subsystem, wtth vehicle performance equal
: or superior to the IW, are presented. Cost estimate results are based on
a cost reduced version of the EDSSfor the ITV. Typical overhead rates
f_r material and labor were used. Automated assembly and testing proced-
ures are used to reduce labor costs.
Cost estimates presented, based on simplified models, are believed to
be reasonably accurate. However, test data from the ITV and the development
and cost optimization of a production prototype electrtc vehicle are required
to establish an improved cost estimate of the EDSSfor a PEV.
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REQUIRED MOTOR AND CONTROLLER DATA
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GENERALO ELECTRIC
l
FOREWORD
In order to conduct the hybrid vehicle design trade-off
1 studies, considerable input information and data were
needed. This section contains the motor and controller
i data which were requested.
\
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• TO: F.G. Turnbull
' FROM: A.F. Burke
DATE: November i0, 1978
SUBJEC%': Information/Data P,equired on AC Motor/Controller
Drive Systems for the Hybrid Vehicle Design
Trade-Off Studies
As part of the hybrid vehicle design trade--off studies,
I need information/data on ac drive systems. This data will
be used Jn both the screening and comparison of various power-
train configurations and the simulation of hybrid vehicle
operation over various driving cycles. Computer programs
which use the. requested data as inputs and for modeling of
the various (omponen'ts currently exist and are being readied
for running ¢,n the GE computer. (.",.'heprograms were developed
while ] was at JPL.) Detailed information/clara is needed for
• ae c_ri,.'esystems in the following size range:
Continuous rating: 15 - 35 KW
Peak rating (30 seconds): 30 - 70 KW
'2he information/data needed for the ac motor and inverter/
controller are listed in detail s¢parately for each compenent
in Table._ I and II. In short, I need Jnfo_:mation on the _ize
_nd weiqht, torque and rbm , current an(] voltage, loss and effi-
ciency, scaling, and cost ¢:haractcristics of the ac components.
I realize that for some of the parameters t),ere may be a s.ic-ni-
fic_nL uncertainty*, especially in projectJ_g the 1978 st_te-
- of-the-art to the 198].-1985 time period, it is important that
;. those _nstances _-u noted and some measure :_f the uncerta.i]:ty
be given either as a range of values or a uand of curves.
$,calabJlity of the information/data he dri_'e sy._t,.L Jn
the ra::ge of _nt_.re:_t is important as it J:_ not possible in
_l)i_ e:ir].ystage of our work to know the exact s_::e (KW) of
the e]_':ctrie drive :ystem ne<:ded in the 5-passenger hybrid
vehici_: we a):e _Ludying. Sca] _bility can be given in terms of
* There are proi_:.bl:'even d_fferent design approaches that may
be. taken. I leave it to you to deci/e w',,en results :;hou]d
be given for d_ff(.rent ty],es of motors and/or inverter/
con t_'olle rs.
" . RIGINAL PAGE IS
I " '
'_ OF POOR QUALITY 4F-3 PRECEDIg_G PAGE 81 ANK NOT FILMED
l
. :'rl rnlu_ .......
Dr. A.F. Burke -2- Noven_er I0, 1978
).
"speciflc" values of the characteristics (ex. lb/K_, in3/KW,
$/KW, etc.) and/or models (i.e. analytic expressions) for cur-
i rents, voltages, losses, etc. referenced to a baseline component
size.
I need this information on ae drive systems by the end
of November, if possible, and by mid-December at the latest.
The information can, of course, be updated and expanded over
the following few months.
1 A.F.B.
1
/dll
Enc.
cc. R. I!. Guts-.
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TABI,I:"I
• INFORMATION/DATA FOR AC MOTO|{S FOR VEIIYCLE DI{IVE SYSTEMS
I
, ().) Weight vs. KW-continuous rating
(2) Volume (dimensions are preferred) vs. KW-continuous
rating
- I (3) Over-load factor for accelerations (30 seconds)
i (4) Normalized maximum torque curve IT/To v_. RPM/(RPM)]
i (5) Current-voltage vs. torque and rpm using optimum control
I (6) Scaling rules (sizing and losses)
1
(7) Voltage level trade-off considerations
• " (8) Loss calculation procedure or efficiency vs. torque and
rpm using optimum control
(9) Efficiency for regenerative braking
(I0) Estimated cost vs. KW-continuous rating
4F-5
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TABLE II
INFOr_4ATION/DATA FOR AC INVERTER/CONTROLLER
(I) Weight vs. KW-peak rating
:_ 121 Volume (dimensions are preferred) vs. KW-peak rating
(3) LOSS calculation procedure or efficiency vs. current-
voltage
i
q
> (4) Transient current characteristics as seen by the battery
for drive and braking modes
15) Scaling rules (sizing and losses)
(6) Estimated cost vs. KW-peak rating, including listing of
high cost components
(7) Motor start-up and control options
(
,i
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